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T

he Aerospace Corporation is celebrating its 50th anniversary. Our
theme, “Honoring the Legacy, Assuring the Mission,” celebrates
the proud Aerospace legacy in national security while maintaining
the focus on serving our customers and mission partners. Throughout
the year, the company has commemorated this milestone at every
operating location through a series of programs and events—
distinguished speakers, historical publications, and convocations—
designed to honor the corporation’s illustrious past and pay tribute to
its inestimable contribution to the nation’s space efforts.
Looking back, it is truly remarkable to think about the changes that
have taken place in the aerospace industry since the corporation’s
founding in 1960. During the Cold War the primary efforts of Aerospace
were focused on overseeing the development of launch vehicles that
could reliably carry ballistic missiles and satellites that could monitor
the Earth and identify national security threats. There was little
understanding of the space environment, and scientists and engineers
were just beginning to deploy experiments to determine how that
environment would affect space vehicles. Humans had just begun to
travel into space, and every effort to further develop space exploration
capabilities was challenging, new, and exciting.

The Aerospace Corporation was mandated by Congress as a federally
funded research and development center, and the company has been
involved in virtually every space effort since that time. Although the
goals, efforts, programs, and customers of Aerospace may have evolved
and changed over the years, the role of the company has stayed
true to its mandate—to be an impartial, trusted advisor to the U.S.
government on space programs vital to national security. Congress also
recognized that such an organization would have to secure the trust of
both government and industry by being completely objective and free
from organizational conflict of interest.
Today, as in the past, the success of the corporation can be attributed
largely to its set of core values—its work mantra, if you will: dedication
to mission success, technical excellence, commitment to our people,
objectivity, and integrity. We believe that living these values affirms our
commitment to the jobs we do every day, and honors the legacy of our
past, while striving for 100 percent mission success today and into the
future.
In this issue of Crosslink, readers will find articles related to the
selected program efforts and work that has been accomplished over
the past 50 years by Aerospace employees. The theme of “then and
now” is reflected in these articles, and is a testament to the dedication,
hard work, and commitment that makes us proud of Aerospace and its
role in serving the nation. We hope that it will give you some insight
into the past, an understanding of where the aerospace industry is
today, and a glimpse into where the future may take us.

Wanda Austin
President and CEO
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Uncrewed Spaceplane Takes Flight
On April 22, 2010, the Air Force launched an Atlas V rocket
carrying an uncrewed spaceplane into orbit. The Orbital Test
Vehicle X-37B is the first U.S. uncrewed reentering space
vehicle, according to the Air Force, and is equipped with a
moderately sized cargo bay, deployable solar array, and short
wings to help guide it back to Earth. Goals for the risk-reduction flight included the demonstration of new heat shield technologies, advanced guidance
and navigation, a solar power
generation system, and flight
control systems. The launch
also marked the first launch of
the Atlas V without solid rocket
motors.
The Air Force’s first attempt
at a spaceplane was the DynaSoar of the early 1960s. It never
flew, but its research was later
applied to the development
of the space shuttle and other
space systems.

Courtesy of US Air Force

U.S. President Barack Obama and Aerospace President and CEO Wanda
Austin shake hands at Kennedy Space Center.

Aerospace supported NOAA
and NASA in the launch of the
latest Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES-P). The third and last
satellite in the GOES-N, O, P
series, it was launched from
Cape Canaveral on a Delta IV
on March 4, 2010. Once operational, GOES-P will provide a
continuation of meteorological/environmental information
and services to the GOES data
user community. Aerospace
played a key role in prelaunch, launch, and postlaunch activities. Jim O’Neal, systems director, Suitland program office,
said, “Aerospace provided launch vehicle hardware systems
status and expertise on the Delta IV launch system necessary
for the review of the GOES-P launch vehicle.” Aerospace
also provided support to ground system upgrades, training
simulations, and independent review team analyses for both
the spacecraft and launch vehicle. During launch, Aerospace
engineers served on console at the NOAA Satellite Operations Facility providing senior systems engineering support to
NOAA’s launch team. Aerospace engineers will also provide
support during the postlaunch test phase. GOES-P reached its
on-orbit storage location in March.

Courtesy of NASA/GOES-P satellite launch

President Obama outlined a new strategic vision for NASA
in a speech delivered at Kennedy Space Center in Florida on
April 15, 2010. The president announced plans to increase
NASA’s budget by $6 billion over the next five years to fund
initiatives that include “robotic exploration of the solar system, including a probe of the sun’s atmosphere; new scouting
missions to Mars and other destinations; and an advanced
telescope to follow Hubble.” Obama cited the need to “increase Earth-based observation to improve our understanding
of our climate and our world” and expressed a commitment
to “extend the life of the International Space Station” by five
years or more.
A significant component of the new strategic plan is an
increased reliance on commercial space. “We will work with
a growing array of private companies competing to make getting to space easier and more affordable,” Obama said. This
approach will include an investment of more than $3 billion to
conduct research on an advanced heavy lift rocket. “We will
finalize a rocket design no later than 2015 and then begin to
build it,” he said.
In a subsequent statement to Congress on April 22, NASA
Administrator Charles Bolden Jr. explained, “The president’s plan transitions away from the Constellation program,
although it will restructure the Orion project to develop a
standby emergency return module for the Space Station.”
Bolden also said that NASA “will encourage the development
of, and then purchase, commercial human spaceflight transportation services to safely access low Earth orbit.”
The strategic vision for NASA includes “a human mission
to an asteroid by 2025, and a human mission to orbit Mars
and return safely to Earth by the 2030s,” Obama said, adding,
“and I expect to be around to see it.”

Environmental Satellite Launched

Austin Appointed to Defense Science Board
Aerospace President and CEO Wanda Austin
was appointed to the Defense Science Board
on January 5, 2010. The board is a federal
advisory group that provides independent,
informed advice on science and technology
efforts to the secretary of defense, deputy
secretary, and undersecretary for acquisition,
technology and logistics. Current board task
forces are studying trends and implications
of climate change for national and international security, enhancing the adaptability

of military forces, the role of autonomy
in DOD systems, improvised explosive
devices, and early intercept of ballistic
missile defense. Austin was one of 39 new
members appointed to the board.
“I am honored to have this opportunity
to serve my country,” said Austin. “The
Defense Science Board plays an important
role in strengthening our national defense,
and I look forward to working with such a
distinguished group of people.”

RAIDS Monitors Space Environment from International Space Station
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A project that began 25 years ago was launched into space on
measuring reaction rates in the region, including validation
Sept. 10, 2009. RAIDS (Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric and refinement of operational code development for remote
Detection System) was carried to the International Space Stasensing of the ionosphere, atmospheric density, and drag
tion (ISS) aboard the Japanese H-II transfer vehicle. The exapplications for suborbital and space system operations in
periment had spent more than 15 years in storage waiting for
the region; and improving the self-consistency of radiative
a vehicle to take it into orbit.
recombination-based techniques for remote sensing of the
RAIDS is a set of eight optical instruments developed by
ionosphere. The mission is also designed to examine the
The Aerospace Corporation and the Naval Research Laborastructure and variability of the F-region ionosphere, including
tory that monitor, observe, and characterize the space environ- the thermosphere/ionosphere coupling processes from tropiment. The instruments measure limb radiances from 55 to
cal to middle latitudes, in particular focusing on ionospheric
870 nanometers that can be converted to neutral temperatures
irregularities that affect radio-frequency communications and
in the 80–300 kilometer region of the atmosphere, aiding
navigation.
scientists in the understanding of regional density variations and their effects on satellite drag,
space debris, and space weather. The instruments
are also designed to help understand how solar
radiation ionizes the atmosphere, which in turn
will help in the refinement of satellite communication systems.
Data from RAIDS will help scientists better understand and predict global space weather
changes and help protect communication and
navigation satellites from space debris. The instruments are designed to help scientists monitor
the shifting density of a poorly understood part
of the upper atmosphere.
“RAIDS is the first space science experiment
on the International Space Station,” said Rebecca
Bishop, Space Sciences Department. “It is very
exciting because the ISS offers us the ability to
command the instrument in real time, allowing us to tailor our instrument modes to current
conditions.”
Specific mission objectives of RAIDS include
This image shows the RAIDS instrument suite prior to dust cover deployment after attachment to the
investigating the global temperature, density,
Japanese experiment platform Kibo on the ISS. Once the dust covers (black squares) are deployed,
and compositional structure and variability of
the RAIDS platform will scan vertically to observe emissions at different altitudes. RAIDS is a part of
the HICO/RAIDS Experiment Platform (HREP).
the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere;

Profiles

Their Memories Tell the Story of Aerospace

Following are excerpts from oral history interviews conducted with Aerospace personnel. Read the histories in
their entirety at http://info.aero.org/tai/press/oral_histories.shtml
Ivan Getting was founding presi-

Max Weiss joined Aerospace in 1961

dent of Aerospace, a position he held
from 1960 until his retirement in 1977.
These remarks are from an interview
conducted by Steven Strom on March
7, 2001, at Getting’s home in Coronado, California.

as director of the Electronics Research
Laboratory and served as Engineering
Group vice president until 1986. Strom
interviewed him on June 12, 2005, at
Weiss’s home in Los Angeles.

“The MOL program was well on its
way, and as far as I can remember it met all its intended capabilities when suddenly it was canceled. The impact of this
cancellation was very great on Aerospace. It was the largest program that Aerospace ever had. It involved some four
hundred of our best scientists and engineers, and it obviously
didn’t make any sense to fire all of these pick-of-the-crop
individuals when we didn’t have any warning. And since
the cancellation happened in June, it was too late to enter a
substitute program in the next year’s budget. So, in short, we
restructured all our programs as rapidly as possible to readjust and prevent a cataclysmic effect on Aerospace, which an
arbitrary firing of the people involved in MOL would have
caused. President Nixon, who had canceled the program, did
establish on February 13, 1969 a “blue ribbon” committee
to lay out the goals of the space program after the successful conquest of going to the moon and back [the Space Task
Group]. Vice President Agnew was the chairman. There were
… programs that were suggested by Aerospace to the committee, and one of these was what became the GPS.”
4
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“Exciting times. Decision making was
quick; for example, the laser was invented, and within months we had a laser laboratory. I wanted
the antenna on what was Building 120. I’d spend ten minutes
with Dr. Getting, and he’d say, ‘Fine, go ahead.’ So it was a
wonderful opportunity. But the most important thing, one of
the contributions I made in those early days is to get the programs to accept research as an important element and to get
the Air Force to accept that. Because, you know, the funding
is always difficult for research—it’s not immediate.
We had difficulty with funding as overhead, so I said [to
the contracting officer], ‘We ought to have a special fund
called Mission-Oriented Research and Experimentation.’ So
he said, ‘No, I don’t like that term, because that’s MORE.’
M-O-R-E. I said, ‘OK, let’s call it Mission-Oriented … Investigation.’ And that is how MOIE was invented….
FLTSATCOM was on the launch stand in Florida, and the
Naval Research Lab said, ‘You can’t launch it because it has
contaminated transistors on it.’ So they asked the labs, they
asked me, to look into this and make a recommendation. Well,
we studied it day and night, seven days a week for two weeks,

sliced and diced it up, and tried to find out what the chemistry and physics is. And we plotted accelerated testing against
temperature, and so on, and the lab staff said, ‘This thing’ll
last seven years.’
So there was a big meeting with the admirals, and generals, and TRW. And first, TRW made a presentation—they
recommended that they launch, but they didn’t have the
technological rationale for it at all. Then, Naval Research
Lab said, ‘It will fail on launch, because the contacts are contaminated, and it’ll break.’ And then I came in, and I said, ‘We
believe it’ll last seven years,’ we’ve done the following tests,
and we’ve done the Arrhenius plots, and from an engineering
point of view, we see no reason why you should not launch.
Besides, if you bring it back, and open it up, and remove and
put new stuff in, chances are you’ll make it worse, not better. And the admiral asked, ‘Well, what’ll happen if it fails on
launch?’ And I said, ‘I’ll be in trouble!’
And it lasted 10 years. So Aerospace’s role does not always have to be the policeman who says, ‘No.’ It also, at
times, because of its expertise—which in many cases exceeds
that of the contractors—could go the other way and say, ‘You
could do something, even though there is some risk.’ Aerospace has that role as well.”

Joseph Wambolt, principal director,
Western Range Directorate, managed
the operations of the corporation’s
launch programs at Vandenberg. Wambolt joined Aerospace at the end of
1960 in the Mercury program office,
which in 1962 became the Gemini program office. Strom interviewed him on
August 2, 2001, at Vandenberg.
“The Gemini mission that stands out in my mind the most is
Gemini 6, which was piloted by Wally Schirra and Tom Stafford. That first mission attempt was in October of 1965, and
it was supposed to be a rendezvous mission with a Gemini
target vehicle, which was made into an Agena vehicle. Well,
the Agena blew up before the Gemini-Titan mission was
launched. The Atlas-Agena mission had taken place already,
and during the Agena burn to the right altitude, the Agena
exploded from propulsion problems that were associated
with the Agena itself. For that reason, there was an abort of
the Gemini-Titan and that mission was put on hold until December of that same year. That mission was called 6A, and
there was a lot of pressure to put that mission back in the air
because they wanted to rendezvous. And one of the things that
happened, that I remember being a propulsion person, was
that engine when that Titan first stage shut down before liftoff
prematurely [December 12, 1965]. And Wally Schirra, being a
clever engineer, knew right away what had happened. He told
us our engine umbilical had fallen out, and we weren’t sure
he was right until after we looked at the data and we realized
that we had lost a ground connector on the engine. But there

was an interesting byproduct of that story because when we
looked at the data, we noticed that the other engine had a very
strange appearance in its gas generator. It didn’t look normal,
so we looked further at the data and determined that there
was something blocking the gas generator oxidizer line of the
other engine on that Gemini mission. So it was serendipitous
that we shut down because the other engine was not going to
thrust. And it turned out that somebody had left a dust cap in
one of the oxidizer lines—the gas generator. When we took
the gas generator all apart to find restrictions, we found a
plastic dust cap lodged in the line that was feeding oxidizer to
the gas generator.”

George Paulikas was executive vice
president when he retired in 1998. Paulikas joined Aerospace in June 1961
as a member of the technical staff in
the Space Physics Laboratory. Strom
spoke with him on March 26, 2003, at
Aerospace headquarters in El Segundo,
California.
“The space age was just beginning, and I was very interested
in space activities, so I decided to go to work in space physics
at Aerospace. I got in almost on the ground floor in the spring
of 1961. It was a new company, new organization, and a new
field of research. It was an opportunity to start an organization from scratch, to start research programs from scratch.
The problems of the space environment were basically unknown, so Aerospace and Space Physics Laboratory had a
very important role in establishing some of the initial research
programs that led to substantial contributions by Aerospace in
various fields of space physics. It was an incredibly exciting
time, and it was fun. Having fun doesn’t mean we didn’t do
an enormous amount of work. Let me be clear—we used to
work like dogs. You were always driving up to Vandenberg
in the middle of the night, working at the launchpads in the
fog and the wind, just freezing. And you’re clambering over
this rocket, and there were your experiments, and you’d do
the checkouts. It sort of sent shivers down your spine. It was
great, and I think that the thing that was fun was we were
doing exciting research.”

Edward Lassiter was vice president
of Development Group when he retired
in 1995. He joined Aerospace in 1962
as a member of the technical staff in
Special Programs. In 1974, he became
principal director of the navigation
program, GPS, then in development.
Strom interviewed Lassiter on December 18, 2002, and February 18, 2003,
in Torrance, California.
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“Fortunately for me I was able to persuade some, I think, really critical people to come to work on the [GPS] program.
Irv Rzepnik came in to take over the space segment, and Irv
brought a tremendous amount of experience in knowing how
to get programs tested and how to put good hardware on orbit.
And so Irv set about, for the space segment anyhow, that we
really test this thing end to end—and furthermore, that if we
did a good job of that, we could save some money and speed
up everything by not doing the assembly and test at Vandenberg when we were ready to launch. But we could do the factory-to-pad concept. And that changed a lot of the whole test
philosophy and test program of the way that we went about
providing validation for good space hardware. So Irv was able
to convince Rockwell again that they needed to really do a
good job of testing at the box level from all their subcontractors, of all of the boxes that go into the satellite. And that was
a really total sea-state change from when we entered the program. So that was a major development contribution.
The atomic clocks were really a big developmental item,
the rubidium and cesium clocks. And John Hurrell in the
research labs did some great stuff to help in the development
and the analysis of why we were getting early failures on
orbit with the rubidium clocks. A lot of that was done in the
Aerospace labs. We had some early stuff about attitude control problems. And we had something called the Analog and
Digital Lab, and Irv pushed through a simulation. When we
launched the first satellite [1978], there was a failure in the
sensor system. And we were able to, in real-time, get the analog and digital hardware-in-the-loop simulation that we’d been
doing at Aerospace. And in real time from the control center
up in Sunnyvale giving the commands, we were able to get
lock on the Earth and get the spacecraft stabilized as it was
trying to acquire the Earth. And that was on our first launch,
and if we hadn’t kept that going, there was a good chance that
bird would have been lost, and that would have been our failure on the first launch instead of a tremendous success on the
first launch. So, there were several things that Aerospace just
played a vital role in: in the clocks, in the hardware development, in the testing program…a lot of things.”

Allan Boardman was vice president
of the Engineering and Technology
Group when he retired from Aerospace
in 1996. He joined Aerospace in February 1962 as a member of the technical
staff in the engineering division, and
later served as principal director for
Navstar/GPS. Jon Bach interviewed
Boardman on December 4, 2007, at
Aerospace headquarters in El Segundo.
“Just picture what the space program was in its absolute infancy, in this country. There were things that we wanted to
do but we had no idea, really, how to do them. We wanted
to get payloads into space that performed their missions, and
there was no precedent. We were dealing with new materials.
We were dealing with very, very challenging technological
problems in almost every scientific and technical area you
can imagine—whether it was telemetry or communications or
structures or materials or optics or you name it. So, that sense
6
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of newness—not being able to go to a textbook on a shelf
somewhere and read how to do it—created a very pioneeringlike, bold, ‘imagineering’ sort of an environment….
There were a lot of naysayers about GPS in those days
[the late 1970s]. Today, you look at it and you say, ‘Well, how
could that possibly be?’ I mean, there isn’t a car running on
the L.A. freeways that doesn’t make use of the thing. How
could that ever have been thought of as not a good idea? Well,
you gotta remember: First of all, the smallest GPS receiver
conceived of in that era weighed about 60 pounds and cost
somewhere around 60, 70 thousand dollars. It was intended
for a man to walk around with, I suppose, if he was a strong
soldier, or put on a jeep, or maybe stuck in a tank. But it
was a very clumsy, expensive piece of technology, and there
was no thought, in the program office or in the government,
for that matter, at that time, for any commercial applications
whatsoever. It was purely military. I remember kind of a
funny thing happened back in the early 1980s. The program
office got an inquiry from the Cadillac division of General
Motors, asking about the possibility of incorporating a GPS
receiver in one of the cars. And we all sat around in a morning staff meeting laughing our heads off. I mean, how’s that
gonna work? A Cadillac cost about maybe eight thousand
dollars in those days, and here’s this monstrous machine that
they want to incorporate. We didn’t have sufficient, I guess,
imagination.”

William Deacon retired in 2008 as
principal staff advisor in the Office of
the Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, and Treasurer. He joined Aerospace
in 1967 as a junior accountant. Bach
interviewed Deacon on June 4, 2008, in
El Segundo.
“There were about 60 people [in 1967]
in the Accounting and Finance department. It was very exacting, very precise, no room for any errors, and that was
really a standard. There was no deviation. There could not
be ‘plugging,’ as the old accounting term, it had to come out
exact. And as a result, there was a tremendous amount of hard
work done closing the books every month, filing government
reports. Everything was done manually. We had not entered
the computer world. The little bit we were doing was on
keypunch cards that we’d put in batches and they’d be run on
some giant computer at night, and we got these humongous
tab runs delivered by forklift in the morning to start our next
day’s work. It was really a tremendously intense paper exercise. So there was a lot of hard work, very exacting, long
hours, people worked 10–12 hours normally. Saturdays and
Sundays was a common thing, especially at the end of the
month. At the end of the fiscal year, we worked around the
clock.
So these were hard-working people, very exacting, but
they were very family-like. It was a tremendously close-knit
group of people. And that kind of style persisted across the
whole company. The technical people were the same way.
They worked hard, they took care of each other. The time
off, it was very common to have house parties. You’d all
show up at someone’s home, and you would have a party for

whatever the event might be, and if there was no event, we
created events. So you got very close to all these people over
the years. And because it was pretty stable employment, we
stayed together for long periods of time.”

John Parsons was senior vice president of the engineering and technology
group when he retired in 2005. He
joined Aerospace in 1969 as a member of the technical staff in the optical
systems department. Donna Born interviewed Parsons at Aerospace headquarters on November 6, 2007.
“I had another goal, too, and that
was to expand image processing and apply it as broadly as
I could—both for our ongoing customers, the military intelligence community, as well as the outside community. And
it was one of the first times that image processing—digital
image processing, photographs that had been altered or enhanced by a computer—were actually allowed to be put in as
evidence. So, we set a standard there, and of course now, it’s
a standard thing, with fingerprint analysis—all that’s done by
computers.
Another thing I’m actually really proud of, we proposed to
Congress to process the Kennedy assassination material. Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, so this was actually later than
that obviously—this was 1976 or 1977—but they had all this
evidence, the Zapruder film and a whole bunch of other things
that had just been lying around since they had originally been
looked at, but now we had computers and we could do things.
So, the House Committee on Assassinations—it was formed
to actually revisit the Kennedy assassination—had a contract
with us. And they sent us all the films and photos, along with
the lawyers—each one had a lawyer—the Zapruder film had a
lawyer—and we digitized all that material, and we processed
it. And we wrote a report. It’s kind of a special report, and
it went to the House Committee on Assassinations. So that
was a couple, three months worth of work. I’m proud of that
because we got it recognized. And they came to Aerospace
because we’re nonpartisan and nonprofit, so they felt comfortable that they would get the straight scoop.
Was there a second gunman on the knoll in Dealey Plaza?
We didn’t find one; there were some shadows, but they were
trees and leaves and things like that. We analyzed the echoes
from the shots, the acoustics—because they were picked up
on certain microphones and whatever, but, no, we didn’t—beyond Lee Harvey Oswald, as far as any other conspiracy, we
didn’t find anything that was conclusive in that regard.”

Roberta (Bobbie) Ackley was
assistant secretary of the corporation
when she retired in 2005. She joined
Aerospace in 1974 as an administrative secretary. Steven Strom interviewed
Ackley shortly before her retirement at
her office in El Segundo.
“The [corporate] culture reflects not
only the times outside the company, but it reflects the person

who is leading it. So, we’ve had five presidents, and the
culture has changed with those presidents. Starting with Dr.
Getting, the aerospace industry was new, aerospace as a word
was new. Dr. Getting was pretty ‘old school’ in a lot of ways.
Never could quite get to calling women ‘women’—they were
always ‘girls.’ He was a product of his time. Dr. Rechtin
came in 1977, and his wife and his daughters had influenced
his life a lot in how he looked at the people elements of the
company. Dr. Rechtin came in and really helped to focus
more on people skills—clearly not to the detriment of the
technical capabilities, but more on people skills. Mr. Tennant
became president in 1989. He had grown up in Aerospace,
Aerospace had grown up with him. The difficulty was that
that was a time when there was some focus in Washington
about whether FFRDCs were doing work that they shouldn’t.
We started seeing… We’d had ceilings on us before, but nothing like what happened in the early 1990s. Mr. Aldridge came
to become president in March of 1992. And Mr. Aldridge
clearly understood the relationship between the Air Force and
The Aerospace Corporation because he had been secretary of
the Air Force. More importantly, he really understood some
of the pressures in Washington that we had not had to deal
with before. And so he brought a more political aspect to the
company, and was very open to a lot of the people issues.
And it was probably a more balanced approach. Dr. Ballhaus
[came] with a more business-oriented approach. Aerospace is
like a great big family or a small town. And Dr. Ballhaus says,
you know, this is a company, we have a bottom line, goals,
missions, objectives, and we need to be focused on those,
our role, our accountability—and you hear him use the word
accountability. Not that the company hasn’t been accountable
in all those years, it’s just that he’s putting more focus on the
business reason for doing the things that we do.”

Bradford Parkinson joined the
Aerospace board of trustees in March
1997 and served as chair from 2000
to 2005. Strom interviewed Parkinson
April 1 and June 4, 2003, at Aerospace
offices in El Segundo. Parkinson discussed his involvement in navigating
GPS through the military and ultimately
gaining DOD approval for the program,
which had come perilously close to
cancellation.
“GPS has been a godsend to the military. It allows you to
precisely do in all weather, day and night, what the military
is supposed to be doing for the country. It made possible precision weapon delivery—the bomb hits what you think it’s
going to hit, and you don’t have all this collateral damage. So
I feel good about that. But it doesn’t end there, you’ve got aircraft landings, ships at sea, farm tractors, automobiles, mining
equipment, hikers. [It was the work of] a band of people who
really believed in it. I led the synthesis, the definition of what
GPS is, but the whole story includes the important work done
by many people from Aerospace, the Air Force, the Naval Research Laboratory, and the Naval Surface Weapons Center. It’s
the culmination of a lot of technologies and support done by a
lot of people.”
Crosslink Spring 2010
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The Formation of
The Aerospace
Corporation

Determined not to lag behind the Soviet Union, the United States embarked on an intensive
drive to close a perceived missile gap and establish its dominance in space. To achieve these
critical goals, a trustworthy and independent advisor was clearly needed.

Jon S. Bach and Gabriel Spera

D

evelopment of intermediate-range and intercontinental
ballistic missiles (IRBMs and ICBMs) began in earnest in the United States after World War II, supported
by German scientists who came to work for the U.S. Army
through Operation Paperclip. At the same time, the Soviets
were working on their own program. As the Cold War intensified, the United States grew increasingly concerned about the
prospect of a Soviet attack using nuclear missiles. In response
to this threat, Trevor Gardner, assistant to the secretary of the
Air Force for Research and Development (and later member of the Aerospace board of trustees), established the Air
Force’s “Strategic Missiles Evaluation Committee” in 1953.
John von Neumann from Princeton University’s Institute for
Advanced Studies chaired the committee, which took his
name.
The committee concluded that the United States had fallen
behind the Soviet Union in developing ICBMs, and recommended that the United States do everything necessary to
accelerate its own ICBM program, particularly the Atlas missile. It also recommended the appointment of an impartial
system architect to coordinate the work of defense contractors. One important result of this finding was the creation in
1954 of the Air Force Western Development Division, under
8
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the command of Brig. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever. Its goal was
to develop and deploy IRBMs and ICBMs. (Schriever, too,
would later join the Aerospace board of trustees.)
Among the members of the von Neumann committee
were engineers Simon Ramo and Dean Wooldridge. They
had worked together at Hughes Aircraft, but left to form
their own company, Ramo-Wooldridge, in 1953. In 1954,
Ramo-Wooldridge was awarded a contract to provide general
systems engineering and technical direction (GSE/TD) to
the Western Development Division, according to the recommendations of the von Neumann committee. It established a
separate Guided Missile Division for this purpose. To prevent
a conflict of interest, the contract prohibited the production of
hardware (so that Ramo-Wooldridge would not be in a position to recommend its own hardware over a competitor’s).

Photo above: Checking the ropes before raising the company emblem on the R&D
Center are (left to right) Ivan Getting, president; Bill Drake, vice president, Administration; Brig. Gen. W. E. Leonhard, USAF, deputy commander, Civil Engineering,
Air Force Ballistic Missiles Division, and Col. William Morton, commander, 6592nd
Support Group, Air Force Ballistic Missiles Division. The emblem raising ceremony
took place on Nov. 25, 1960.

The First Forays into Space
The late 1950s was a dynamic period for Schriever’s organization, which concurrently pursued a
number of major initiatives. In the ballistic missile
area, there was the Atlas, Thor, Titan I and II, and
Minuteman. In the area of space launch, there was
the Thor Able, the Thor Agena, the Advanced Thor,
the Atlas booster, the Super Titan, and their associated upper stages. There was also the burgeoning
manned spaceflight effort as well as the early satellite systems for reconnaissance, communication,
early warning, and related activities.
Meanwhile, in preparation for the International
Geophysical year (July 1957 through December
1958), the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory was
working toward launching a scientific satellite into
orbit using a Vanguard missile. Then, on October
June 1960: The creation of The Aerospace Corporation is announced at a news conference in Los
4, 1957, the Soviet launch of Sputnik I surprised
Angeles. From left: Trevor Gardner, Charles Lauritsen, Roswell Gilpatric, Joseph Charyk, and Gen.
America—and indeed, the world. The launch of
Bernard Schriever. The corporation would serve as a scientific adviser to the U.S. government.
Sputnik II just one month later cemented the Soviet
triumph, and brought increased attention to the Vanguard effort. The attempt to launch Vanguard TV3
developed between STL and its associated contractors, and
(Test Vehicle 3) on December 6, 1957, was a failure, and not
the working relationship became a problem.
just a disappointing one—it was highly embarrassing. Unlike
The House Government Operations Committee, chaired by
previous test launches, this one was televised, so the bad news California congressman Chet Holifield, had received industry
spread fast.
complaints about STL’s role. The potential conflict of interest
But Vanguard was not the only U.S. space program under
was a major concern. In 1959, James H. Douglas, secretary
development at the time. Concurrently, Explorer I was being
of the Air Force, appointed a committee—headed by Clark B.
designed and built by the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and
Millikan of Caltech—to perform a study of Air Force missile
JPL, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in Pasadena, California.
and space systems management approaches and to recom(Eberhardt Rechtin, who would become The Aerospace Cormend a solution. The Millikan committee’s recommendation,
poration’s second president in 1977, was spacecraft manager.) made in January 1960, was for the creation of a noncompetiOn January 31, 1958, it became the first satellite successfully
tive organization to provide technical assistance to the Air
launched by the United States. Less than two months later, on Force.
March 17, 1958, Vanguard 1 became the second satellite sucThe Air Force concluded that only a nonprofit corporation
cessfully placed in Earth orbit by the United States (it remains would be acceptable to Congress, and since TRW would not
the oldest artificial satellite in orbit).
convert STL to nonprofit status, the Air Force would sponsor
the establishment of a new nonprofit corporation.

The Millikan Committee

Meanwhile, the U.S. ICBM program was advancing rapidly.
The first successful launch of an Atlas ICBM was in December 1957, with the first operational launch in 1959. At about
the same time, 60 Thor IRBMs were being deployed in the
United Kingdom. Also in December 1957, Ramo-Wooldridge
incorporated its Guided Missile Division into an organization
known as Space Technology Laboratories (STL), a wholly
owned subsidiary. A year later, wishing to expand into missile hardware manufacturing, Ramo-Wooldridge merged with
Thompson Products to become Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge
(TRW). STL’s board of directors, chaired by Lt. Gen. James
H. Doolittle (who later joined the Aerospace board of trustees), was separate from TRW’s. The GSE/TD performed by
STL continued to be technically successful; however, friction

“Corporation A”
The secretary of the Air Force, Dudley Sharp, convened a
committee on April 1, 1960, to begin the process of assembling the corporation, known simply as “Corporation A” (this
temporary designation was coincidence, and had nothing to do
with the eventual naming of the corporation). In May, the Air
Force briefed its plan to the House Government Operations
Committee. Corporation A incorporated as a nonprofit mutual
benefit corporation under the laws of California as The Aerospace Corporation on June 3, 1960. The purposes of the corporation were exclusively scientific: “to engage in, assist and
contribute to the support of scientific activities and projects
for, and to perform and engage in research, development and
advisory services to or for, the United States government.”
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The first meeting of the board of trustees took place in
New York City on June 4, 1960—a day after the official incorporation of the company. Much was accomplished: corporate
by-laws were presented and adopted; eight individuals were
newly elected as trustees; and a slate of officers was elected.
The board’s secretary was authorized to engage the services
of independent counsel, CPAs, etc., as needed. The board
discussed the issue of facilities and authorized the secretary
to obtain space for the corporation’s headquarters and operations. Resolutions were passed to establish bank accounts and
to establish security policies and procedures. Plans were made
for the preparation of personnel policies and compensation
scales, and the corporation’s principal place of business was
fixed in Los Angeles county.
Perhaps most important of all the issues considered at this
meeting were two special items: the organization’s mission
and its leadership. The board discussed the purposes of the
corporation as set forth in the proposed Air Force letter contract, and set up an ad hoc committee to select the corporation’s first president.

The Selection of Ivan A. Getting as President

Maj. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever and Clifford C. Furnas, a trustee from 1960 through
1969. Furnas had worked on Explorer I, which was the first U.S. Earth satellite.

Ivan Getting, born in New York City in 1912 to immigrant
parents from central Europe, was an excellent choice to lead
the new corporation. He was a superb physicist and engineer
who could completely understand the issues faced by the
United States and its military in gaining access to space. But
more than that, he was an experienced executive who realized
the importance of nurturing the human side of a large organization, not just its technical capabilities.
By 1960, when The Aerospace Corporation was opening its doors, Getting had already accumulated an impressive
résumé full of scientific achievements. He had been director
of the Radar and Fire Control Division of MIT’s Radiation
Laboratory. He had worked on the development of the SCR584 radar tracking system in World War II, which intercepted
German V-1 rockets fired toward England. During the Korean

War, he had been assistant for developmental planning of
the Air Force, responsible for areas such as tactical air warfare, civil defense, and air defense. He made contributions to
Project Nobska, a 1956 Navy study that recommended development of a submarine-based ballistic missile that became
Polaris. And as vice president of Research and Engineering at
Raytheon, he oversaw the production of transistors. (This was
the first time they were produced on a commercial basis.)
Joseph Charyk, acting secretary of the Air Force, was the
one who first approached Getting and asked him to consider
being president and CEO of the new corporation. He agreed.
Getting became an active, accomplished leader who was very
much a part of the corporation’s emerging identity. He was

The board of trustees in 1961. From left: NaJeeb Halaby, Arthur Raymond, Trevor
Gardner, Roger Lewis, Earle Partridge, James McCormack, Ivan Getting, Roswell

Gilpatric, Charles Lauritsen, Edwin Huddleson Jr., Clifford Furnas, and Chalmers
Sherwin. Board members had backgrounds in academia, business, and the military.
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The Original Board of Trustees
Members of Aerospace’s original board of trustees came from
various backgrounds in academia, business, and the military. A
look at each person’s biographical information illustrates how
extensive their collective wisdom must have been.
• Clifford C. Furnas of the University of Buffalo served
on the board from 1960 to 1969. Furnas was a scientist,
educator, administrator, and author. He had directed the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory from 1946 to 1954 and
had been assistant secretary of Defense under President
Eisenhower from 1955 to 1957. Furnas had worked on the
development of the Explorer I satellite.
• Trevor Gardner was special assistant to the secretary of
the Air Force for research and development. He had been
special assistant to Air Force Secretary Harold E. Talbott,
and as an engineer, he had headed his own company. With
his appointment after President Eisenhower’s election,
he was one of the prime movers behind the U.S. ICBM
program. He established the von Neumann committee.
Gardner served as an Aerospace trustee from 1960 until his
death in 1963.
• Roswell L. Gilpatric, the first chairman of the board of
trustees, had headed up the organizing committee involved
in forming the new corporation. Gilpatric was an attorney
who had served as undersecretary of the Air Force under
President Eisenhower. When he left the Aerospace board in
1961, he became deputy secretary of Defense for President
Kennedy.
• Edwin E. Huddleson was a San Francisco attorney and
charter trustee. In 1971 he was elected vice-chairman of
the board. He served on the board until 1986.
• Charles C. Lauritsen was the first vice-chairman of the
board and served as a trustee through 1967. Born in Denmark, Lauritsen was a physicist who studied and taught at
Caltech. He had served on the von Neumann committee.

well known throughout the aerospace industry. He served as
president from 1960 until his retirement in 1977.

The Corporate Offices
In December 1960, the Air Force purchased what was known
as the R&D Center, on the southeast corner of El Segundo
and Aviation Boulevards, from STL, which had housed its engineering support staff, research staff, and administrative staff
there. Along with a written agreement describing the transfer
of personnel from STL to the new Aerospace, an agreement

• Roger Lewis was president of General Dynamics. He was a
member of the board from 1960 to 1962.
• Maj. Gen. James McCormack, vice commander of the Air
Research and Development Command, had been assigned
responsibility for ICBM development. He had been appointed to the Millikan committee in 1959, and in 1960 joined
the Aerospace organizing committee. He became a charter
trustee in 1960 and served on the board through 1965. He
returned to the board in 1970 as its new chairman.
• Gen. Earle E. Partridge had a distinguished military career that spanned both World Wars and the Korean War. After the Korean War, Partridge commanded the Air Research
and Development Command; he later became commander
in chief of the North American Air Defense Command.
• Arthur E. Raymond was a consultant for The Rand Corporation and had worked for Douglas Aircraft, where, he led
the team that designed the DC-3 airplane.
• Chalmers W. Sherwin had been a physics professor at
the University of Illinois. Although he was a member of
Aerospace’s original board, he resigned as a trustee in
March 1961 yet continued in his role as vice president/
general manager of the Laboratories Division. He led the
preparation of the Dyna-Soar development program and
its presentation to Secretary of Defense McNamara on
September 27, 1961. In April 1963, he left Aerospace for a
DOD appointment.
• Jerome B. Wiesner, an MIT professor (who would become
that university’s 13th president in 1971), had been a member of the von Neumann committee. He worked at MIT’s
Radiation Laboratory on the development of microwave radar. He served as an Aerospace trustee in 1960–1961. After
leaving the Aerospace board, he became chair of President
Kennedy’s Science Advisory Committee.

was signed on the assumption of STL leases by Aerospace
and the Air Force purchase.
This location became The Aerospace Corporation’s first
home. Plans were made for subsequent construction of a
corporate headquarters on the southwest corner of El Segundo and Aviation Boulevards. Groundbreaking for the new
headquarters took place in January 1963, and construction
continued into 1964. When Aerospace transitioned to its new
headquarters, the Air Force moved into the space Aerospace
had vacated in the old R&D Center—so the physical location
of the two neighboring complexes, across Aviation Boulevard
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from each other, reflected the conceptual partnership; it was a
true collocation.
Meanwhile, on April 1, 1961, the Air Force split the Ballistic Missile Division into two divisions and announced plans
to move one of them, Ballistic Systems, to Norton Air Force
Base in San Bernardino. The second division, Space Systems, would remain in El Segundo. Accordingly, Aerospace
established a corporate location known as San Bernardino
Operations that would eventually include more than 1000 employees supporting Air Force missile programs.
In May 1962, the corporation leased office space near
Norton. Subsequently, Aerospace purchased 80 acres adjacent
to the base and broke ground on the site for new facilities.
By February 9, 1963, Aerospace had moved into the new
buildings—so in fact, the San Bernardino facilities were built
and occupied before the main El Segundo campus. San Bernardino functioned with some degree of autonomy, taking
direction from El Segundo headquarters but conducting dayto-day operations on its own.

The Aerospace Corporation logo hangs on the R&D Center, later known as Building
105 of the Los Angeles Air Force Station. During these early years, the United States
would make tremendous strides toward harnessing the power of space.

Early Projects
When Aerospace was established, it assumed responsibility for some programs previously overseen by STL and was
also put in charge of several new initiatives. For example,
STL retained direction of the Atlas, Titan, and Minuteman
missiles, but Aerospace was involved in their conversion to
space boosters. Similarly, Aerospace supported—but not in a
lead role—the MIDAS, Discoverer, and SAMOS programs
(the three components of Weapon System 117L). Aerospace
did assume GSE/TD for the launch component of the DynaSoar spaceplane, the Mercury program, and the Transit III
navigation satellites. For the ADVENT, BAMBI, and SAINT
surveillance and missile defense systems, Aerospace had
GSE/TD for both the launch and satellite components. Work
in space systems was predominantly carried out at the main
offices in El Segundo; work in missiles and missile defense
systems primarily occurred in San Bernardino.
A major portion of the corporation’s work in the early
years focused on launch vehicles and facilities, including vehicle development and testing as well as the launch process
itself. The first space launch vehicles, such as Atlas, Thor,
and Titan, were direct descendants of ballistic missiles, from
which they inherited much technology. To be useful for military satellite systems, they often required the addition of an
upper stage such as Able, Burner, Agena, and Centaur. The
early 1960s saw an effort to standardize these launch vehicles:
the Blue Scout rocket was designated Space Launch Vehicle
(SLV)-1, the Thor as SLV-2, and the Atlas as SLV-3. Aerospace’s Standard Launch Vehicle program office had technical
surveillance for SLV-2 and SLV-3 as well as Able Star and
Agena (which could serve as an upper stage or a satellite).
When Aerospace was founded, it took over and completed
an Air Force study known as Project Phoenix; the goal of the
study was to conceive a flexible family of relatively low-cost
large launch vehicles combining liquid and solid rockets; this
research contributed to the development of some of the most
important space launchers.
Among the first navigation systems were the Navy Transit
and Air Force Project 621B—precursors to today’s GPS. The
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first surveillance systems that Aerospace supported included
Corona, MIDAS, SAMOS, and Vela—which all had at least
one successful launch—and BAMBI and SAINT, which never
flew (Sam Tennant, who became the third president of Aerospace, joined the company in 1961 as manager of the BAMBI
program). Early communications systems included ADVENT,
Skynet, IDCSP, NATO, and TACSAT. Aerospace support included GSE/TD for the launch vehicles and operations as well
as for the satellites themselves. The Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) also began to take shape in the
early 1960s. Aerospace did not have GSE/TD responsibility
for the initially classified DMSP system, but nonetheless contributed to early designs and instruments.
Controlling and communicating with launch and space
systems required an intensive investment in the ground
infrastructure. Here again, Aerospace made significant contributions in the early years. For example, the Satellite Test
Center—which served as the control station for Discoverer/

Concept drawing of Dyna-Soar separating from a Titan III booster. When Aerospace
was founded, it assumed GSE/TD for the launch component of the Dyna-Soar.

Corona—was located in Sunnyvale, California. In September
1961, the Air Force asked Aerospace to take over GSE/TD for
the satellite control system program; the Aerospace Palo Alto
office assisted with this task. A satellite control office for Discoverer was also established in El Segundo.
Aerospace’s support of ballistic systems was somewhat
different from its responsibilities with space systems, where
it took care of GSE/TD for entire launch systems. For ballistic systems, the company became responsible for conceptual
studies and subsystems such as reentry vehicles, guidance,
and anti-missile targets. Within a few years of the company’s
startup, these activities involved up to 25 percent of the entire
staff.
This early missile work was oriented toward several main
areas, including survivable basing systems, advanced reentry
vehicles, and defense-penetrating reentry systems. It was done
by two corporate divisions, Missile Systems and Reentry Systems. Missile Systems supported the Minuteman vehicle and
various systems and subsystems. Reentry Systems supported
the Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES) program,
specific reentry systems such as the Mark 12, and multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs).
One of the first major programs to occupy the technical
resources of San Bernardino was Project 75, which began in
October 1963. The project, which involved about 150 members of the technical staff, demonstrated the feasibility of the
MIRV concept and harnessed the power of digital computing,
which was still in its infancy.
The company’s work in survivable basing focused on
how to ensure that U.S. ICBM installations would survive a
first strike to deliver a retaliatory strike. One subject of interest was mobility as a basing concept—the ability to situate
missiles on moveable platforms from which they could be
launched. Where missiles could not be moved, they needed to
be hardened. Aerospace studied situations where missile silos
were to be drilled into rock or otherwise shored up to withstand what was practically a direct hit. Yet another component
in this work was the idea of defended missile installations.
Missile defense is a vast subject that has evolved greatly since
the 1960s, and although many of Aerospace’s early studies in

A pair of Vela satellites—designed to monitor compliance with the 1963 Partial
Test Ban Treaty—are stacked for launch. Aerospace provided initial GSE/TD for
the launch vehicles, spacecraft, ground tracking, and communications subsystems.

this field did not develop, they nevertheless helped optimize
existing ICBM installations and had an effect on reentry vehicle designs for anti-ballistic missile systems.
To help deal with limits on the number of Minuteman
missiles, Aerospace became involved with the idea of shrinking warheads and their reentry vehicles. This enabled three
reentry vehicles, instead of one, to be positioned on each
Minuteman, compensating for the lack of launchers. With
multiple warheads on a single missile, enemy defenses could
be quickly overwhelmed. The system eventually became Minuteman III. MIRV contributions came from developments and
test programs associated with Aerospace reentry programs.

A Solid Foundation
The early years of the U.S. space and missile programs were
marked by a sense of urgency and common purpose. In just a
few years, the nation would make tremendous strides toward
harnessing the power of space, and Aerospace support would
help the Air Force achieve its goal of space superiority and
strategic missile readiness. By establishing its credentials as
the government’s independent trusted agent, the corporation
laid a solid foundation that would carry it through the next
century and beyond.

Getting with Maj. Gen. Thomas Gerrity, Ballistic Systems Division, and Maj. Gen. O.
J. Ritland, Space Systems Division, in 1961.
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The Aerospace Laboratories:
50 Years of Science in Support
of National Security Space
Much of the history of Aerospace can be gleaned from the stories of the laboratories,
which have been abuzz with activity in support of national security space since the
founding of the corporation in 1960.

George Paulikas

T

he founders of Aerospace—particularly the first president, Ivan Getting—believed that a strong scientific
capability was needed to help the corporation fulfill its
mission to “aid the U.S. Air Force in applying the full resources of modern science and technology to achieving continuing advances in ballistic missiles and space systems.”
When the corporation was founded in June 1960, more
than 200 members of the technical staff transferred from
Space Technology Laboratories (STL) to Aerospace. Some
of these scientists and engineers would form the core of the
Aerodynamics and Propulsion Laboratory and the Plasma
Physics Laboratory. The transfer also involved laboratory
facilities in Building H (later renamed Building 130) and
Building F (Building 120) of what was then Area A of the
Los Angeles Air Force Station. In the fall of 1960 and the
spring of 1961, the Space Physics Laboratory, the Materials
Sciences Laboratory, and the Electronics Research Laboratory were also formed and housed in Buildings 120 and 130
and some nearby office trailers. Chalmers Sherwin, an expert
in radar technologies and a physics professor at the University of Illinois, became the first vice president of the Laboratories Division.

The Tough Job of Getting Started
Developing laboratory research and technology activities
in the midst of the formation of the corporation was challenging. Hiring staff was a priority, and travel to university
campuses for recruiting often involved employees who had
themselves been hired just a few months earlier. What was
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The Aerospace Corporation? What were the technical programs? These were common questions asked by students
and faculty. Soon, new hires from university campuses
near and far, as well as from industry, began arriving in the
laboratories.
Only Building 130 and a small portion of Building 120
were configured as laboratory space, with the associated
infrastructure—adequate power, water, fume hoods, and
ventilation. Modifying buildings that were not designed to
house laboratories was a never-ending struggle. Power was a
particularly vexing problem. Successive additions of electrical power circuits created bizarre grounding configurations,
ground loops, and a noisy electromagnetic environment.
There were also embarrassing incidents when leaks from
experiment cooling systems on the first floor of Building 120
caused water to cascade down onto Air Force offices below.
This was definitely bad for Aerospace/Air Force relations!
Moreover, procurement of laboratory equipment was initially
governed by arcane rules that required elaborate justifications
to the government, which caused immense frustration for the
staff.
Despite these difficulties, morale was high. The work was
challenging and exciting—right at the frontiers of science
and technology—and generally perceived as vital to the security of the nation.

Evolution of the Aerospace Laboratories
The character and focus of the laboratories evolved in response to broader changes at Aerospace over the years. The

September 1976: Former laboratory leaders gather after
dedication of the Ivan A. Getting Laboratories. Pictured
with Getting are (from left) C. W. Sherwin, B. H. Billings,
M. T. Weiss, G. W. King and R. X. Meyer.

Laboratories Division initially consisted of five organizations—the Plasma Physics Laboratory, the Aerodynamics and
Propulsion Laboratory, the Electronics Research Laboratory,
the Materials Sciences Laboratory, and the Space Physics
Laboratory (these names changed slightly over time). Originally, the division also included Project West Wing as well as
Technology Development Program Support, which assisted
the Air Force in managing technology development in industry. In 1968, the Plasma Physics Laboratory was dissolved,
and a new organization, the Chemistry and Physics Laboratory, was created. In the 1980s, in response to the need for
greater expertise in information technology, the Computer
Science Laboratory was created.
In the early days, the federal budget included a line item
(649D) for Aerospace. Support for research and experimentation (R&E), technology development, systems planning, and
foreign technology work (Project West Wing) were all drawn
from this line item. Total research funding in the 1960s and
1970s consisted of R&E plus MOIE (Mission Oriented Investigations and Experimentation) and the Aerospace Sponsored
Research Program. In retrospect, research was generously
supported. For example, in 1967 the total funding for laboratory research was the equivalent of about 204 of today’s
staff technical effort (STE). This level of support enabled the
development of strong technical programs within the laboratories. The downside was that the laboratories operated, to a
degree, in isolation from the remainder of the corporation and
were viewed as expensive.
In the early 1970s, Aerospace was freed from congressional constraints prohibiting the construction of buildings and
had accumulated sufficient financial resources to begin the
planning of a modern laboratory located on Aerospace property. Much had been learned from the difficult experience of
adapting Buildings 120 and 130, and the staff pitched in with

great enthusiasm. The result was A6, a complex consisting of
a central building surrounded by four laboratory pods. Operations moved to the new facilities and the leased Building
D1 in 1976. In recognition of Ivan Getting’s role in creating
Aerospace and his lifelong dedication to fostering science and
technology, the A6 complex was named after him. Modernization and expansion of the A6 facilities continued over the
years, and an addition was completed in 1983. A fifth laboratory pod was completed and occupied in 2010.
Over time, research funding in the laboratories decreased,
mainly due to the decline and ultimate elimination in 1977 of
the 649D line item. By 1983, research funding had fallen to
about half of what it had been in 1967. The laboratories became, over time, much more involved in supporting the Aerospace program offices using their diagnostic and analytical
capabilities. They also supported the corporation’s ventures
into what is now called civil and commercial work. In short,
the laboratories became invaluable partners to the Aerospace
program offices, first in El Segundo and later at other locations such as Chantilly, Virginia.
As the focus shifted toward increasingly applied work, the
distinction began to blur between the work done in the laboratories and the work done by the Engineering and Technology
Group (ETG). This convergence, combined with the decline
in the Aerospace ceiling that began in 1990, prompted efforts
to reduce costs through consolidation of activities. At the
same time, the word “laboratory” became politically incorrect,
and a question that had dogged Aerospace since its inception—“Why does Aerospace have laboratories?”—resurfaced
again in full force. Hence, Laboratory Operations became
Technology Operations, and the laboratories were reorganized as “technology centers.” The Chemistry and Physics
Laboratory and the Aerophysics Laboratory were dissolved,
while the Computer Science Laboratory was transferred to
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the Computer Systems Division in ETG.
Three organizations, the Electronics
Technology Center, the Mechanics and
Materials Technology Center, and the
Space Environment Technology Center,
emerged. In 1999, concern about the word
“laboratory” had abated, and the organizations reverted to being called laboratories.
In 2007, Laboratory Operations was renamed the Physical Science Laboratories.
Organizational rearrangements and
name changes of the laboratories came
and went over the years, but the mission
remained the same—to provide the best
scientific input to the tasks of planning,
developing, and operating national security space systems. It is not possible
to do justice to all of the technical work
done in the laboratories over the course
of 50 years—at times, the laboratories
employed more than 500 people—but this
article will nonetheless present some of
the highlights. Here follows a look at the
laboratories themselves and some of the
more intriguing research they pursued.

J. E. Wessel (left) and J. A. Gelbwachs developed a laser system in 1978 that was expected to have widespread
applications in analytical chemistry. Eventually, Aerospace scientists developed specialized analytical models
to address newly discovered rocket plume phenomena, improve performance, and create cost efficiency.

Rocket Science, Reentry Physics, and High-Power
Chemical Lasers
Understanding the launch and reentry of ballistic missiles—
flow fields, vehicle dynamics, heat transfer, propulsion—
drove much of the early research in the Aerodynamics and
Propulsion Laboratory. Research was conducted in a variety
of facilities. The dynamics of maneuverable reentry vehicles
was investigated in a shock tunnel. One investigation involved
lifting reentry bodies designed to return astronauts from an
orbital laboratory—forerunners of the space shuttle. Chemical rate coefficients associated with the nonequilibrium flow
in rocket nozzles and reentry flow fields were investigated in
low-density shock tubes. Laboratory contributions included
seminal papers defining the nonideal performance of lowpressure shock tubes—information needed to deduce chemical kinetic rate data. Related work in chemical kinetics and
environmental chemistry—a harbinger of today’s environmental research—was also carried out. Aerodynamics and heat
transfer research was conducted through an electrically heated
arc tunnel, which was used to provide a continuous flow of
high-enthalpy gas for investigating ablative reentry heat-shield
materials and related technology.
During the 1960s, the Aerodynamics and Propulsion Laboratory emphasized efforts to develop advanced test facilities.
At that time, no arc tunnel facility in the United States was
able to simultaneously replicate the high pressure and high
enthalpy generated in the nose tip region of the slender, highspeed reentry vehicles then under development. In response to
this limitation, laboratory personnel decided to use radiation
from a high-power CO2 dynamic laser (which was in the early
stages of development elsewhere) to investigate ablation in
a high-pressure cold gas flow. The facility provided the high
heating and pressure encountered by slender reentry vehicles.
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An experimental investigation of CO2 lasers was undertaken
in the arc tunnel facility.
At this time, serendipitously, some staff members in the
same laboratory were studying hydrogen fluoride (HF) laser
radiation, which appeared in a narrow region behind a shock
wave moving in a shock tube containing a dilute
H2/F2 mixture. A collaboration between the two groups ensued, leading to the invention of the continuous wave (CW)
hydrogen fluoride/deuterium fluoride (HF/DF) chemical laser,
first demonstrated in the arc tunnel facility in May 1969.
Ultimately, the use of laser radiation to investigate reentry
ablation did not prove useful, but it did lead to the invention of the high-power HF/DF laser. Power levels up to 10
kilowatts were achieved in the 1970s by Aerospace scientists.
The TRW Systems Group in Redondo Beach, California,
subsequently received U.S. Air Force contracts to build
higher-power HF/DF lasers. Using a scaled-up version of an
Aerospace design, TRW achieved 100 kilowatt power levels.
This was followed by the MIRACL device, which achieved
megawatt power levels; it is believed to be the highest power
CW laser of any type.

Rocket Plume Phenomenology
Learning how to detect hostile rocket launches from space
was a driving motivation in the early 1960s. A space-based
global surveillance system would complement the ballistic missile warning radars already deployed and provide a
“second phenomenology” for detection of launches, thus
minimizing possible false alarms. Such a space-based launch
detection system, when viewing Earth, would have to contend
with background radiation from Earth’s atmosphere. Early
spaceborne experiments developed by Aerospace flew on low-
altitude polar-orbiting satellites measuring Earth’s background
in the infrared (IR) as well as in the ultraviolet (UV).

Subsequently, a broader program of
laboratory measurement and field observations evolved in the Chemistry and
Physics Laboratory (and later the Space
Science Applications Laboratory) to support the expanding requirements of missile surveillance and defense programs.
These studies included measurements of
the optical properties of plume particulates, laser-induced fluorescence measurements of vibrationally excited plume
gases, investigations of the UV and IR
radiation from plume gas interactions with
the atmosphere, and low-pressure flame
measurements of afterburning chemistry.
In the 1990s, concerns over the impact
of launch activity on stratospheric ozone
prompted laboratory scientists to develop
models for the reaction of rocket exhaust
gases with ozone. Unique measurements
were performed to confirm reaction
E. G. Kendall (right) with M. F. Amateau, explains metal-matrix composites to The Aerospace Corporation mechanisms, and a series of Air Force/
trustees R. S. Morse and E. E. Huddleson Jr. during a June 1975 tour of the laboratories.
NASA sampling missions was planned
to measure ozone depletion within actual
rocket plume wakes in the stratosphere.
As concepts for surveillance systems evolved, the expertise
The airborne sampling missions continue
of laboratory personnel in the areas of combustion chemistry,
today, with an added focus on potential rocket plume effects
flowfield physics, and radiation transport was increasingly
on global warming.
employed to interpret observations of rocket plume radiation.
In the 2000s, a new capability was integrated with the
Much of the initial work involved modeling. Aerospace scimodel development and benchtop experimental work. Field
entists contributed through validation to the development of
observations of rocket launches at Vandenberg Air Force Base
early plume radiation models sponsored by the DOD and also and of static engine tests at Edwards Air Force Base were
developed specialized analytical models to address newly dis- initiated with a large suite of radiometers and spectrometers,
covered rocket plume phenomena. Models were also applied
some developed originally for astronomical observations and
in the system engineering stages of future systems to improve
some built by laboratory personnel to acquire unique plume
performance and cost efficiency.
data.
The combination of fundamental laboratory measurements, field measurements on real rocket systems, and model
development created a comprehensive rocket-plume chemistry
and radiation program that supports a wide array of Air Force
and Missile Defense Agency (MDA) surveillance, defense,
and environmental programs.

Electric Propulsion Test and Evaluation

The carbon dioxide laser helps to determine the radiation effects on developmental
materials being considered for space applications.

Electric thrusters have grown in importance as a means of adjusting the orbit of a spacecraft. While low in thrust compared
to the rocket engines that propel launch vehicles, these electric
propulsion systems provide a long, steady thrust that is important for constellation operations.
The Aerospace laboratories have been a central force in
electric thruster test and evaluation since 1989, when the
company’s Advanced Propulsion Diagnostic Facility became
operational. The cylindrical test chamber measured 2.4 meters
in diameter by 4.8 meters long and was equipped with an integrated molecular-velocity analyzer that could quickly obtain
the velocity distributions of individual plume species. At the
time, it was a unique instrument in the electric propulsion
community.
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Important projects in the early years
included studies of a 1-kilowatt arcjet. Detailed measurements were made of thrust,
plume dissociation fraction, rotational and
vibrational temperatures, molecular velocity, and emission characteristics. These
measurements were made with various
propellants and for multiple operating
points.
During a three-year period starting
in 1992, Aerospace conducted an intensive test and evaluation of a British ion
engine, eventually flown on the Artemis
communications satellite. In addition to
quantifying basic electrical and flow parameters, Aerospace was able to evaluate
the thrust-vector direction and magnitude,
grid deformation during operation, beam
divergence, plasma density, plasma potential, electron temperature, ion charge
From the Orbiter, March 24, 1999: Mark Crofton, Mike Worshum, and Jim Pollard verify completion plans for
distribution, ion velocity distribution,
xenon neutral density, metal erosion rates, the Advanced Propulsion Diagnostics Facility’s newly expanded space simulation vacuum chamber.
UV and visible emission, radio-frequency
(RF) and microwave emission, IR emission, component temperature, microwave
developing advanced reentry vehicles led to studies within
phase shift, and surface modification of spacecraft materials.
the laboratory of advanced materials concepts. Researchers,
This resulted in the most comprehensive set of evaluation
through studies of the carbon phase diagram, discovered new
tools for an ion engine anywhere in the world, and was a vital allotropic forms of carbon. This was key to the developfactor in establishing a baseline for ion propulsion in military
ment of carbon-carbon composites, whose properties were
communications satellites.
particularly desirable in high-temperature, high-pressure enThe length of the Advanced Propulsion Diagnostic Facility vironments. Such composites were ultimately used in reentry
chamber was doubled in 1999 (to ~10 meters). Meanwhile,
vehicle nose tips as well as rocket nozzles and thermal protecAerospace was developing the world’s finest capability for
tion systems for high-speed vehicles like the space shuttle.
measuring electromagnetic compatibility. These and other
Their low coefficient of thermal expansion also made them
enhancements enabled Aerospace to perform plume particle, contamination, and
electromagnetic compatibility measurements on low- to medium-power systems
with a fidelity that often exceeded what
could be performed elsewhere. In the last
decade, Aerospace has evaluated most of
the advanced electric thruster systems in
the world.
The first operational use of electric
propulsion by the Air Force Space and
Missile Systems Center (SMC) was
greatly facilitated by the test facility and
electric propulsion knowledge acquired
over the preceding decade.

Development of Composite
Materials
The Aerospace Material Sciences Laboratory was a leader in the development
of composite materials in the 1970s.
Composite materials couple the characteristics of fibers—such as carbon—imbedded within a matrix of another (or the
same) material. An ongoing interest in
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The first satellite entirely instrumented by the Space Sciences Laboratory was piggybacked and launched on
a Discoverer-Agena in August 1964. The objective of the satellite’s experiments was to measure the Earth’s
magnetosphere environment. From left: J. B. Blake, J. R. Stevens, J. Mihalov, G. A. Paulikas and A. L. Vampola.

suitable for components such as spacecraft antennas that required high dimensional stability. The laboratory also invented
methods of infiltrating liquid metals into fiber bundles. This
led to the development of metal-matrix composites, including
graphite reinforcement of aluminum, magnesium, and other
metals.
Composite materials technology blossomed in subsequent
years, eventually transitioning from the research and development environment to the commercial sector so that today,
such commonplace items as golf clubs and bicycle frames are
made of composites.

Nondestructive Evaluation
Early in the history of Aerospace, it became clear that preflight detection of flaws in launch vehicle hardware was essential—but also important was the ability to reconstruct the
causes of failure through a postmortem forensic science and
engineering capability.
Accordingly, Aerospace developed critical capabilities in
nondestructive evaluation (NDE). These capabilities played
a crucial role in, for example, the rapid recovery of launch
capability following the Titan 34D-9 launch failure on April
4, 1986, at Vandenberg and the April 1, 1991, Titan IV solid
rocket motor upgrade test firing explosion at Edwards.
Over the past 40 years, Aerospace NDE researchers have
been deeply involved in monitoring critical components of
launch vehicles and satellites, reviewing contractor test and
analysis data, and participating in the development and application of NDE methods at contractor facilities.
New NDE capabilities have also been developed. Examples include the flash thermographic methods used to inspect
bonds between solar cells and their substrates and enhanced
ultrasonic techniques for inspecting solid rocket motors. The
Aerospace NDE laboratory is a state-of-the-art facility with
capability for all the mainline NDE techniques including,
radiography, ultrasonics, thermography, eddy-current testing,
acoustic emission monitoring, shearography, microwave inspection, and enhanced visual methods.

space systems must operate, so research centered on making
and understanding appropriate measurements of the space
environment.
The 1962 high-altitude U.S. nuclear test Starfish dramatically demonstrated that artificial changes in this environment
could also affect space assets. During this test, high-energy
fission-product electrons became trapped and formed a new
radiation belt around Earth. The failures of several satellites
were attributed to the products of the Starfish test. Spurred by
these events, Aerospace carried out many scientific investigations of the space radiation environment. Aerospace radiation
models from this era were used to estimate the radiation environment for a variety of orbits. Their descendants, AE8 and
AP8 (“A” stands for Aerospace), are the industry standards
used today.
During the 1960s, the U.S. Air Force supported almost all
Aerospace missions and instruments. A significant exception
was an energetic particle instrument included on ATS-1, a
NASA spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit. Aerospace instruments made the first measurement of the radiation environment in this operationally critical orbit.
During the 1970s, there was a change in focus for Aerospace research: electronic components based on new technologies were found to be much more susceptible to radiation
than their predecessors. Effects due to single particles penetrating electronic components (single-event effects) were
discovered, and deleterious effects from spacecraft charging to
kilovolt potentials were commonplace. SCATHA (Spacecraft
Charging at High Altitudes) and CRRES (Combined Release
and Radiation Effects Satellite) were two investigations sponsored jointly by the Air Force and NASA to address these
problems. Aerospace played an integral role in these missions,
which took place during a time of growing support for the
civil space program.

Space Environment Research
Space assets need protection from the space environment.
Best known is the degraded performance of electronics caused
by the effects of long-term exposure to radiation—but lesserknown effects can also cause serious consequences. Some of
these are caused by particles energetic enough to penetrate
vehicle shielding, while others are rooted in the presence of
less-energetic charged particles. For example, electrostatic
charging and discharge cause problems on spacecraft, and
ionospheric variability causes problems with the propagation
of radio signals. In low Earth orbit, further difficulties stem
from the neutral gas environment, including variable drag and
materials degradation caused by the presence of reactive gas
species.
Aerospace first began conducting satellite investigations
of the space environment in 1961. The research programs at
the time were broadly focused on three areas: energetic space
radiation, the upper atmosphere, and the active sun. The goal
was to understand the little-known environment in which

Eric Johnson performs an ultrasonic inspection to detect flawed regions in a Kevlar
composite overwrapped pressure vessel. The reverberations of transmitted sound
pulses are monitored on an instrument display screen; internal flaws are distinguished by intermediate echoes, scattering, or interruption of the acoustic signal.
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The SCATHA satellite was launched in 1979 and operbetween NASA and national security space, and Aerospace is
ated for nearly 10 years. It provided the measurements that
involved on both sides of the project.
form the basis for current spacecraft charging characterizaAnother current project is NASA’s Magnetospheric Multions and the charging-related specifications for the design
tiscale mission, which will send four spacecraft through
and construction of spacecraft that must survive in the near
regions of the magnetosphere in which a phenomenon called
geosynchronous radiation environment. The data are still used magnetic reconnection occurs. The spacecraft will probe the
to gain new understanding of the space environment and its
fundamental physics of this phenomenon, and Aerospace
interactions with spacecraft systems.
will produce one of the components of the instrumentation.
The CRRES project goals were to measure the near-Earth
This basic research will help improve understanding of how
radiation environment and its effects on microelectronics and
charged particles are energized and transported in the space
other spacecraft components, as well as to perform chemienvironment.
cal releases in the near-Earth environment. Aerospace was in
Aerospace’s involvement in space environment measurecharge of systems engineering and oversaw the program for
ment now approaches the half-century mark. From modest bethe Air Force. CRRES was launched into a geosynchronous
ginnings flying instruments aboard low Earth orbit satellites,
transfer orbit in 1990. It was the first major science mission
the program has encompassed experimentation covering virtuto the outer Van Allen radiation belt in a decade. The CRRES
ally all of near-Earth space and has yielded valuable results.
mission garnered an unparalleled set of measurements, which
have since formed the cornerstone of current understanding of Upper Atmospheric Research
the radiation belts and their impact on space systems.
During the 1980s and 1990s, Aerospace increasingly
Earth’s upper atmosphere is a dynamic fluid exhibiting
looked to the civil space program to improve its understandsubstantial spatial and temporal variability at altitudes that
ing of the space environment. It was clear that a sustained
interest operators of low altitude space systems. Variations
course with multiple investigations was necessary. Two noin atmospheric density, if not taken into account, can cause
table projects at the time were the Polar and SAMPEX misephemeris variations well beyond required accuracy limits.
sions. Polar was part of a larger effort to gain understanding
Aerospace’s Space Sciences Laboratory initiated studies
of the solar-terrestrial regime as a connected physical system
of the upper atmosphere leading to improved density models.
through which energy and matter flow from the sun into
This research consisted of measurements of atmospheric denand through Earth’s magnetosphere. Polar was launched in
sity, composition, and energy input into the atmosphere by
1996 and returned useful data for more than 12 years. Much
instruments flown aboard satellites with perigees well below
has been learned about the space environment as a result,
100 nautical miles, as well as by experiments carried aloft
and Aerospace hardware produced key insights about how
by sounding rockets. This experimental work was backed by
charged particles are energized and transported throughout the theoretical studies and analysis.
Air Force satellites carried Aerospace experiments aloft
magnetosphere.
initially as secondary payloads in the 1960s and 1970s. MeanSAMPEX was the first of NASA’s small explorers. It was
while, a primary research mission named OV1-15 was develdesigned to measure fluxes of energetic charged particles in
oped by Aerospace. This comprehensive atmospheric research
the magnetosphere, with an emphasis on the populations that
cause single-event effects. The University of Maryland led the mission was configured to measure atmospheric density,
mission, and Aerospace built some of the
hardware, assisted with engineering the
instrumentation, and analyzed the measurements. The mission was launched in
1992 and is still providing useful data. The
SAMPEX team made many discoveries,
and its long span of measurements provides a vivid illustration of extreme variability in the space environment.
More recent NASA missions that have
included Aerospace contributions include
the Radiation Belt Storm Probes mission,
which will use two spacecraft with identical instruments to explore the dynamics of
the radiation belts under extreme magnetic
storm conditions. Aerospace is contributing to the development of a suite of instruments to measure the energetic particle
environment. NASA has also hosted a
pair of sensors for the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) on this mission,
and Aerospace is providing the hardware.
Aerospace participants in the development of the D-Sensor. From left: D. A. Jones, C. K. Howey, A. B. Prag,
Thus, the mission is another partnership
B. R. Baldree, J. B. Pranke, F. A. Morse, D. R. Hickman, D. Vrabec, and D. Y. Wantanabe.
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spacecraft in 1996. PIXIE is a remote-sensing global monitor
of high-energy electrons that precipitate into the ionosphere
and atmosphere from the magnetosphere, contributing to the
energy input into these regions.
Results from these missions, coupled with measurements
by other organizations and analyzed by Aerospace theorists,
led to improvements of atmospheric density models and improvement in low-altitude satellite navigation accuracy.

Spacecraft Surface Research

S. S. Imamoto assembles prototype electronics for a sheath electric fields experiment
on the SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes) satellite.

composition, and energy input globally over the altitude
ranges of interest. The orbit of this spacecraft had a perigee of
94 nautical miles.
Three NASA satellites also carried Aerospace experiments
into low-perigee orbits from 1973 to 1975. Aerospace also developed a unique concept to sense atmospheric density from
orbit remotely without the need to dip deeply into the atmosphere. This could conceptually provide real-time information
on atmospheric density variations on a global scale. A prototype of this experiment was flown aboard a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft in 1979.
Aerospace also participated in the Polar Ionospheric
X-ray Imaging Experiment (PIXIE) flown on NASA’s Polar

The effects of contamination on space systems have been
studied at Aerospace for more than 40 years. This interest was
born out of the inconsistent and unpredicted performance of
spacecraft thermal control systems. Surfaces exposed to the
vacuum of space and solar and particulate radiation undergo
changes that can alter the thermal balance of the spacecraft.
Add to that the spacecraft’s own emitted “body odor,” which
condenses on spacecraft surfaces, and the surface properties
change even more.
In the 1970s, the SCATHA spacecraft was used to test the
hypothesis that thermal control radiators were degraded by
molecular film contamination. The source of the contamination was hypothesized to be the spacecraft’s own nonmetallic
materials outgassing in the vacuum of space. Contaminationsensing instruments aboard SCATHA demonstrated that second surface mirrors (used for thermal control) achieved long
life if spacecraft body vents were directed away from sensitive
optical surfaces. This ground-breaking work altered fundamental spacecraft design, materials selection, and materials
processing to minimize the effects of contamination.
In the mid-1980s, motivated by the observation that thermal control coatings (particularly white paints) degrade in
space, the laboratories developed capabilities for studying the
effects of space radiation on materials. The plan was to build
capability for exposing multiple large samples of spacecraft
surface materials to conditions derived from the actual mission environment. The approach was to
marry existing (or Aerospace-developed)
space environment models to actual exposure conditions. The plan was executed,
and a world-class testing facility was
developed and has now been extensively
used for more than a decade to test materials slated for use in space. In many
instances, what was thought to be good
material was found, when tested, to have
properties that would not meet mission
requirements. The results obtained by
this testing facility have affected numerous programs over the years, as materials slated for spacecraft thermal control,
power generation, and surveillance have
been tested for mission life performance.

Oscar Esquivel evaluates an infrared image obtained during flash thermographic inspection of a solar cell array
test coupon. Adhesive bond voids or other discontinuities to heat flow are revealed by viewing the surface with
an infrared camera immediately after flash lamp heating.
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Studies of Space Materials Survivability
During the height of the Cold War, there were serious concerns that nuclear or laser weapons might be used against
U.S. national space assets. The Materials Sciences Laboratory participated in underground nuclear testing of materials’
response to weapons effects and performed high-energy laser
testing on materials to ascertain their susceptibility. One result
was the development of simulated space environmental testing
to better understand how exposure to Earth’s radiation belts
could affect materials. A 1985 outcropping of this research
was the development of a thin-film optical coatings effort for
research on techniques to make spacecraft optics and thermal
control materials more likely to survive such attacks. The
work initially focused on survivability, but was soon found
to apply to the many spacecraft applications that needed improved performance from thin film coatings.
Since those early days, this group of scientists has participated in research and program support activities that have
touched upon all aspects of thin film coatings for SMC and
NRO spacecraft, including mirrors, filters, beam splitters,
and solar rejection coatings for optical sensors, coatings for
solar-cell cover glasses, and rigid and flexible thermal control
materials. The group has built a number of custom thin-film
deposition systems and pioneered several techniques for
process automation that help enable the deposition of highly
complex multilayer coatings needed for advanced spacecraft
applications. Aerospace has also developed an extensive
characterization facility that includes spectrophotometry, ellipsometry, scatterometry, and accelerated and long-duration
environmental testing of thin films. Aerospace expertise accumulated over decades of work in this field has influenced how
filters are designed and produced for a number of spacecraft
and helped resolve anomalies found in optical systems during
ground test or on-orbit operations.

Millimeter-Wave Technology
In the early 1960s, electronics technology was driving toward
ever shorter wavelengths for communications and radar applications—a trend that ultimately evolved into laser and fiberoptic communication. The centerpiece of the Aerospace work
in millimeter-wave technology was a 15-foot-diameter radar/
radioastronomy dish, operating at 100 gigahertz, mounted
on the roof of Building 120. The rooftop also housed control
rooms as well as data reduction and data analysis electronics.
A target/receiver facility was located atop the Palos Verdes
Hills some 12 miles away.
Research using this facility involved astronomical studies
of the sun, moon, and planets as well as experimentation on
high-resolution radar concepts. The moist El Segundo environment was not optimal for radioastronomy studies at short
wavelengths because absorption of radiation by atmospheric
water vapor is substantial. Aerospace therefore acquired a
site at Cerro Gordo, California, high in the Inyo Mountains,
not far from Death Valley. This high-altitude site had only a
minimal overhead moisture content and was potentially quite
promising for astronomical observation. The vision was to
establish an astronomical observatory there, possibly with
support from the National Science Foundation; however, the
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Kara Scheu, a summer undergraduate assistant, and Xuan Eapen, senior research
associate, investigate the origin of Hall thruster electromagnetic emission in the
EMI facility. The thruster is used for electric propulsion diagnostics and modeling.

National Science Foundation decided instead to build an observatory in the Andes of Chile.
The acquisition of the Cerro Gordo site and travel by
Aerospace employees to establish the (minimal) facilities
there gave rise to the legend that Aerospace owned an “executive retreat” in the mountains. The legend resurfaces every
now and then!
The radio telescope atop Building 120 performed another
important role: the guidance and tracking capability was used
as a laser beacon for satellite calibration. The chemical laser
facility was located in Building 130, just across the parking
lot. Laser energy was transmitted via periscopes and mirrors
across (and well above!) the parking lot to the rooftop of
Building 120 and then up into space to calibrate and evaluate
the performance of space systems, among these the Defense
Support Program. The laser beacon facility has been reestablished with the completion of the A6 E pod in 2010.

Solar X-ray Astronomy
In parallel with ground-based research of solar activity, the
Space Sciences Laboratory carried out measurements using
instruments flown aboard rockets and satellites. The focus was
on x-ray astronomy of the sun. X-ray emission from active
regions on the solar surface is a manifestation of energetic
solar plasma processes, which were thought to be related to
(and possible precursors of) damaging particulate solar cosmic ray bursts. This experimental program relied on unique
x-ray spectrometers developed by the laboratory and flown on
Air Force satellites such as OV1-10 and OV1-17 in the 1960s.
Rockets launched from White Sands and Kwajalein Atoll
with similar instrumentation complemented the satellite-based

Air Force meteorological satellite photographs provided valuable information for
studies of aurora and geomagnetic activity in the space environment. Here, photographs are discussed during a tour of operations with Gen. Schriever in June 1975.

A 15-foot dish antenna is installed atop Building 120 at El Segundo headquarters
in 1963. The antenna was the main component of the space radio systems facility
used for millimeter-wave studies.

measurement program. Of particular significance was the
Aerospace x-ray spectrometer, one of the principal payloads
flown on the Air Force Space Test Program satellite P78-1
launched in 1979. This payload, as well as the earlier measurements, returned fundamental information about atomic
and thermodynamic processes in the solar atmosphere.
Aerospace scientists also participated in the research on
solar activity carried out aboard the NASA Skylab mission
in 1973 and 1974. The x-ray telescopes aboard Skylab, built
by NASA, returned time-lapse x-ray images of the sun that
showed the development of complicated solar plasma structures and solar active regions. One of the astronauts on Skylab, Ed Gibson, subsequently joined Aerospace as a member
of the technical staff, continuing the research he first began
during his time aboard Skylab.
The P78-1 satellite met a spectacular end. In 1985, it was
the target of the first and only U.S. antisatellite weapons test,
conducted well after the scientific goals of the spacecraft had
been reached. The test was successful, and P78-1 was no
more! Aerospace, thus, had a role both in the creation and demise of P78-1. The antisatellite program was managed by an
Aerospace/Air Force team.

Aerospace board of trustees authorized development of the
Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) facility at Aerospace,
with a five-year commitment of support.
The VLSI facility was constructed in one of the laboratory
pods in the A6 complex. A corner of the pod was retrofitted
for a cleanroom environment and outfitted with the equipment necessary to fabricate silicon-based ICs at the 2-micron
scale, which was then state-of-the-art. The goals of this effort
were to fabricate 2-micron silicon-based ICs with processes
optimized for radiation tolerance as well as performance. This
would allow Aerospace to attract and hire world-class staff
with interests in semiconductor fabrication and allow them to
hone their skills in the critical area of radiation tolerance.
Construction of the VLSI facility was completed in 1984.
In the early 1990s, it became clear that to stay even with
technology advancements in the IC arena, it was necessary to
move to the 1-micron processing mode. Furthermore, the path
forward would be evolutionary, moving to the 0.5 and 0.35
micron scale, and onward with continuously decreasing transistor feature size for as long as possible.
During that process, the number of processing steps would
increase from ~100 at the 2-micron scale to the more than
1000 necessary for current ICs. Moreover, it was evident that
the development of fabrication lines to process ICs at those
small feature sizes was going to become an exponentially
expensive process. Thus, Aerospace abandoned the idea of a
prototype development facility for radiation-tolerant ICs in the
early 1990s.
At the same time, efforts were being made to develop
capabilities for fabricating semiconductor devices using new
growth techniques—e.g., molecular beam epitaxy and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition—that allowed fabrication

Advanced Microelectronics Research
In the late 1970s, Aerospace personnel became concerned
about the availability of radiation-tolerant microelectronics for
space. At that time, the space market was too small to interest commercial vendors of integrated circuits (ICs). Consequently, the manufacture of radiation-tolerant ICs was likely
to be a niche market, with significantly different processing
procedures than for mainstream ICs. Therefore, in 1980, the
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of multilayer structures, including heterostructures and quantum wells. The goal was to fabricate state-of-the-art devices
such as microwave transistors, laser diodes, and quantum-well
IR photodetectors, all components of potential interest to
national security space programs. However, the fabrication
techniques involved the use of arsines and phosphines that
are quite toxic. The resulting safety issues associated with the
development of these systems caused at least a two-year delay
in safety approval before the systems could be used. This part
of the VLSI effort produced quantum-well photodetectors, IR
detectors, GaAs, microwave FETs, and laser diodes, and as a
serendipitous byproduct, helped recruit outstanding scientific
talent. The ongoing safety concerns and the associated costs
were factors that led to the termination of this effort.
Along with concerns about costs and safety, there was
growing consensus at Aerospace that the corporation would
be most effective by focusing on diagnostics and characterization of microelectronic parts rather than development of new
processes and fabrication of parts. Consequently, Aerospace
dropped the VLSI facility and the advanced device fabrication
efforts.
Since that time—the mid-1990s—microelectronics efforts in the laboratories have focused on testing, diagnostics,
and characterization. Aerospace has invested significantly in
diagnostic tools and techniques such as scanning Auger microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron
microscopy, focused ion beam instruments, real-time x-ray
imaging, and others. These are used extensively to support
failure analysis and anomaly investigations.
The VLSI facility is now operated as the Nanoelectronics
Research Facility, enabling small-scale scientific and engineering research into test structures and prototypes. These are
fabricated using low-cost methods that allow investigation of
approaches to improve the reliability and radiation tolerance
of nanoscale microelectronic and optoelectronic devices. This
niche area works well for Aerospace and its customers.

Battery Research
Testing and research of space batteries started in the mid1970s to help resolve issues with nickel cadmium (NiCd)
satellite batteries. There were new materials that were used
in making NiCd cells, and sound methods were needed to
assess and test them (for example, variations in the nylon
separator were later found to greatly reduce life). At the same
time, space mission durations were increasing, and developers
needed ways to verify battery life. Work soon began on nickel
hydrogen (NiH2) cells designed to replace NiCd cells.
The Aerospace battery lab was started from scratch in
terms of facilities, equipment, and personnel. The emphasis
was (and still is) on research to understand the key processes
in battery cells and on testing to accurately simulate mission
conditions. Cell research focused on understanding the relationships of the electrochemical, chemical, and physical process in the solid, liquid, and gas phases. Individual computer
control of each test allowed accurate simulations of orbital
electrical load and thermal conditions and ease of varying test
parameters. Work on spacecraft battery applications focused
on the nickel electrode—the limiting electrode for both NiCd
and NiH2 cells. In the early 1980s, work with silver zinc
and nonrechargeable lithium batteries was started to support
launch vehicle programs.
Today, Aerospace has the most respected space battery lab
in the country, and it supports essentially all national security
space and launch vehicle programs. A combination of extensive and often unique laboratory capabilities are used to probe
issues at the component, cell, battery, and power subsystem

Microelectromechanical Systems and
Picosatellites
In the early 1990s, engineers and scientists within the Space
Materials Laboratory (formerly the Materials Science Laboratory) considered the use of microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) for space applications and the possibility of subkilogram satellites. Starting in late 1998, they built a tethered pair
of 1 × 3 × 4 inch picosatellites. These were placed into orbit
in February 2000. They were, and still are, the smallest active
satellites ever put into orbit.
The initial PicoSat effort evolved into the DARPA-funded
program that launched a pair of 4 × 4 × 5 inch nanosatellites in 2002 and another pair in 2006. Aerospace scientists
and engineers have advanced the nanosat/picosat technology by developing systems, subsystems, and payload pico/
nanosatellites. They have built and launched three 10 × 10 ×
10 centimeter Cubesats and a 5 × 5 × 10 inch nanosatellite
to monitor solar array degradation. Three more Cubesats are
under development.
Petras Karuza, Mechanics Research Office, installs the electronics core into the Pico
Satellite Solar Cell Testbed nanosatellite in September 2009.
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levels. These capabilities include a range of materials analysis
tools and battery-specific nondestructive and destructive physical analysis tools, such as an in situ probe of liquid levels in
operating NiH2 cells and a probe of cross-sectional electrode
porosity. High-fidelity cell models that include all processes
known to influence performance are available to help find
causes of failures and to predict performances under a range
of operational and storage conditions.
Highly experienced staff coordinate the research, testing,
and modeling efforts. Direct impacts from the battery work
for national security space include identification of a number
of root causes of battery and cell failures, qualification of batteries for several programs, a number of extensions of storage

life limits to save launch schedules and replacement battery
costs, prevention of a number of launch delays, and extension
of orbital battery life. The same type of work on space batteries has been requested by civil and commercial programs,
and an effort has begun for a commercial electrical vehicle
application.

Atomic Clock Research
The GPS concept was originated by Ivan Getting and brought
to fruition by the first Air Force program director of GPS,
Brad Parkinson, in the 1970s. GPS requires accurate timekeeping available only from atomic clocks onboard the

The San Fernando Observatory
In the 1960s, crewed military missions in space were becoming increasingly probable. Although the Dyna-Soar (an early Air
Force manned space plane) had been cancelled, development of
a Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) was proceeding under Air
Force direction. A major concern was space radiation, particularly
energetic particles emitted by the sun during periods of high
solar activity. Forecasting such events seemed important, and
Aerospace began research in ground-based solar physics. The
heart of this research was an investigation of temporal changes
in the magnetic field on the solar surface to find correlations
between such changes and outbursts of energetic particles. The
research was to be centered in the San Fernando Observatory, located on a peninsula jutting out into the Van Norman reservoir in
the San Fernando Valley, owned by the Department of Water and
Power (DWP), near the intersection of the I-5 and I-405 freeways.
(Two side notes: First, the condition which gives rise to smog in
the San Fernando Valley—a stable atmosphere—also resulted
in pretty good “seeing,” especially since the flow of air from the
isothermal water surface surrounding the telescope was laminar.
Second, arranging the details of the occupancy of this site by
Aerospace had some of the aspects of negotiating a treaty, as
DWP has some of the characteristics of an independent state.)
The instrumentation at the observatory included a state-of-theart, 24-inch telescope and spectroheliograph configured to make
high-resolution time-lapse images of magnetic field structures
on the sun. Next came the formation of a relationship with the
Air Force’s Air Weather Service so that operational predictive capability could be incorporated into the Air Force’s solar observing
network and the San Fernando Observatory.
The observatory reached what might be referred to as interim
operational and research capability in 1969. However, on
February 9, 1971, a 6.6 magnitude earthquake—commonly
called the 1971 Sylmar earthquake—struck the area. Damage to the facilities and instrumentation was severe. Repairs

began, and the observatory returned to operation, but the
loss in momentum and research could not be recovered. The
financial burden on Aerospace of operating the observatory
was too high, as the costs consumed an appreciable fraction
of Aerospace’s fee. Attempts to broaden the base of support
were not successful. Aerospace transferred the observatory
to the Physics and Astronomy Department of the California
State University at Northridge, where it continues to serve for
research and education. Drivers on I-5 can see the mushroom-shaped dome of the observatory a short distance to the
west of the freeway. (The dome-shaped observatory structure
made a cameo appearance in the 1973 Woody Allen movie
Sleeper. Although this movie was made while the observatory
still belonged to Aerospace, to the great disgust of the staff,
no one was invited to the premiere!)
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satellites. Atomic clocks had evolved over time from huge
instruments suitable only for use on the ground to relatively
small devices compatible with space vehicles. However, the
technology of spaceborne atomic clocks was still novel in the
1970s, and hence risky for space applications. Reduction of
that risk was imperative.
In the mid-1970s, an atomic clock measurement and
evaluation facility was created in the Electronics Research
Laboratory to study the electronics packages of the clocks
under development in industry. This capability evolved to
also include the physics packages themselves—the cesium
and rubidium atomic clocks. This capability, established in
the Chemistry and Physics Laboratory, soon proved its value.
Early failures of rubidium atomic clocks aboard the Block I
GPS spacecraft were attributed to the loss of rubidium in the
discharge lamps. A lamp-aging test was set up in the laboratory, and eventually, Aerospace proposed a physics-based, predictive model of rubidium consumption in the lamp and used
it to establish appropriate minimum beginning-of-life fills of
rubidium.
In the meantime, contractors had been developing and testing a space-qualified cesium-beam atomic clock thought to
promise superior performance. Around 1983, it became clear
that the signal used to lock the frequency of the clock output
to the atomic transition used as a reference was steadily decreasing, and it was not clear whether (and how) that signal
loss would affect clock performance. Aerospace built a dedicated cesium-beam apparatus, which demonstrated that the
atomic beam signal loss was due to degradation of the last
stage of the electron multiplier that supplied the signal, with
little impact on clock performance.
During the mid-1980s, researchers on the Milstar program
realized that quartz crystal oscillators onboard the spacecraft
would not maintain the required time and frequency accuracy
under certain scenarios, and concluded that the only way to
meet those requirements was to fly atomic clocks. The Milstar
program office asked Aerospace to support the clock development effort. One of the first actions was to share with contractors the results of investigations on minimum rubidium lamp
fills, resulting in significant schedule and cost savings to the
Air Force.
Through its investigation on the fundamental physics of
atomic clocks, Aerospace developed the ability to accurately
simulate an atomic clock’s frequency output, including all the
noise processes actually found in atomic clocks. That ability
also benefitted the Milstar program: Aerospace built a firstprinciples numerical simulation of the entire Milstar timekeeping system (space and ground segments) that was used in
the 1990s by Aerospace, the contractor, and the government to
validate approaches and detect and correct insufficiencies.
Since the 1990s, research in the Electronics and Photonics Laboratory has focused on using diode lasers to develop
novel atomic clock technologies. This activity has investigated
laser-pumped rubidium cell clocks as well as clocks using
coherent population transfer techniques, which do not require
microwave cavities and thus enable a great reduction in clock
size. Novel clock technologies are now under investigation,
which might lead to an all-optical ultraminiature atomic clock.
Such an atomic frequency standard promises to do away with
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A group of nickel-hydrogen cells being life tested inside a thermally controlled
chamber at the Aerospace laboratories. Nickel-hydrogen cells provide one of the
longest-lived and most reliable rechargeable battery systems ever developed.

many of the problems affecting current compact atomic clock
technologies.
Results of the atomic clock activities carried out in the
laboratories have been regularly published in the scientific literature and presented in technical meetings. Aerospace is now
a recognized leader in the field, chairing such meetings as
the Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Systems and Applications Meeting in 2008, as well as the IEEE International
Frequency Control Symposium in 2007 and 2008. In 2008,
Aerospace sponsored the prestigious 7th International Symposium on Frequency Standards and Metrology jointly with the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Space Tribology
The challenges of maintaining low friction and wear in space
were recognized in the early years of the space program, but
spacecraft lifetimes were often limited by other subsystems.
By the mid-1970s, however, it became clear that work in the
area of tribology (the science of friction, wear, and lubrication) was needed to enable longer and more complex space
missions; thus, research in this area began in the Aerospace
laboratories.
One of the earliest lubrication tests at Aerospace conducted on mechanisms and bearing systems involved life
testing of a despun mechanical assembly for the Defense
Satellite Communication System (DSCS II), which began in
the mid-1970s. This greatly enhanced understanding of the
liquid lubrication of low-speed systems in vacuum. (When the
laboratories moved to the newly opened A6 facility in 1976,
the DSCS II despun mechanical assembly was moved across
Aviation Boulevard in fully operating condition so as not to
interrupt the tests!) In the 1980s, Aerospace conducted studies for the Operational Line Scanner for DMSP. A change in
ball bearing design revealed that the silicone lubricant was
decomposing and limiting the life of these systems. Aerospace compared the performance of potential replacement
lubricants and recommended a new synthetic hydrocarbon

oil, a polyalphaolefin. The new bearing-lubricant combination
increased the operating life of the Operational Line Scanner
by a factor of two or more. The longevity of the DMSP constellation owes much to this lubricant’s performance. Similar
tests on GPS subsystems showed the general superiority of
synthetic oils in space systems.
The current focus is on developing and testing solid lubricants and antiwear materials, evaluating synthetic oils and
greases formulated with different additives, screening lubricant candidates, and developing life-prediction tools. The state
of the art has advanced to make mission lives of 10 years and
longer routine, but the bar continues to be raised in terms of
performance and life requirements. The use of the latest scientific tools—such as atomic force microscopes to study surface
chemistry, topology, and friction on the molecular and atomic
scales—in concert with theoretical methods to evaluate surface chemistry, are leading to an ever increasing understanding of the fundamental interactions that drive the performance
of tribological materials.

Jeffrey Lince prepares to make pin-on-disk friction and wear measurements. This
is done to measure the sliding coefficient of friction between two materials under
ambient or purged atmospheres.

Computer Science
The Computer Sciences Laboratory was created in the mid1980s in recognition of the increasingly important and diverse
role that computer systems were playing in space programs.
Initial research focused on computer program verification and
mission assurance, and was later broadened to include computer networks, communications protocols, trusted systems,
parallel computing, and intelligent systems. The laboratory
pursued a combination of new research and application of
these technologies. The work in trusted systems expanded
over time to provide major support to the National Security
Agency in its effort to define methods and perform evaluations of computer and network security products.
Based on the similarity of their tools and goals, the Computer Sciences Laboratory was merged with the Computer
Systems Division within ETG in 1991.

new interdisciplinary research activities that marry chemistry
and biology.
The wave properties of atoms will be exploited to create a
new detection paradigm. When atoms are cooled by lasers to
extremely low temperatures, their wave properties become experimentally observable, allowing for the fabrication of atomwave interferometers. Future gravimetry using atom-wave
interferometers will provide for airborne or spaceborne characterization of gravitational anomalies with unprecedented
sensitivity for underground structure detection. As they did in
the related field of atomic clocks, the Aerospace laboratories
will play a leadership role in this new, disruptive technology.
Quantum computing and quantum cryptography will become a reality. Quantum information processing is based on a
two-state quantum system (qubit), which can be prepared in a

The Future Beckons
The threats to U.S. security have evolved
since the Cold War days. There have been
dizzying technological advances, most of
which were not predicted. What will the
Aerospace laboratories be working on
in the future? Here are some predictions
made by the 2010 staff:
Electronic devices will shrink to the
molecular level. Moore’s Law will finally
“hit the wall” as electronic devices are
fabricated out of individual molecules.
Also, the fabrication of microelectronic
devices will exploit the mimicry of biological systems (hierarchical self-assembly). Aerospace laboratories will therefore
have more “quantum mechanics” and will
need to develop unique microanalytical
tools to characterize and assess devices at
these dimensions. Moreover, the rise of
synthesis via self-assembly will result in

James Helt manipulates samples for analyses within an ultrahigh vacuum, variable-temperature scanning
probe microscope. This instrument can probe friction and wear phenomena on the atomic and molecular
scales, providing fundamental insight into these properties.
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Initial Technical Programs in 1960–1964

Technical Programs in 2010

The technical programs initiated by each laboratory organization between
1960 and 1964 were comprehensive, visionary, and audacious. Together,
they addressed fundamental technical problems involved in perfecting ballistic missiles as well as the challenges likely to be encountered by newly
emerging space systems.

The technical programs of the Aerospace Physical Science Laboratories have
continued to evolve. Under the leadership of Sherrie Zacharius, there are now
three organizations within this division:

Aerodynamics and Propulsion Laboratory
(Joseph Logan, principal director)
• Supersonic and hypersonic reentry aerodynamics
• Hypersonics relevant to lifting bodies
• Optical and electromagnetic reentry signatures
• High-energy oxidizers and fuels
• Heat transfer and ablation studies
• Gaseous nuclear core rocket concepts
Plasma Research Laboratory
(Vernal Josephson, principal director; Rudy Meyer, assoc. principal director)
• Plasma physics diagnostics
• Reentry plasma phenomena and antenna interactions
• Magnetohydrodynamics in pinch devices
• Plasma propulsion
• Plasma confinement for thermonuclear fusion
Space Physics Laboratory
(Robert Becker, principal director)
• Physics of trapped space radiation
• Studies of solar physics and solar cosmic rays
• Dynamics and photochemistry of the upper atmosphere
• Interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere
• Terrestrial infrared and ultraviolet backgrounds
Electronics Research Laboratory
(Max Weiss, principal director)
• Quantum electronics
• Superconductivity and superconducting devices
• Infrared detector technologies
• Solid-state and gas laser technologies
• Radio astronomy and radar technology at millimeter wavelengths
Materials Sciences Laboratory
(John Hove, principal director)
• Effects of space environments on surfaces and materials
• Effects of nuclear weapons on materials in space
• Metallurgy and ceramics research as applied to reentry
• High-temperature materials research/microstructure properties
• Oxidation and vaporization of materials at high temperatures
From the perspective of 2010, it is clear that the thread of ballistic missile
and rocket technology connects much of this research, as do the challenges
of understanding the effects of what was, in 1960, a whole new environment. Quantum physics, lasers, and electronic device research are also
evident, as well as work on IR detector technology and IR phenomenology.
Note that in 1960–1964, there was still an optimistic outlook for controlled
thermonuclear fusion, and the Plasma Research Laboratory pursued some
fundamental research in this area. But, as should be the case with wellconstructed research programs, the activities outlined above were but the
beginnings—the seeds for new initiatives as technology and science and
the needs of national security space programs evolved.
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Electronics and Photonics Laboratory
(Bernardo Jaduszliwer, principal director)
• Space radiation effects on electronic components
• Microelectronics reliability/microanalysis
• Advanced electronic device technology
• Terahertz and millimeter-wave technology
• Atomic clocks and timekeeping
• Quantum information science and technology
• Solid-state laser development and active remote sensing
• Ultrashort-pulse laser applications
• Photonics for information transmission
• Orbital sensor calibration
• Spacecraft solar cells, batteries, and power systems
Space Materials Laboratory
(Gary Hawkins, principal director)
• Thin films and optical materials
• Structural materials research and characterization
• Space environmental effects on materials
• Spacecraft solar panel structures
• Electric and chemical propulsion
• Polymer applications in space and launch systems
• Plasma physics applied to space components
• Mechanics of flight components
• Materials characterization
• Environmental science
• Spaceflight contamination
• Lubrication, tribology, and surface science
Space Science Applications Laboratory
(James Clemmons, principal director; Lynn Friesen, assoc. principal director)
• Rocket plume phenomenology and modeling
• Satellite technical intelligence analysis
• Infrared spectroscopy of space objects
• Test and calibration of infrared sensors
• Space environment specification
• Space radiation effects
• Studies of atmospheric and ionospheric effects
• Small satellite sensor development
There are many threads of continuity, but also enormous changes in the
technical programs as they have evolved over the years. The continuity stems
from the mission of Aerospace, which remains consistent since its founding.
What has changed is the enormous advances in technology, particularly in
computing and information storage and processing, which provide substantially more capabilities to the scientists and engineers of the laboratories.
The contributions of the Physical Sciences Laboratories to the mission of
Aerospace have been many and varied. Since the inception of the corporate
awards program in 1979, 11 staff members have received the Trustees’ Distinguished Achievement Award—the corporation’s highest honor—and 38
have been recognized with the Aerospace President’s Achievement Award.

Moore’s law will be applied to the fabrication of inexpensive, agile space systems. As Moore’s law and the voracious
appetite of consumers has transformed centralized computing and analog systems into the interconnected world of the
21st century, this trend will lead to the rapid evolution of
distributed microsatellites and nanosatellites that exceed the
functionality of large centralized spacecraft. Aerospace chemists, physicists, and materials scientists will confront the challenges of developing spacecraft with dimensions on the order
of 1 centimeter and distributed spacecraft systems from 100
meters to 50,000 kilometers in size.
As these predictions indicate, the Aerospace laboratories
will continue to play a vital role in supporting national security space, which will see a growing need to “think big by
thinking small.” The success of the Aerospace laboratories has
been based on the ability to attract some of the keenest minds
in the country—individuals who are always looking over the
horizon to find the best way to apply their talents to incredibly
challenging, interdisciplinary problems. As devices continue
to shrink to the atomic level, the role of the physical sciences
in the space business will only grow, and the discussion will
be dominated by those who can speak the language of the
fundamental laws of physics and apply that knowledge to the
challenges of perfecting national security space systems.
What began in modest buildings on the Los Angeles Air
Force Station 50 years ago has evolved into an experienced,
agile team of dedicated scientists working in modern facilities—scientists who are eager to define and embrace the future. Ivan Getting would indeed be proud!
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The launch of the final Titan IV in October 2005 was the crowning
event for more than 360 Titan launches in more than 45 years of
service to the nation.

Launch Vehicles Then and Now:
50 Years of Evolution
The launch industry has come a long way from the risk-filled early forays into space to the
well-orchestrated launches of today—and Aerospace has been there, every step of the way.

Randy Kendall and Pete Portanova

E

arly launch systems were far from reliable, but by 1960,
the nation was hurriedly working to send an astronaut
into space—along with a host of national security payloads—to overcome the Soviet Union’s early lead in space
technology. In such an environment, The Aerospace Corporation was founded. Among its core responsibilities was the
conversion of ballistic missiles into space launch vehicles.
Since that time, the corporation has fulfilled a vital role in
supporting Department of Defense (DOD) launches and has
also played a significant role in numerous NASA launches.
Today, Aerospace is widely recognized for its expertise in
launch systems, not to mention its comprehensive archive
of historical launch data going back to the earliest launch
vehicles.

Atlas, Delta, Titan—The Early Years
The Atlas Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM), a system
with roots in the World War II German V-2 rocket, developed rapidly during the early years of the Cold War. Having
a quick response with about 30 minutes to target, the Atlas
ICBM stood ready to defend the United States against a Soviet nuclear attack until April 1966, when the last missile was
retired. Some were destroyed, while others were refurbished
for future space missions. The Atlas D launch vehicle, derived
from the Atlas ICBM, became operational in mid-1959. It
carried John Glenn on his first orbital flight in 1962 as part
of the Mercury-Atlas Program. The Atlas E launch vehicle
remained operational through 1995. Subsequently, the Atlas
evolved into the Atlas II/III, and in the late 1990s became part
of the Atlas V family of evolved expendable launch vehicles
(EELVs).

The Thor Intermediate-Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM),
another early ballistic weapon system, used the Navaho
booster engine for the Thor main engine, also adapted from
the V-2 rocket. At the same time that the first Atlas ICBM
became operational in mid-1959, the first squadron of Thor
IRBMs became operational and were deployed to the Royal
Air Force at Feltwell in eastern England. By 1963, the Thor
IRBM became obsolete. By then, Thor was already being
modified and converted to a space launch vehicle. During the
1960s, the modified Thor had a variety of upper stages: Thor/
Able, Thor/Able Star, and Thor/Agena, which launched Corona satellites from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California,
from 1959 through 1963. Thor/Delta became the Delta II
series. This evolution culminated in the late 1990s as the
Delta II evolved into the Delta III and then into the Delta IV
family of EELVs.
When Aerospace was formed, the first Titan series of missiles were also being developed, using an airframe design
completely different from that of Atlas. The thin-skinned
Atlas design could support only a limited weight, severely
restricting the second-stage performance. Studies performed
by various contractors concluded that a two-stage ICBM was
feasible, and the Titan I ICBM was deployed in 1962. Titan II
development began at the same time. It was a second-generation liquid-propellant ICBM, and it used a different propellant combination than the Thor, Atlas, and Titan I, which
used a combination of liquid oxygen and high-purity rocket
propellant (RP)-1 kerosene. The Titan II ICBM used storable
propellants (nitrogen tetroxide and aerozine-50), yielding a
large increase in payload capacity compared with Thor, Atlas,
and Titan I. The Titan II ICBM was operational from 1963 to
1987.
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A Gemini-Titan launch vehicle (Titan II/GLV) lifts off from Cape Canaveral in 1965. Aerospace provided general systems engineering/technical direction for this vehicle.

Launch Vehicle Technologies
1960

2010

Materials and structures

Aluminum, steel

Aluminum, steel, alloys, titanium, composite overwrap,
metallic isogrid

Avionics

Radio guidance, inertial navigation, mechanical gyros,
hydraulic actuators

Inertial navigation with electronic component miniaturization,
redundancy and multifunctional electronic packages, ring laser
gyros, electromechanical actuators

Guidance accuracy

3 σ values
Apogee ± 22%
Inclination ~1%
Third stage required

3 σ values
Apogee and inclination <1%

Propulsion cycles
(first stage)

Gas generator primarily

Gas generator,
staged combustion

Fuels (first stage)

Hypergolic, liquid oxygen and kerosene (RP-1)

Cryogenic liquid oxygen and hydrogen, liquid oxygen and kerosene
(RP-1)

Thrust
(liquid fueled first stage)

150,000–430,000 pound-force

933,000 pound-force

ISP (first stage)

258 seconds

410 seconds

Computers and
computational capability

Drum storage: the memory held 9792 instructions
(51 tracks) and 1152 constants (18 tracks).
100 revolutions/second × 64 words/
revolution × 27 bits/word = 172.8 kilobits/second

Solid state
20 MHz operation (approximately 3.7 MIPS)
Self-checking GVSC/EMIOC pair (SCP)
1 Mb × 16 SRAM EDAC protected
512 kb × 16 EEPROM (256 kb × 16 EEPROM on IMSP)

A comparison of launch vehicle technologies from the 1960s to 2010. Materials
and structures, avionics, guidance accuracy, propulsion cycles, fuels, thrust, ISP, and
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computers and computational capabilities have evolved markedly over 50 years.

While the liquid-propellant Atlas, Titan,
and Delta boosters were flying, solid fuel
technology was progressing as well, starting
with the Scout, America’s first solid-propellant
launch vehicle (first launched in 1961), Polaris, and the Minuteman ICBM. This solidpropellant technology was used in conjunction
with the liquid rockets for the Delta series,
the Titan III/IV strap-on solids, and many
other small launch vehicles and now provides
increased performance to the Delta IV and
Atlas V EELVs.
The Centaur was the first American highenergy, liquid-hydrogen/liquid-oxygen upper
stage. Initially, Centaur was assigned only to
the Atlas, but after 1974, it was also assigned
to Titan IIIE and Titan IV missions. Propulsion system concepts and technologies from
these vehicles contributed to the development
of space shuttle main engines, which in turn
eventually contributed to the development of
the Delta IV rocket system (RS)-68 and upgraded RS-68A main engines.

Titan III/IV Program
The family of Titan III space launch vehicles
included a program spanning 49 years. Its conceptual phase began shortly after Aerospace
was founded and attained operational status
later in the 1960s. Titan III was a redesign of
the Titan II core, with two solid rocket motors
of five segments each, and a new Transtage
upper stage, which used hypergolic propellants (which spontaneously ignite when they
come in contact). This configuration had significantly greater payload capability than the
Atlas, Thor, and Titan II.
The initial test flight of Titan IIIA took
place from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
on September 1, 1964, with only the core and
Transtage. The Titan III family had additional
configurations such as IIIB, IIIC, IIID, IIIE,
34D. All but the Titan IIIB used solid motors from Minuteman technology. Titan IIIM,
intended to launch the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), featured seven-segment solid
motors. The MOL program was canceled in
June 1969, so the Titan IIIM was never built;
however, its seven-segment solids would later
appear on the Titan IVA, significantly increasing its performance. In the 1970s, the Titan
family increased with the Titan IIID launched
from Space Launch Complex (SLC)-4E at
Vandenberg and the Titan IIIE, which had two
strap-on solid rocket motors but with a Centaur upper stage for NASA missions, launched
from SLC-41 at the Cape. The Titan 34D
was a common core booster that incorporated stretched stage-1 tanks of Titan 34B

Early Launch Vehicles
Performance
(LEO, kg)

Years
Flown

Length
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Weight
(kg)

Juno 1

9

1956–1958

21.2

1.8

28,500

Vanguard 1

9

1957–1959

23.0

1.1

10,500

Vanguard 2

20

1959

22.1

1.1

10,000

Pilot 2

1

1958

4.4

0.8

1364

Scout X-1

59

1960

25.0

1.0

16,240

Thor Able

38

1958–1960

30.0

2.4

49,285

Thor Able I–IV

120

1958–1960

30.0

2.4

49,285

Thor Able-Star

150

1960–1962

29.0

2.4

49,397

Thor Agena A

250

1959–1960

28.0

2.4

49,664

Thor Agena B

400

1960–1966

31.0

2.4

48,702

Delta

226

1960–1962

31.0

2.4

48,240

Atlas B

70

1958

26.0

3.1

110,740

Atlas D

1360

1959

25.2

3.1

119,000

Mercury Atlas

1360

1960–1963

25.0

3.1

116,100

Atlas C Able

170

1959

28.0

3.1

120,000

Atlas D Able

170

1959–1960

35.0

3.1

120,051

Atlas Agena A

1250

1960–1961

30.0

3.1

123,990

Vehicle

Current Launch Vehicles

Vehicle

Performance
(LEO, kg)

Years
Flown

Length
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Weight
(kg)

Falcon 1 (dev)

350

2006–2007

20.7

1.7

24,091

Falcon 1

500

2008–2009

21.3

1.7

27,670

Minotaur 1

550

2000–2007

19.2

1.7

36,273

Pegasus XL

475

1994–2008

16.9

6.7

23,182

Taurus XL

1450

2004–2009

31.5

2.4

77,374

Atlas V 401

9750

2002–2009

58.3

2.4

334,000

Atlas V 431

13,620

2005–2008

58.3

2.4

473,773

Atlas V 551

18,500

2003–2006

62.2

2.4

541,455

Delta 7326

2865

1999–2009

38.5

2.4

164,136

Delta 7425

3160

1998–2007

38.5

3.4

165,727

Delta 7925

5140

1995–2009

38.5

4.4

233,273

Delta 7925H

5600

2003

38.5

4.8

286,136

Delta IV M

9150

2003–2006

62.7

5.1

259,727

Delta IV 4mM+

12,240

2002–2009

62.7

8.1

334,000

Delta IV 5mM+

13,360

2009

65.8

8.1

409,182

Delta IV H

22,560

2004–2007

70.3

15.5

740,455

Space shuttle

24,400

1981–2009

55.8

23.6

2,045,455

Comparison charts describing early and current launch vehicles including their performance, years flown,
length, width, and weight.
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Launch costs in 1960 vs. 2010
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After reaching a minimum a decade ago, launch costs have been increasing, primarily driven by low launch rates for individual systems. Costs are still relatively
less expensive than in 1960, even at a lower launch rate. At the same time, lift

capacity has increased by more than an order of magnitude. Here, the charts show
comparisons of launch costs, vehicle performance, reliability, and success and failure
records in 1960 vs. 2010.

for increased performance. The solid rocket motor stage 0
(booster rockets used to assist in liftoff) increased to five-andone-half segments to provide greater thrust.
Titan IV, the last member of the Titan family, consisted
of three propulsion subsystems: two solid propellant strap-on
boosters, a two-stage liquid core, and when applicable, an
upper stage (Centaur or Inertial Upper Stage). By increasing
stage-1 and stage-2 propellant tank length and upgrading the
solid rocket motor, payload capability was again significantly
increased.
The integrate-transfer-launch (ITL) complex, which includes SLC-40 and SLC-41, was built and activated at the
Cape in the early 1960s for the Titan III and was a major
advancement in launch processing efficiency. The major facilities were the vertical-integration building, which provided
for assembly of the first- and second-stage core and systems
checkout; the solid-motor-assembly building, where the two
solid rocket motors were attached to the core and checked;
and the railway system that connected the major buildings and
allowed transfer of the core launch vehicle to the launchpads
at SLC-40 and SLC-41. The two launchpads each had a fixed
and mobile service tower for upper stage/payload mating, final
checkout, propellant loading, countdown, and launch. The ITL
concept allowed for more efficient use of facilities and greatly
increased potential launch rates.

ITL and SLC-41 were later reconfigured for the Atlas V.
During the design of EELV launch-processing facilities and
ground systems, Aerospace was able to assist the contractors
in avoiding many of the major design problems inherent in
the heritage systems, improving the operating efficiency and
affordability of both new systems. For example, the Atlas V
launch vehicle is fully integrated and mated to the payload on
a mobile launch platform in a vertical integration facility and
ready for transport to the new SLC-41 “clean pad” via a railway system. It then may be launched within one day.
The clean pad has no fixed or mobile tower and is a significant improvement compared with the many weeks or months
needed to prepare heritage launch vehicles on the pad. Basically, assembly of the launch vehicle can take place entirely at
the vertical integration facility and then it can be moved, fully
assembled, to the launchpad. The concept derives from preliminary studies conducted by Aerospace and contractors in
the mid-1980s and early 1990s and is similar to systems used
by both the Russian Zenit and the Ariane V launch systems.
The benefits include the capability to launch multiple vehicle
configurations (medium and heavy launch vehicles) from the
same pad, reduce operation and maintenance costs, streamline
launch operations, and ensure access to space.
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Market Forces
When the first generation of launch systems were developed,
the government was the primary customer of launch services.
When the commercial demand for launch services became a
significant factor in the 1990s, developers thought that costs
could be reduced by using the same systems for both commercial
and government needs. This relationship between the perceived
commercial and government launch requirements tremendously
influenced acquisition decisions that shaped the EELV program
during its first 15 years.
In 1994, the initial strategy of selecting one contractor was
based on the assumption that the commercial space market
could not support two launch vehicle contractors. This quickly
began to change, and from 1996 to 1997, the Commercial Space
Transportation Advisory Committee projected the worldwide
demand for commercial launches into geosynchronous transfer
orbit (GTO) to reach an average of 30–40 per year. The balance of U.S. government to commercial launches would shift
significantly in favor of commercial launches by a ratio of nearly
three to one. This factor, combined with robust predictions of low
Earth orbit (LEO) communication-satellite requirements, meant
enough demand to easily support two major domestic launch
systems. Accordingly, in late 1997, the Air Force revised the
acquisition strategy to allow up to two contractors to proceed
into the preengineering, manufacturing, and development phase.

EELV—The Culmination of 50 Years of Evolution
Genesis of EELV
EELV was the first family of launch vehicles initiated by the
DOD for the primary mission of space launch. Prior to that,
existing ballistic missile systems were adapted into space
launch vehicles. However, the specific concept for this new
space launch system took some time to define. During the
1980s and early 1990s, there was no consensus among the
space community on a direction for the future of U.S. space
launch capability. While U.S. space launch was struggling
because of high launch costs and limited demand, the international community was developing its own launch capabilities
that eventually would be significantly more price competitive
than Titan and Delta systems.
The U.S. attempt to build consensus on the future of
space launch led to a number of studies in the early 1990s,
culminating in the 1994 Space Launch Modernization Plan,
also known as the Moorman Study, led by then Lt. Gen.
Thomas S. Moorman Jr., vice commander of Air Force Space
Command (and later an Aerospace trustee). The study team
recognized that the aging infrastructure and inefficiencies associated with the ICBM-derived launch vehicles were making
the heritage Titan, Atlas, and Delta systems too expensive.

In 1998, Boeing and Lockheed Martin were awarded engineering and manufacturing development and initial launch services
contracts for the Delta IV and Atlas V vehicles.
Shortly after these decisions were made, the projected boom in
commercial launch demand began to erode. The virtual disappearance of demand for LEO launches—along with increased
competition from heavily subsidized Ariane, Proton, and Sea
Launch systems—made it difficult for the Atlas V and Delta IV
systems to be commercially competitive. Subsequently, in 2005
Lockheed Martin and Boeing formed the United Launch Alliance,
a joint venture to provide Atlas V and Delta IV launches services
to the U.S. government.
While the commercial market has never materialized, and the
expected dramatic reduction in costs was never achieved, the
program is still meeting the original cost reduction threshold
of 25 percent compared with heritage systems. In addition, the
technical performance and reliability of the Atlas V and Delta IV
systems has been excellent. While Delta IV and Atlas V are technically still commercial systems, they are essentially dedicated to
providing launch services to the EELV program. As a result, the
EELV program today is operating much like a government launch
program.

The plan provided a range of options to reduce recurring costs
while improving operational effectiveness. This study led
to the National Space Transportation Policy, which directed
DOD to evolve current expendable systems (and directed
NASA to develop a new reusable system). The DOD response
was the EELV program in 1995.
The main objective of the EELV program was to reduce
the costs of space launch systems while maintaining comparable or better levels of performance and reliability. The
idea was to eliminate the wide variety of specific expendable
launch vehicles that had been developed over many years for
various requirements (Titan II/IV, Atlas II/III, and Delta II).
Instead, a single family of launch vehicles would be developed, based on a common core that would meet Air Force,
National Reconnaissance Office, NASA, and commercial mission requirements. The resulting common systems and higher
flight rates would facilitate reliability and make the EELV systems competitive in the commercial international space launch
market. Unfortunately, the launch demand anticipated in the
late 1990s never materialized, and while the program has been
successful at meeting its performance and reliability goals,
some of the operability goals have been cut to contain costs.
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Launches in 1960
#

Launch
Date

Vehicle

Mission

Mission
Sponsor

1

2-04-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 9

2

2-19-60

Thor Agena A

3

2-26-60

4

Orbit

Launch
Site

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

F

25

Discoverer 10

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

F

765

Atlas Agena A

Midas I

USAF

LEO

CCAPS

Early warning satellite

F

2025

3-11-60

Thor Able IV

Pioneer 5

NASA

Solar

CCAPS

Solar research satellite

S

43

5

3-23-60

Juno II

Explorer S-46

NASA

LEO

CCAPS

Scientific research satellite

F

16

6

4-01-60

Thor Able II

Tiros I

NASA

SSO

CCAPS

Meteorological satellite

S

120

7

4-13-60

Thor Able-Star

Transit 1B

USN

LEO

CCAPS

Navigation satellite

S

121

8

4-15-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 11

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

790

9

4-18-60

Scout X

R&D test flight

NASA

Sub

WS

Development test flight

F

0

10

5-13-60

Thor Delta

Echo 1

NASA

LEO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

F

56

11

5-24-60

Atlas Agena A

Midas 2

USAF

LEO

CCAPS

Early warning satellite

S

2300

12

6-22-60

Thor Able-Star

Transit 2A
Solrad 1

USN

LEO

CCAPS

Navigation and geodetic satellites

S

120

13

6-29-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 12

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

F

790

14

7-01-60

Scout X-1

NASA Probe

NASA

Sub

WS

Development test flight

F

88

15

7-29-60

Mercury Atlas

Mercury 4

NASA

Sub

CCAPS

Mercury spacecraft/launch vehicle
compatibility

F

1300

16

8-10-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 13

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

850

17

8-12-60

Thor Delta

Echo 1A

NASA

LEO

CCAP

Communications satellite

S

76

18

8-18-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 14

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

850

19

8-18-60

Thor Able-Star

Courier 1A

USA

LEO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

F

225

20

9-13-60

Thor Agena A

Discoverer 15

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

863

21

9-25-60

Atlas D Able

Pioneer 6A

NASA

Lunar

CCAPS

Lunar probe

F

175

22

10-04-60

Thor Able-Star

Courier 1B

USA

LEO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

S

230

23

10-04-60

Scout X-1

USAF Probe

NASA

Sub

WS

Atmospheric probe

S

N/A

24

10-11-60

Atlas Agena A

Samos 1

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Developmental surveillance satellite

F

1845

25

10-26-60

Thor Agena B

Discoverer 16

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

F

1091

26

11-03-60

Juno II

Explorer 8

NASA

LEO

CCAPS

Scientific research satellite

S

41

27

11-12-60

Thor Agena B

Discoverer 17

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

1091

28

11-23-60

Thor Delta

Tiros 2

NASA

LEO

CCAPS

Meteorological satellite

S

119

29

11-30-60

Thor Able-Star

Transit 3A
Solrad 2

USA

LEO

CCAPS

Navigation and geodetic satellites

F

109

30

12-04-60

Scout X-1

Explorer S-56

NASA

LEO

WS

Scientific research satellite

F

6

31

12-07-60

Thor Agena B

Discoverer 18

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Surveillance satellite

S

1240

32

12-15-60

Atlas D Able

Pioneer 6B

NASA

Lunar

CCAPS

Lunar probe

F

175

33

12-20-60

Thor Agena B

Discoverer 19

USAF

LEO

VAFB

Infrared experiment satellite

S

1060

Launch in 1960 was risky and expensive; from 1958 to 1960, launch vehicles were
more costly than most of the spacecraft they attempted to launch. Many early
flights included suborbital demonstration flights, which were mostly successful, but
reliability was still less than 50 percent on orbital launches by 1960. After a slow
start, by 1960 launches were frequent, averaging nearly one every 10 days and
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Primary Payload

Result

Payload
Mass (kg)

as many as four times a week. The first surveillance, meteorological, navigation,
and communications satellites, along with the first solar probe, were successfully
launched by 1960. The chart notes results of exploring this new frontier of outer
space: “S” for success, or “F” for failure.

Launches in 2009
#

Launch
Date

Vehicle

Mission

Mission
Sponsor

Orbit

Launch
Site

Primary Payload

Result

Payload
Mass (kg)

1

1-18-09

Delta IV H

NROL-26

NRO

GEO

CCAPS

Classified satellite

S

6227

2

2-06-09

Delta 7320

NOAA 19

NASA

SSO

VAFB

Ocean surveillance satellite

S

1420

3

2-24-09

Taurus 3110

OCO

NASA

LEO

VAFB

Scientific research satellite

F

448

4

3-07-09

Delta 7925

Kepler

NASA

LP2

CCAPS

Astronomical telescope satellite

S

1055

5

3-15-09

Space shuttle

S6 Truss

NASA

LEO

KSC

Space station assembly and logistics

S

14,118

6

3-24-09

Delta 7925

GPS IIR-20M

USAF

MEO

CCAPS

Navigation satellite

S

2032

7

4-04-09

Atlas V 421

WGS-2

USAF

GEO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

S

5798

8

5-05-09

Delta 7920

STSS ATRR

MDA

SSO

VAFB

Space surveillance developmental satellite

S

N/A

9

5-11-09

Space shuttle

HST SM-4

NASA

LEO

KSC

Hubble Space Telescope servicing

S

9320

10

5-19-09

Minotaur I

TacSat 3

USAF

LEO

MARS

Communications satellite

S

408

11

6-18-09

Atlas V 401

LRO LCROSS

NASA

Lunar

CCAPS

Lunar orbiter and impact spacecraft

S

3364

12

6-27-09

Delta IV M+
(4,2)

GOES 14

NASA

GEO

CCAPS

Meteorological satellite

S

3182

13

7-14-09

Falcon I

RazakSAT

Commercial

LEO

KTR

Earth imaging satellite

S

182

14

7-15-09

Space shuttle

ISS JEF

NASA

LEO

KSC

Space station assembly and logistics

S

4820

15

8-17-09

Delta 7925

GPS IIR-21M

USAF

MEO

CCAPS

Navigation satellite

S

2032

16

8-28-09

Space shuttle

MPLM-1

NASA

LEO

KSC

Space station assembly and logistics

S

6286

17

9-08-09

Atlas V 401

PAN

Unknown

GTO

CCAPS

Classified satellite

S

N/A

18

9-25-09

Delta 7920

STSS Demo

MDA

LEO

CCAPS

Space surveillance developmental satellite

S

2200

19

10-08-09

Delta 7920

WorldView II

Commercial

SSO

VAFB

Earth imaging satellite

S

2800

20

10-18-09

Atlas V 401

DMSP 18

NRO

HEO

VAFB

Classified satellite

S

4037

21

11-05-09

Delta IV M+
(5,4)

WGS-3

USAF

GEO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

S

5798

22

11-16-09

Space shuttle

ISS ULF3

NASA

LEO

KSC

Space station logistics

S

13,390

23

11-23-09

Atlas V 431

Intelsat 14

Commercial

GTO

CCAPS

Communications satellite

S

5625

24

12-14-09

Delta 7320

WISE

NASA

SSO

VAFB

Wide-field infrared survey explorer

S

664

The launch record for 2009 was remarkably successful—only one failure in 24
launches. Human spaceflights are now routinely conducted using the space shuttle,
a heavy-lift launch vehicle. Few suborbital developmental launches have taken
place in recent years, but the most recent in 2008 was a failure. Launch reliability

over the past five-year period is at 94 percent. Note the difference in the number of
“S” (successful) versus “F” (failure) missions as compared to launches in the 1960s
(previous page).

Aerospace and EELV

standardization of launchpads, mass-to-orbit performance,
and vehicle design reliability. This Aerospace effort continued
from conceptual and preliminary design through the critical
design reviews of EELV families—Atlas V and Delta IV. In
addition, Aerospace provided the key technical assessment to
the Air Force in all source selections.
Following a string of three DOD and three commercial
launch failures in 1998 and 1999, the Air Force called for a
comprehensive review of the launch failures and their causes.
This Broad Area Review recommended a series of changes
to both heritage and EELV programs to reinstate more traditional, rigorous government oversight and mission assurance processes. Accordingly, Aerospace’s role in the EELV
program has grown steadily over the last decade, to the point

Although EELV started as an “acquisition reform” program,
in which the government and Aerospace had only a limited
role in the design and qualification processes, Aerospace was
nonetheless a key partner helping the Air Force manage the
program under this paradigm. Aerospace applied its resources
to key roles in the early development, especially in systems
requirements and standardization. Although evolution from
heritage hardware was the focus, hardware commonality and
standardization across the family of vehicles and missions was
of paramount importance.
Aerospace played a large role in defining key performance
parameters, which included standard payload interfaces,
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The Clean Pad
Pete Portanova, principal engineer/scientist,
Launch, has worked at The Aerospace Corporation for more than 47 years. He was the first
principal director for EELV. The following is an
excerpt from an oral history interview conducted
with Portanova on October 1, 2009, at the
Aerospace offices in El Segundo, California.

The pad is more or less like a runway. The
aircraft goes out to the runway, revs up, and
may hold for 5 or 10 minutes because of the
traffic, but generally speaking, it takes off.
You’re not going out there to sit there for
two days, or two weeks, or two months to
check it out, or change a tire, or whatever. It
doesn’t go out there and do maintenance or
Pete Portanova checks paperwork for a Titan
repairs,
or become part of the factory.
III launch vehicle as part of a quality assur-

“The clean concept design gives flexibility
when you don’t have a lot of territory that
ance program circa 1967.
you can build facilities on, like at Vandenberg.
Maybe at the Cape it’s a little bit more plentiful. So every time you want to go from one configuration to
another you can do it. In the past we basically designed the
pad to one configuration, and there was no flexibility. But the
big part here, the big tenet of this, the clean pad, is that the
vehicle goes to the pad only when you’re ready to launch.
When you go to the pad, you check the interfaces, you load
up with the propellant, and you launch it. You don’t spend
days or weeks. You initially may have to spend a few days, but
you can probably get it down to one.
On SLC 41—I think it was the second flight—we got down
to the pad, and there was a malfunction in one of the boxes.
This particular box was a removable box, LRU, which meant
you can remove and replace it, which was fortunate. There
were no propellants onboard. We took the vehicle, the
Atlas V, dragged it back to the vertical integration facility
and removed and replaced the particular box, and brought it
back down to the pad and checked everything—loaded it up
with the propellant, and launched it all within 24 hours. Now,
when there are propellants onboard, you have to detank, and
of course, put it into safety, so it takes a little bit more time.
But the point is that you don’t spend time on the pad. With a
high launch rate, a clean pad could really pay off.

where it is similar today to what it was on the heritage Titan,
Atlas, and Delta programs.

EELV—Two Families of Launch Vehicles
The Delta IV and Atlas V represent significant steps forward
in simplicity of design, development, testing, and streamlined
manufacturing and launch operations. Each family is based
on a two-stage medium vehicle that can be augmented by
solid rockets to increase payload capability. The Atlas V and
Delta IV can support military, intelligence, civil, and commercial mission requirements. Both contractors have achieved
significant reductions in personnel, facilities, and processing
time.
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Unfortunately, with the Titans, the launchpads became the factory, the end of the factory, which may be OK if you have a very low launch rate. The
pad should not be the end of the factory. The vertical integration facility is x number of feet away from the pad—it’s a
check-out cell. OK. That one cell has a certain time line. We’ve
done a lot of analysis on certain time lines. Let’s say just for
the purpose of discussion, you can completely checkout one
vehicle per month. That means you can have a launch rate of
about 11 to 12 per year. If you need to go to a high launch
rate—if you need to launch 20 times a year, or something like
that, you have to build another check-out cell.
That’s not really saving anything. The only thing you’re saving
is that you’ve got the same pad—it comes down to the same
pad. What that does is you don’t have the pad as a choke
point—the pad is the choke point if you’re not careful. For
example, the other scenario is you go down to the pad and
you’re sitting there like we’ve already done for months and
months. What if you had a requirement to launch another vehicle, what are you going to have to do? Probably take it off
the pad or miss that launch, you slip that launch. If you want
to get rid of the choke point, and if you don’t want the pad to
be the end of the factory, the clean pad is your answer.”

Atlas V
The Atlas V family of vehicles is built around a structurally stable common core booster, using the Russian-built
RD-180 (liquid oxygen and kerosene) main engine with
860,000 pound-force sea level thrust—the only high-thrust
staged combustion main engine currently in use in the United
States—and the heritage Centaur upper stage/RL10A-4-2
engine. The Atlas V family consists of medium, intermediate, and heavy (designed but not built) vehicle configurations,
and each includes a standard payload interface. As a family,
they offer the flexibility to meet mass-to-orbit requirements
for missions from low Earth orbit to geosynchronous transfer
orbit. Furthermore, by adding up to five solid rocket mo-

Courtesy of NASA

Courtesy of NASA

The first launch of an Atlas V EELV in 2002.

The second Delta IV EELV launch in 2003.

tors, the Atlas V capability can be significantly increased in
incremental steps.
The launch processing facilities have been reduced from
36 for Atlas II and Titan IV to three. The major difference is
that the Cape’s SLC-41 is now a clean pad; Atlas V uses an
integrate-transfer-launch concept for launch vehicle processing. A newly modified SLC-3E at Vandenberg uses more
conventional integrate-on-pad procedures for Atlas V processing because of its lower launch rate. Between these two facilities, the Atlas V has been successful in launching its first 20
vehicles.

pad with a conventional mobile service tower, at which point
the payload is hoisted and mated and final launch preparations
completed. The Delta IV launches from SLC-37B at the Cape
and SLC-6 at Vandenberg. It, too, has a perfect string of 10
operational launches, although it should be noted that a major
anomaly on the EELV heavy lift test vehicle demonstration
launch could have caused a costly operational failure.

Delta IV
The Delta IV family of vehicles is built around a 5-meterdiameter common core booster, using the newly developed
Rocketdyne RS-68 main engine and a modified Delta III
upper stage powered by the cryogenic RL10B-2 engine. The
RS-68 is a 663,000 pound-force, sea level thrust engine using
cryogenic liquid-oxygen/liquid-hydrogen propellants in a gas
generator cycle. Since 2005, an upgraded version has been in
development to increase performance and will be designated
RS-68A. The RS-68A is more than twice as powerful as the
space shuttle main engine, with 705,250 pound-force sea level
thrust.
The Delta IV core and upper stage are processed in a horizontal integration facility and then transported and erected at a

Summary
Throughout its 50-year history, Aerospace has played a key
role in serving the Air Force and the nation in developing
and operating numerous launch systems. Launch in 2010
is similar in many ways to launch in 1960—vertical liftoff,
expendable systems, and relatively low flight rates; however,
the SLC-41 clean pad concept revolutionizes the ability to
launch satellites, and capability and reliability have improved
dramatically. The future will most likely bring more changes
to launch systems, but what will remain is Aerospace’s unwavering focus on mission success, helping to ensure access
to space for national security.
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Military Satellite
Communications:
Then and Now
Military satellite communications have become
essential to help the warfighter see through the
“fog of war,” providing the United States military
with assured global connectivity, even in remote
areas with no communications infrastructure. The
Aerospace Corporation has played a key role in
developing and fielding these vital space systems.
Milstar satellite. Courtesy of US Air Force

Mak King and Michael J. Riccio

L

ong before the first man-made satellites reached orbit,
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scientists
and visionaries understood the potential for space-based
communications and developed orbital parameters. Then, in
1946, the U.S. Army bounced radar signals off the moon.
This experiment was followed in the 1950s and 1960s by
U.S. Navy moon-bounced communications. In October 1957,
the Soviet Union surprised the world by launching the first
artificial satellite. For a few days, the beeping Sputnik—23
inches in diameter and 183 pounds in weight—circled Earth
every 96 minutes. A year later, on December 18, 1958, the
U.S. Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, predecessor of
the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC),
launched the U.S. Army’s Signal Communication by Orbiting Relay Equipment (SCORE) into a 101-minute orbit. The
150-pound payload of modified commercial equipment built
into an Atlas missile fairing stored uploaded data on tape to
be later transmitted to ground receivers. Before its batteries
ran down on December 31, SCORE made President Eisenhower’s 56-word Christmas wish “for peace on Earth and
goodwill toward men everywhere” the first voice message
transmitted from space.
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Courier, the next communications satellite launched by
the Department of Defense (DOD), had store-and-rebroadcast
capability. It was the world’s first active repeater satellite and
featured solar cells that would recharge its batteries.
Passive reflector demonstrations followed. A 100-foot aluminized plastic balloon named Echo was launched in 1960.
In 1963, millions of tiny wires, each about the size of an
eyelash, were sent into orbit to reflect signals. Within a few
months, the wires had dispersed too widely to reflect a useful
signal, and no more “needle” experiments were attempted.
One early communications pioneer, scaling from the first
trans-Atlantic telephone cable, which carried 36 telephone
calls at a cost of approximately $40 million, estimated a
satellite’s capacity at 1000 calls, and wondered if a satellite
could be worth a billion dollars.
Commercial entities quickly realized the potential of
satellites, and military and commercial developers alike
learned from each other as space technology progressed. A
private, multinational consortium paid NASA to launch the
Telstar satellite in July 1962. Syncom 3, the first satellite in
geosynchronous orbit (GEO), was launched in August 1964;
it relayed television coverage to the United States from the
Tokyo Summer Olympics. Global satellite communications

had begun and were enabling other space system capabilities
as well, such as weather forecasting and navigation.
In 1962, the Air Force asked Aerospace to provide support
in the emerging discipline of systems engineering to what
was then called the Initial Defense Communication Satellite
Program (IDCSP). First launches occurred in 1966, and eventually, 26 IDCSP satellites were distributed in drifting orbits
around the world. The 100-pound satellites each had a single
repeater but no batteries and no position or attitude control.
When the system was declared operational in 1968, its name
was changed to the Defense Satellite Communication System
(DSCS). Aerospace continued to support the design, development, deployment, and operation of this system’s space and
ground elements—the latter being comprised of two large
fixed and 34 transportable terminals.
Aerospace testimony affected a 1964 congressional decision that U.S. military satellite communications systems
should be developed separately from commercial systems
because of the military’s unique and vital national security
requirements. The military has always used commercial satellites and services where appropriate, however.
Over the years, increasing demand for capacity has required improved satellite designs. For example, closing links
to tactical users with small terminals required more radio
transmitter power, which in turn required more satellite power,
more efficient solar cells, and eventually, a new stabilization
technique with attitude control and station-keeping capabilities to allow capture of more of the sun’s energy. During this
time, it was also becoming necessary to have ground control of satellite position and orientation, and these evolving
needs led to larger satellites. Aerospace played a key role in
concept development, proof, and refinement of these techniques, which are now fundamental to all military satellite
communications.

The Range of Systems
By the early 1970s, the DOD realized that military satellite
communications needed an architecture—that is, a technology and program development plan to ensure warfighters’
requirements were efficiently met. The predecessor of what
is now the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) was
assigned this task; the office was headed by an Aerospace engineer on loan from the corporation. Support from Aerospace
and the entire military satellite communications community
resulted in the first comprehensive architecture for these satellite systems. Documents published in 1976 described this
architecture, which grouped users with similar requirements
into three types of systems: wideband, narrowband/mobile (or
tactical), and protected (for nuclear-capable forces). Today,
Aerospace personnel in Virginia continue to support DISA’s
ongoing architectural efforts. In addition, Aerospace’s risk and
performance evaluations have been pivotal in the architectural
decisions preceding every major military satellite communications acquisition.

Wideband Services and Systems
In 1968, DOD asked Aerospace to assist with DSCS Phase II,
which had multiple channels for higher communications
capacity and enhanced position and orientation control. The
first pair of Phase II satellites were launched in late 1971.
Soon, mission requirements began to change dramatically,
with increased demand for smaller, transportable, or mobile
terminals along with point-to-point or networked connectivity and coverage ranging from in-theater to global. These
increased demands gave rise to the next generation, DSCS III.
These satellites had the flexibility to connect channels to eight
antennas, including antennas that formed multiple beams
whose size, shape, and location were determined by ground
command. The first DSCS III was launched in 1989 (the last
DSCS II was also launched on the same rocket); it was followed by 13 more DSCS III satellites—eight are operational
today. The last four were upgraded by means of the Service
Life Enhancement Program (SLEP), which increased overall
communications capacity by 200 percent and increased capacity to tactical users by up to 700 percent. Aerospace fulfilled
key acquisition roles in both DSCS III and SLEP.
Also serving wideband users is the Global Broadcast
Service (GBS). This service is provided by payloads hosted
on satellites from other systems. GBS delivers one-way, highspeed data to tactical forces with small, portable terminals.
Aerospace investigated the applicability of commercial waveforms and equipment and wrote the initial GBS specifications
for both payloads and terminals.
Today’s reigning king of the wideband systems is the
Wideband Global Satcom (WGS) program. Started in 2000
as the Wideband Gapfiller Satellite, it was renamed when
budget constraints indefinitely delayed the future Advanced
Wideband System. An acquisition partnership with Australia
has increased the number of WGS satellites and support to the
Southwest Pacific region. Each WGS satellite supports twoway tactical and one-way GBS communications and provides
more capacity than the entire DSCS constellation.
The WGS payload continues services in the X band (similar to DSCS) and expands services into the military Ka band.
Service in both bands is enhanced by sampling and digitizing
channel inputs, which enables modern digital filtering and
flexibility in switching signals between uplink and downlink
beams. In addition to Earth coverage, X-band service employs new uplink and downlink phased-array antennas, which
shape beams to optimize coverage in that band. Service at Ka
band is through high-gain gimbaled dish antennas, which enable high-data-rate service to relatively small, disadvantaged
terminals. The digitizing payload also allows cross-banding
between the X and Ka bands, further enhancing flexibility.
Aerospace was intimately involved in all phases of the WGS
program, from early concept definition to acquisition, development, and fielding.
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Skynet II
First NATO III
FLTSATCOM, first operational
satellite in milsatcom
narrowband segment.
SMC acquired and launched
for the Navy 1978–1989

First of 16 DSCS II satellites; first operational
satellite in milsatcom’s wideband segment

Mobile and Tactical Systems
Mobile and tactical military satellite communication systems
are characterized by terminals with small antennas on ships,
submarines, boats, land vehicles, and aircraft. They also service large transportable terminals, lightweight backpack terminals, and even handheld terminals or terminals located on
cruise missiles. They primarily convey voice and data (with
growing applications to include telemetry, imagery, texting,
file transfer, remote sensor computer access, paging, email
and Internet, and facsimile) and extend to video teleconferencing and video.
One such tactical system is the Navy’s Fleet Satellite
Communications (FLTSATCOM) system, the DOD’s first
operational satellite communications system dedicated to tactical users. Aerospace assisted the Air Force in acquiring and
launching this primarily UHF system. Another tactical system, Leasat, was directed by Congress in 1976 to be a leased
commercial service. Leasat had launches from 1984 to 1990,
which extended UHF service into 1996. By 1991, the Navy
was operating six FLTSATCOMs and four Leasats; all were
deactivated by 1999 to save sustainment costs.
The UHF Follow-On (UFO) system continued UHF communications and added a small EHF payload beginning on
Flight 4 that had multiple channels configurable between an
Earth-coverage antenna and a narrow-beam steerable spot
antenna. Beginning with UFO-7, capacity of this EHF payload was doubled and a GBS Ka-band package was added.
Ten UFO satellites launched between 1993 and 2003 remain
in use. Aerospace supported the Navy throughout UFO’s development and deployment, performing mission assurance,
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analyzing communications, and developing a telemetry analysis workstation for a satellite control center.
The future successor to UFO will be the Navy’s Mobile
User Objective System (MUOS), a narrowband system with
enhanced access, capacity, quality, and communications-onthe-move for a wide range of DOD and government mobile
users. MUOS data rates range from 75 bits per second to 64
kilobits per second in broadcast, point-to-point, and full duplex network topologies. Aerospace supported the Navy with
link and Internet Protocol (IP) communications analysis, traffic models, and other requirements analysis, as well as with
other mission assurance roles.
The United Kingdom’s Skynet series (first launched in
November 1969) and the NATO satellites (first launched in
March 1970) are compatible with each other and with U.S.
system waveforms. The Air Force and Aerospace led efforts
to promote allied interoperability through development of international waveform standards and participated in numerous
interoperability demonstrations and tests.

Protected Systems
The need to operate in contested environments (for example,
a battlefield or area where signals are being intentionally
jammed) characterizes protected users of the military satellite
communications architecture. These users accept low to moderate data rates in exchange for protection against detection,
interception, jamming, spoofing, and scintillation, as well as
effects from nuclear detonations.
The Air Force Satellite Communications System (AFSATCOM) was one such protected system. Designed in the
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mid-1960s, these payloads were hosted on several satellite
systems, including FLTSATCOM and DSCS. Early Northpolar region coverage was provided with payloads hosted on
satellites in high-inclination orbits. Channels at X band and
UHF provided some uplink jamming protection using frequency-hopping. An AFSATCOM payload hosted on Milstar
(the current highly protected military satellite communications
system) provides continuing AFSATCOM connectivity, although most other AFSATCOM payloads have been removed
from service. Aerospace provided substantial performance
analysis and participated in development, fielding, and operational testing.
Milstar was initially contracted in March 1982 after several years of successful terminal and space risk-reduction
contracts. It can operate independent of ground control, relay
stations, and distribution networks because of its advanced onboard processing and satellite-to-satellite crosslinks. Milstar’s
system design emphasized robustness in communication,
even in the presence of adverse conditions such as jamming
or nuclear attack, and has the flexibility to provide worldwide
unscheduled connectivity to a wide range of terminal/platform
combinations under changing or uncertain link conditions.
Milstar has three segments: mission control, terminal, and
space. The mission control segment plans Milstar’s missions,
assesses system resource allocation, and tests and controls the
satellites from fixed and transportable facilities. Crosslinks
enable monitoring and control of all Milstar satellites from a
single location. The terminal segment includes many types of
terminals developed separately by the Air Force, Navy, and
Army; antenna diameters vary from 14 centimeters to 3 meters.

2010

FLTSATCOM 7 with EHF package,
preoperational satellite for
milsatcom’s protected segment

MUOS–cell phone network
architecture provides unprotected, narrowband
milsatcom compliant
with Joint Tactical Radio
System (JTRS) and UHF
legacy terminals

The space segment comprises the satellites, first launched
in February 1994. The first two satellites (Block I) carried a
low-data-rate (LDR) payload, providing warfighters robust
connectivity. By 1997, Milstar was declared operational. Even
before initial launches, a program restructure in response to
global political changes that included the end of the Cold War
and the start of the Gulf War created Block II, with both LDR
and a more tactically oriented medium-data-rate (MDR) payload. Aerospace was instrumental in the development of the
LDR and MDR waveform standards as well as Milstar architecture and system design.
Milstar Block II continues most of Block I’s robust features such as operation in the EHF band (wide bandwidth
and high-gain, narrow-beam antennas), frequency-hopping,
onboard processing, crosslinks, and crossbanding to UHF.
Features that support flexibility include onboard processing
that enables user-defined connectivity, including data rate,
uplink and downlink signaling modes, beam selection, and
routing of individual signals. The Milstar constellation is, in
effect, a “switchboard in the sky” because of the flexible connectivity it provides. The Block II satellites were launched in
February 2001, January 2002, and April 2003. All five remain
in service.
The successor to Milstar is the Advanced EHF (AEHF)
system. Aerospace played a central acquisition role in its
definition and development, ensuring AEHF compatibility
with Milstar terminals and control elements, continuing and
extending strategic and tactical protected communication services, and reducing bandwidth restrictions for the warfighter.
AEHF satellites sustain many Milstar features for continued
flexibility and robustness, but also include an extended data
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Military Satellite Communications Fundamentals
Communication satellites can be passive or active. Passive satellites only reflect signals. The limited power transmitted from the
ground (the uplink), the quality of the reflection, and the losses
along the path both up and down can all weaken the returned
signal (the downlink).
Active satellites, on the other hand, can repeat or process signals.
After receiving uplinked radio signals, a repeater (or transponder)
amplifies them, converts them to a different carrier frequency,
and retransmits them. The resulting signal is much stronger than
one that is passively reflected; however, because the transponder
retransmits everything it receives, some of the retransmission will
be uplink noise or interference. A processing satellite receives and
demodulates the uplinked radio signal, potentially reformats the
result and then remodulates the information onto a new, downlink
radio signal. The process of demodulation removes most uplink
noise and interference before transmission on the downlink, which
further improves the signal quality.
Many useful orbits exist for communications satellites: for example, geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) at an altitude of 19,300
nautical miles, medium Earth orbit (MEO) from 500 to 12,000
nautical miles, and low Earth orbit (LEO) at approximately 200
nautical miles. When a satellite orbits at less than GEO altitude, its
orbital period is less than Earth’s period of rotation, so it moves
across the sky. The lower the altitude, the faster the satellite

rate (XDR) waveform and more channels, which substantially
expand capacity. The system will provide an order-of-magnitude increase in communications capacity relative to Milstar
while maintaining protective features. Advanced antenna technology will provide many more beams, improve worldwide
coverage, and increase connectivity to small terminals that can
rapidly set up and establish communications to follow a fastmoving battle front.
Three AEHF satellites and a mission control segment are
being developed, with additional satellites now being programmed. One unique AEHF feature is that three allies are
important international partners in the program. The United
Kingdom, Canada, and the Netherlands have participated
financially and programmatically in AEHF system development and will benefit by having dedicated AEHF resources,
constellation-wide, allocated for their national use. Aerospace
had a key role in the technical and programmatic discussions
that led to these agreements, and continues to fulfill an important acquisition role in the development and fielding of the
AEHF program.
Aerospace played a crucial role in government studies
that concluded in 2002 with a call for the development of a
new architecture. The centerpiece of this new architecture
would have been the Transformational Satellite Communications system (TSAT). It would have had an advanced onboard
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moves. Lower altitudes have advantages and disadvantages. For
example, because the satellite is closer, less signal power is lost
during transmission and achieving orbit is easier. On the other
hand, terminals must be capable of tracking the moving satellite, more satellites must be orbited to obtain a given coverage of
Earth, and the satellites can be more vulnerable to certain threats.
Other specialized orbits include elliptical, which maximizes the
time spent over a nonequatorial location such as the North Pole,
and inclined, which indicates an orbit at an angle relative to the
equator.
International treaties establish rules and regulations for using the
electromagnetic spectrum with portions allocated to specific radio
services and designations for space systems. U.S. law incorporates
these rules and regulations. One of Aerospace’s roles is to support
the U.S. government in the analysis and process for national and
international frequency filing, coordination, licensing, and approval
for every major military satellite communications system. The International Telecommunications Union oversees this process, which
includes assignment of frequency and positions in space for each
satellite. Four frequency bands are allocated in the United States
for military space use, including UHF (225–400 MHz), X (7–8 GHz),
Ka (30–31 GHz up, 20.2–21.2 GHz down) and EHF (43–45 GHz
up, 20.2–21.2 GHz down). The S band (1.761–1.842 GHz and
2.20–2.29 GHz) is shared among all government users.

payload for the space layer of the Global Information Grid
and a space-based laser communications backbone. Links
from airborne intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance platforms via Ka band and laser would reach 2.5 Gb/sec. Use of
an XDR and a new XDR+ waveform would increase individual EHF user data rates to 45 megabytes per second and
provide communications-on-the-move to small, mobile users.
The TSAT mission operations system would manage TSAT
and AEHF.
Aerospace played a crucial role in risk reduction, requirements development, and the initial acquisition phases of the
TSAT program; however, although TSAT requirements remain
valid, the program was cancelled in 2009 as part of a larger
restructuring of DOD acquisition priorities.
Aerospace is currently studying capability insertion programs and evolutionary enhancements to future AEHF and
WGS satellites with an emphasis on “harvesting” TSAT technology development and risk reduction and improving capability at a small cost in the near term—for example, through
the use of advanced antennas and processing. Other concepts
under consideration include using commercial satellites for
rapid capability demonstrations taking five years or less from
conception to launch.
Another example of Aerospace’s military satellite communications role is ensuring secure, critical communications
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in the North polar region, above 65 degrees N latitude. This is
an essential adjunct to protected midlatitude military satellite
communications. One approach is to host payloads on satellites in a highly inclined orbit with connectivity to midlatitude
systems provided through ground gateways. Polar AFSATCOM payloads flown on several hosts beginning in the 1970s
provided polar service until 2007.
In the late 1980s, Aerospace participated in an extensive
analysis of alternatives for a polar adjunct program. More than
50 options were explored, including different orbits, varying
hosts, unmanned aerial vehicles, new technologies, and even
connecting via the telecom services of northern nations. In
November 1993, the DOD decided on small EHF packages
on host satellites. The first Interim Polar System (IPS) payload was launched in 1997, with second and third payloads
launched in 2007 and 2008 to achieve 24-hour coverage. IPS
now serves as the polar adjunct to Milstar.
In 2002, Advanced Polar Satellite (APS) studies began
to examine how to extend protected military satellite communications capabilities into the polar region after IPS while
minimizing new developments and modifications to existing
terminals. Aerospace had drafted the APS requirements for the
DOD by 2003. Then, the APS study team was directed to minimize the polar requirements under consideration. The primary
trade was still between the traditional hosted payload versus
a separate satellite. After studying 14 options, an Aerospace
team was directed in 2005 to develop Enhanced Polar System
(EPS) requirements. In December 2006, the DOD determined
that the Air Force would be fully funded for the design, development, integration, and testing of EPS payloads 1 and 2 and
its mission control system as the polar adjunct to the AEHF
system. EPS will be hosted on the same line of satellites as
IPS. EPS acquisition and system engineering work continues.

Conclusion
Aerospace has helped U.S. military satellite communications
capabilities dramatically improve and expand during the past
five decades. Systems have evolved from SCORE’s single
channel to today’s high-capacity, flexible resources, including
WGS, MUOS, and AEHF for wideband, tactical, and strategic
users. Higher power, wider bandwidth, improved waveforms
for protected communications, and flexibility for mobile users
have increased information transmission flexibility to a widening assortment of terminal types.
While early satellite communications systems had a life
span of days or weeks, today’s systems have design lives extending to 14 years and beyond, with a typical mean mission
duration of 10 years. This is necessary to justify system effort
and cost of development and operations. And yes, to answer
that early question, a satellite can certainly be worth a billion
dollars. Though commercial communications often favor fiber,
the military will always need assured, covert communications
that do not rely on existing infrastructure.
Another change over time is that satellite communication
terminals have become smaller and more numerous. These terminals have evolved from a few large fixed terminals to thousands of small mobile terminals. Satellites have also become
bigger, from early 100-pound satellites to 10-ton structures
with solar panels spanning several hundred feet. Satellites have
also become more capable, having ranged over the years from
simple state machines to computers with millions of lines of
code. In other ways, the acquisition process has come full circle, evolving from a time when commercial consortiums paid
NASA to launch their early satellites to a time when NASA
and DOD are now paying contractors for launches.
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Aerospace’s Role in Military Satellite Communications Acquisition
Since the days of IDCSP, Aerospace has been the Air Force’s partner
in acquiring military satellite communications systems, ensuring that the U.S. government has access to the most effective,
cost-efficient space technologies in the world. Aerospace efforts
in mission assurance have helped the Air Force maintain a record
of successful satellite deployments substantially better than that
found in the commercial industry.
Aerospace’s principal customer is SMC, a unit of Air Force Space
Command, which is headquartered in Colorado. Space Command
is responsible for acquisition, launch and range operations, and
operations and support of space and missile systems. Before the
development of a program, Aerospace personnel in Colorado and
El Segundo work with SMC to ensure that all DOD user needs are
defined and documented and that system concepts and program
plans are affordable and executable. As part of this process,
requirements must be validated, concepts must be developed, and
a range of viable alternatives must be considered.
The Aerospace role in assisting the Air Force with full systems
engineering—technical and programmatic, through all program
phases—is particularly evident in the history of Milstar. We use
this as an example of how Aerospace partners with the Air Force
in systems engineering and acquisition management of all our
military satellite communications programs. Aerospace analyses of
Milstar architecture and design concepts and system performance
were fundamental to the review that is required of every military
satellite communications acquisition. Aerospace defined systems
for program office cost estimates and for the independent organization now known as Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation
(CAPE), which prepares independent cost estimates. Aerospace
helps ensure an appropriate solution is recommended to the

With 50 years of experience supporting the full range of
military satellite systems, Aerospace is uniquely positioned to
apply lessons learned from one space program to another. As
military satellite communications systems evolve, mature, and
give way to the next more-capable generation, Aerospace will
continue to contribute in each phase of acquisition, development, and deployment.
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program’s decision authority. For military satellite communications
today, the undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology
and Logistics typically must decide whether the recommended
program can provide the joint-validated capability within the allocated budget.
Aerospace helps answer many questions during this decision-making
process. What are the users’ needs and similarities or differences in
communications connectivity and coverage? What are the options?
Is the best solution a material one, which is often costly and requires
years of development, or is there an operational alternative? Is the
best solution a satellite? If so, what orbit and payload configuration?
How many? How long will it take? What would it cost? Purchased
or leased? Does the industry technology and manufacturing base
exist? Answers to these and other Milstar questions were formally
documented and approved by the Air Force, DOD, and congressional
leadership.
Once the decision is made to proceed with acquisition, additional
questions must be answered. What programmatic or technical risks
might arise? What industry or government action might mitigate
those risks? What is the right contract structure to ensure a path
to successful execution? What are the organizational, physical, and
functional interfaces? Aerospace assists the Air Force in the substantial analyses, plans, strategies, and documentation preceding a
program acquisition decision.
Before a contract could be awarded, Milstar required five years
of analysis and risk-reduction efforts by government laboratories,
FFRDCs, universities, and contractors. Many efforts produced an
EHF waveform with antijam, antiscintillation techniques that
included carrier frequency choice, error detection and correction,
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interleaving, multiplexing, frequency hopping, frequency and time
permitting, modulation, and cross-banding. Aerospace helped define
the additional capabilities Milstar needed, including equipment
performance and operations that included resource control based
on users’ requests from across the military satellite communications
community.

proposals in accordance with federal and Air Force acquisition
regulations. A detailed accounting of all findings followed and a
government recommendation—typically all subject to independent
review that includes Aerospace and government leadership all the
way to the Office of the Secretary of Defense for a major acquisition.
Finally, an award to proceed resulted in a signed contract in 1982!

As part of Milstar risk reduction efforts, MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory
flew Lincoln Experimental Satellites (LES) 8 and 9 in 1978 and the
FLTSATCOM EHF Package (FEP) hosted on FLTSATCOM 7 and 8
in 1986. Other programs that have benefited from similar riskreduction activities include DSCS and AEHF. Close collaboration
between Aerospace and Lincoln Laboratory continues today in the
development of new military satellite communications systems and
techniques, program integration and test objectives definition, and
executing “gold standard” proof of compatibility for satellite and
terminal equipment.

Aerospace’s primary Milstar role then became oversight and monitoring of the contractor’s technical and programmatic performance
to ensure mission success. This systems engineering management role encompassed independent analysis and verification of
requirements satisfaction, test results and anomaly resolution, risk
reduction, software and component development maturity, electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility (EMI/EMC) and
reliability/maintainability, security, and safety. Aerospace addressed
many questions from the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Air
Force, and Congress, while the contractors focused on development.

Milstar’s survivability and ability to operate in the presence of
electromagnetic and physical threats was of utmost importance, and
Aerospace examined the system’s ability to mitigate these threats.
Analysis ranged from details of communications signals detection
to architecture survivability trades, and surveyed options from many
satellites near Earth to a few satellites as far away as 20 times GEO
altitude. In parallel, the Army, Navy, and Air Force pursued satellite
and terminal equipment risk reduction that established performance
possibilities.

Aerospace actively identified critical parameters and appropriate
test objectives, and often participated in tests to reduce risk and ensure successful interfaces. Aerospace wrote the Milstar documents
that identified critical user operational requirements, determined
how and when they would be tested, and coordinated with independent Air Force and DOD organizations that report independently
to Congress. Aerospace’s participation in the formal test and evaluation process allowed the Air Force program manager to certify that
requirements were met as required by law.

In addition to a formal source selection plan, Aerospace helped
SMC prepare the request for proposal, writing technical documents
(such as requirements, interfaces, and standards) and contractual
documents (such as statements of work, schedules, cost profiles,
and conditions such as data rights and government furnished
equipment). Aerospace also participated on a team that assessed

Aerospace played a significant role in the launch, checkout, and
final deployment of each Milstar satellite. During sustainment,
Aerospace provided teams for on-orbit anomaly analysis and resolution. Aerospace also assisted with end-of-system-life activities for
deorbiting or finding a stable orbit not likely to interfere with other
space objects.
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NASA and
The Aerospace
Corporation
For half a century, NASA and Aerospace have
worked closely to increase the scientific and
technical knowledge base of the nation and
establish the United States as a leader in space
International Space Station.
Courtesy of NASA/STS-114 shuttle crew

technologies and explorations.

Dave Bearden and Roy Chiulli

E

stablished October 1, 1958, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) succeeded the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) as a U.S.
government agency responsible for advancing flight-related
technology. NASA added the development of space technology to the NACA aeronautics mission.
NASA’s first high-profile human spaceflight program was
Project Mercury, an effort to learn if humans could survive the
rigors of spaceflight. Alan Shepard became the first American to fly into space when he rode his Mercury capsule on a
15-minute suborbital mission on May 5, 1961. John Glenn
became the first U.S. astronaut to orbit Earth on February 20,
1962. With six flights, Project Mercury achieved its goal of
placing piloted spacecraft into Earth orbit and retrieving the
astronauts safely.
Project Gemini built on Mercury’s achievements. NASA’s
10 flights in 1965 and 1966 provided more data on weightlessness, perfected reentry and splashdown procedures, and
demonstrated rendezvous and docking in space. On June 3,
1965, Gemini astronaut Ed White became the first American
to perform a spacewalk.
The Aerospace Corporation supported those early Mercury
and Gemini programs, parts of which were overseen by the
Air Force. The corporation worked on the Atlas booster and
an abort sensing system that would initiate capsule separation
in case the Atlas malfunctioned. Aerospace developed a “manrating” system for the Mercury spacecraft to certify that the
craft was reliable enough for transporting humans.
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Since that time, Aerospace has supported a number of
NASA programs. During the 1970s, for example, Aerospace
contributed to early concept studies for the space shuttle.
Aerospace worked with NASA on Skylab, the country’s first
operational space station, as well as its successor, the International Space Station. The Landsat program, which has
been gathering and relaying images of Earth since 1972, has
also benefitted from Aerospace support. More recently, Aerospace has made critical contributions to four major NASA
programs: the space shuttle, the Hubble Space Telescope, the
International Space Station, and the Mars Exploration Rovers.

The Space Shuttle
Following the success of the Apollo missions, NASA and
the Department of Defense (DOD) embarked on an effort to
make space access more routine. Although the concept of a
reusable space vehicle had been discussed for many years,
NASA officially began work on such a vehicle in 1970. The
Space Transportation System—commonly known as the space
shuttle—was formally commenced in 1972 when President
Nixon announced that NASA would develop a reusable space
shuttle system. Considerable debate surrounded the selection
of a shuttle design that would optimally balance capability
with development and operating costs. The shuttle was expected to handle DOD payloads as well as NASA projects,
and Aerospace helped ensure that DOD requirements were
adequately addressed in the final design. Aerospace developed

Courtesy of NASA

performance specifications and provided cost analyses for the
proposed shuttle and related proposals, such as an orbit-toorbit “tug” and space vehicles equipped with chemical and
nuclear propulsion.
NASA decided on a partially reusable, crewed orbiter with
an enlarged cargo bay carried by two reusable solid-propellant
rocket boosters and an expendable fuel tank. The first orbiter
was to be named Constitution, but a national write-in campaign from fans of the Star Trek television series convinced
administrators to change the name to Enterprise. The vehicle
was rolled out in 1976 and conducted a successful series of
glide-approach and landing tests that were the first validation
of the shuttle design. The first fully functional orbiter was the
Columbia, launched on April 12, 1981, with a crew of two.
The shuttle program has suffered two tragic accidents. The
first was in 1986, when Challenger exploded 73 seconds after
liftoff, killing its crew of seven. The program was halted until
the cause of the accident could be determined. Aerospace supported NASA in the investigation required for the shuttle’s
return to flight. In 2003, the shuttle Columbia with seven crew
members disintegrated during reentry into Earth’s atmosphere,
only minutes before the scheduled conclusion of its 28th mission. The cause of the disaster was traced back to the launch,
when a piece of insulation foam on the external tank broke
free and struck the leading edge of orbiter’s left wing, damaging the protective heat shielding tiles. Upon reentry into
Earth’s atmosphere, this damage allowed superheated gases
to penetrate Columbia’s wing structure, causing the shuttle to
break up.
NASA convened the Columbia Accident Investigation
Board to determine the cause of the accident and recommend
changes to increase safety and enhance mission assurance
for future shuttle flights. The Aerospace Center for Orbital
and Reentry Debris Studies (CORDS) had been established
in 1998 to track space debris and investigate reentry breakup
characteristics of satellites and rocket stages. During the Columbia accident investigation, CORDS estimated where to
look for debris from the orbiter and provided testimony on
launch readiness review processes that could help avoid future
failures.
As part of shuttle return-to-flight activity, Aerospace engineers used physics and statistics to analyze probabilities that
foam or ice from the external tank could again damage the
shuttle. Aerospace performed hundreds of impact tests, using
actual flight tiles and foam projectiles. Aerospace worked
with the space shuttle debris team to refine and improve the
analytical models using these test data to better characterize
small foam-on-tile damage and refine the understanding of
risk posed by small foam debris.
During the launch and ascent in 2005 of Discovery—the
first shuttle mission after Columbia—a large piece of insulating foam broke free from the external tank. Aerospace used
findings from its work with foam and ice debris to estimate
the chances that the foam had damaged the shuttle. Aerospace’s trajectory and impact analyses became a key input in

Aerospace staff in Houston contributed systems engineering and acquisition expertise to the Space Shuttle Upgrade Development Program, which enhanced and
upgraded the entire space shuttle fleet.

NASA’s decision not to inspect and repair the shuttle in space.
Discovery touched down safely at Edwards Air Force Base in
California on August 9, 2005.

Hubble Space Telescope
NASA began working with the European Space Agency in
1975 on a plan that would become the Hubble Space Telescope. Congress approved funding in 1977, and NASA assigned Marshall Space Flight Center the responsibility for the
design, development, and construction of the telescope and its
support system. Goddard Space Flight Center was responsible
for the science instruments aboard the telescope as well as
ground control.
Astronauts were training for the mission by 1979, using
a telescope mock-up in an underwater tank to simulate
weightlessness. The Hubble was originally scheduled for
launch in October 1986. However, the Challenger explosion
put shuttle flights on hold for the next two years, and the
Hubble was placed in storage. On April 24, 1990, the Hubble
was launched aboard the shuttle Discovery. The telescope
includes five instruments: the Wide Field/Planetary Camera,
the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph, the Faint Object
Camera, the Faint Object Spectrograph, and the High Speed
Photometer.
Aerospace support for the Hubble has included many independent assessments. One such assessment in 1993 analyzed
the Hubble’s first servicing mission. Since the rescue of a
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The Hubble Space Telescope, launched in 1990, orbits Earth high above the atmosphere.

The International Space Station
During the early 1980s, NASA planned
Just weeks after NASA astronauts repaired the Hubble Space Telescope in December 1999, the Hubble
Heritage Project snapped this picture of NGC 1999, a nebula in the constellation Orion.
to launch a modular space station called
Freedom, but budget and design constraints
prevented it from progressing past mock-ups
and component tests. In the early 1990s, U.S.
Aerospace provided support in analyzing many ISS techniofficials negotiated with international partners to begin a colcal challenges. During the station’s development phase, for
laborative space station project—the International Space Staexample, Aerospace looked at component breakdown phetion (ISS). The program would combine the proposed space
nomena in the design of the electrical power system, such as
stations of all participating space agencies, including NASA’s
the dc-to-dc converter unit and the remote power control modFreedom, the Russian Mir, the European Columbus, and the
ule. Aerospace also investigated the fiber optics associated
Japanese Kibo. Construction of the ISS began in 1998 with
with the onboard avionics computer network because NASA
the launch of the U.S.-owned, Russian-built Zarya control
was concerned that the installation procedures could degrade
module from the Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
the transmission quality of the communication path between
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valuable national asset was on the line, NASA
wanted to ensure that the risk of the servicing
mission was sufficiently low. A team of 20
engineers had just three weeks to review the
nine subsystems on the mission and make appropriate recommendations.
Aerospace provided major contributions
to the fourth Hubble servicing mission in
2002, performing an independent evaluation
of risk management practices, addressing the
benefits and shortfalls of the risk management
methodology, and making recommendations
for improvement. Aerospace also evaluated
the Hubble reliability model and predictions.
Mike Weiss, deputy program manager for
Hubble at Goddard, provided the following
assessment of Aerospace’s contributions:
“The Hubble Team’s ability to plan for and
execute complex on-orbit servicing missions
is built around fundamental risk management
practices. To a great extent, we use reliability
models and predictions to understand and predict health and safety risks to the HST [Hubble Space Telescope] vehicle. The Aerospace
Corporation provided valuable oversight for
Hubble’s risk management implementation
and reliability modeling.”
In 2006, an Aerospace team received the
corporation’s President's Achievement Award
for providing a critical analysis of alternatives
for the Hubble Space Telescope servicing and
repair mission. The report concluded that a
robotic servicing mission being considered
by NASA could not be developed in time to
prevent the Hubble from lapsing into an unrecoverable state. The Aerospace report and
subsequent testimony before Congress influenced NASA’s decision to scrap the robotic
servicing mission in favor of sending a crew
of astronauts. A National Research Council
committee noted that Aerospace’s analysis
was “the only quantitative analysis” of the
problem. The astronaut servicing mission was
ultimately successful.

Courtesy of NASA

avionics boxes. Aerospace assisted in evaluating technology
for maintaining the fiber-optic cable installation and signalintegrity equipment. The flight equipment, an optical timedomain reflectometer, was based on technology evaluated by
Aerospace prior to the ISS 6A mission, which launched in
2001.
Aerospace evaluated the plasma charging models developed for the space station because NASA was concerned
about the level of electrical discharge that might traverse a
spacesuit during a spacewalk. Aerospace and NASA examined the orbital environment (i.e., the ambient electron density
and temperature, and variations based on orbital parameters
and seasons) and the contractor-developed models and compared them with those used for military satellite operations.
Aerospace assisted in developing an observation window
that would satisfy stringent optical requirements for on-orbit
photographic experiments. In fact, the first astronaut to view
Earth from the ISS looked through an Aerospace-developed
glass porthole. The internal active thermal control system was
evaluated by Aerospace for corrosion and microbial contamination. Aerospace chemists reviewed the system configuration and its operation in the orbital environment, conducted
analyses of the material compatibility and possible causes of
corrosion, made recommendations of options, and evaluated a
contractor-offered solution.
Waste and how it is discarded is a logistical problem for an
orbital human-rated station. Trash in space is typically stored
for eventual return to Earth via Russia’s Progress spacecraft or
the shuttle orbiter. One idea was to discard the trash overboard
so that it would disintegrate during reentry. Aerospace was

These Hubble Space Telescope images, captured from 1996 to 2000, show Saturn’s
rings open up from just past edge-on to nearly fully open as the planet moves from
autumn towards winter in its northern hemisphere.

part of a team that assessed the risks to the public from trash
that would survive reentry and the potential increase in orbital
debris.
The multinational nature of the ISS program offered opportunities to evaluate risk management and mission assurance processes from different cultures and nations. Aerospace
supported NASA with independent assessments for encryption analysis for the command-and-control communication of

Courtesy of NASA/STS-116 shuttle crew

September 2009: Astronauts carry out extravehicular activity on the International
Space Station as it passes over Cook Straight, the divide between the North and

South Islands of New Zealand. Crews have been trying to outfit the station with critical spares prior to the retirement of the space shuttle, which is scheduled for 2010.
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the Zarya module of the space station, evaluation of Russian nickel-cadmium batteries, and
analysis of the Mir space station following
reentry.
The ISS was designed to operate for at least
15 years, but it could last for decades if parts
are repaired and replaced as needed in a timely
manner. In 2009, Aerospace was asked to examine the feasibility of extending the life of
the ISS, to develop options for deorbiting it at
the end of its life, and to assess crew and cargo
transportation to the ISS, including commercial
transportation options after the retirement of the
space shuttle in 2010.

Planetary Exploration

Courtesy of NASA

With its suite of science instruments, Juno will investigate the existence of a solid planetary core, map
Jupiter’s intense magnetic field, measure the amount of water and ammonia in the deep atmosphere,
and observe the planet’s auroras. Juno’s principal goal is to understand the origin and evolution of
Jupiter. Underneath its dense cloud cover, Jupiter safeguards secrets to the fundamental processes and
conditions that governed our solar system during its formation.

Mars Science Laboratory and Juno
An artist's rendering of the Mars rovers. Spirit's original mission was designed to last for three months,
Aerospace is providing mission assurance analbut the rover has outlived all expectation and has instead been performing extended missions since
yses on critical mechanisms, avionics, and other April 2004. Opportunity is currently on a long-term trek toward a large crater named Endeavor.
subsystems for two high-profile planetary missions: the Mars Science Laboratory and Juno.
and will carry a host of geologic, biogenic, and environmental
The science laboratory is a rover that will assess
instruments.
whether Mars ever was, or is still today, an environment able
Juno is a $1 billion NASA project to send a robotic spaceto support microbial life. Powered by a radioisotope thermocraft to Jupiter. The Juno mission, which will study Jupiter’s
electric generator, the science laboratory will be able to land
interior composition as well as its magnetic and gravitational
in regions of Mars not accessible to solar-powered systems
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Mars Exploration Rovers
In mid-2003, NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers were launched from Cape Canaveral on a
64-million-mile journey to Mars. These twin robotic geologists, Spirit and Opportunity, were to
search for rocks and soils that might hold clues
to past water activity on Mars. They landed on
the planet in January 2004.
Aerospace’s support to this and other Mars
missions in recent years has been particularly
important. In 2003, Aerospace performed a
complexity-based risk analysis, which looked at
whether the rover mission was developed “too
fast” or “too cheap” and therefore prone to failure. The study compared the relative complexity and failure rate of recent NASA and DOD
spacecraft and found that the mission’s costs,
after growth, appeared adequate or within reasonable limits.
Aerospace also conducted an independent
cost, schedule, and affordability assessment
relating to a postulated Mars sample return
mission. The report provided cost and schedule analyses for the three probable elements:
the surface element (e.g., rover, lander, sample
return capsule), the orbital element (e.g., biocontainment system, Earth return vehicle), and
the Earth element (e.g., sample curation facility,
instrumentation, ground systems, mission assurance, data analysis). NASA will use the Aerospace analysis to aid key decisions and trades.

Courtesy of NASA/JPL

This image, taken from Spirit’s PanCam looking east, depicts the nearby hills dedicated to the final crew of Space Shuttle Columbia. “These seven hills on Mars are

named for those seven brave souls, the final crew of the Space Shuttle Columbia,”
said former NASA Administrator Sean O’Keefe upon making the announcement.

fields, is scheduled for a 2011 launch. Aerospace reviewed
options for mitigating risks on a waveguide transfer switch
for Juno and conducted an independent cost estimate and a
complexity-based risk estimate in preparation for a Juno status
report. Aerospace also supported a trade study on telemetry
ground software options for the Juno project and hosted a Satellite Orbit Analysis Program training class for the JPL Juno
trajectory analysis team at Aerospace’s Pasadena office.

Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas; Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland; and Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. In response to increasing NASA requests for Aerospace support, Aerospace formed
a new division in 2006 dedicated to the agency.
Through its support in the areas of systems engineering,
independent assessment and review, and conceptual design,
Aerospace has contributed to NASA’s many remarkable
successes. Independent assessments have been particularly
important because through them, Aerospace offers comprehensive analyses that contribute to risk reduction and mission
assurance. Aerospace expects its relationship with NASA to
grow stronger, and looks to the future with excitement as the
next frontiers of space exploration continue to reveal fascinating science and help with an understanding of the outer planets, our own planet, and the universe.

The Path Forward
In 2009, Aerospace President and CEO Wanda Austin and
trustee Sally Ride served on the Human Space Flight Review
Committee, an independent panel established to review U.S.
human spaceflight plans and programs. To support this study,
Aerospace was asked to provide independent technical and
programmatic assessments of NASA’s human spaceflight
program, as well as options and alternatives for the future.
The final report, submitted in August 2009, presented various
approaches for advancing a safe, innovative, affordable, and
sustainable human spaceflight program following the space
shuttle’s retirement.

Conclusion
Aerospace’s ability to provide NASA with useful and timely
insight is aided by collocation of Aerospace offices at NASA
sites, including NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.;
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California;
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From the Orbiter, June 23, 1963: A console operator communicates with one
of the laboratory’s two computers by electric typewriter. Instead of using
specially built equipment, the facility is made up of standard items used in
a unique manner.
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Highlights of the Early Days of Computing
at The Aerospace Corporation
The progression of computers from mainframes to personal computers, and the
programming languages and software that evolved with these advances, has
greatly enhanced the way Aerospace provides technical support to its customers.

William Clarkson
The Mainframe Era

I

n the 1960s, computers were large, power-hungry beasts
housed in climate-controlled rooms and attended to by a select few. In today’s parlance they would be termed “mainframes,” although that descriptor didn’t come into use until
there were other kinds of computers to compare them with.
Early Aerospace “scientific” (vs. “business”) computers
were the IBM 709/7090/7094 series. The 709 used vacuum
tubes. It could execute 42,000 add or subtract instructions or
5000 multiplies per second, and had 32,768 words of 36-bit
magnetic core memory. That amount of memory in today’s
terms was about 150 kb—less than a single image from a typical digital camera. The 7090 was a transistor-type version of
the 709, which sold for $2.9 million or rented for $63,000 per
month. It had a basic memory cycle time of 2.8 microseconds.
The 7094 was an upgraded version introduced in 1962.
In the mid-1960s, Aerospace transitioned to Control Data
computers for scientific computing—the CDC 6000 series.
The first member of that series, the CDC 6600, performed
up to three million instructions per second. It sold for $6–10
million. The 6000 series computers represented a significant
technological advance over the previous generation. They had
functional units for specific types of operations, an instruction
stack, and independent asynchronous input/output (I/O). They
could also run multiple programs simultaneously.
The last CDC computer at Aerospace was the 7600. It had
a 27.5 nanosecond clock cycle and 65,000 60-bit words of
memory (almost half a megabyte by today’s measurement!). It
featured “pipeline” instruction processing, which had significant speed advantages over earlier architectures. Critical data
were archived on large magnetic tapes. By 1966, the Aerospace tape library contained over 8000 tapes.

Processing launch vehicle telemetry has always been
an integral part of the Aerospace core mission. In the early
1960s, telemetry data from launch ranges were sent on tape
to the Telemetry Data Reduction Center, which processed the
data of interest in batches (the remaining data were stored in
raw form); the processed data were then written to tape. To
view a set of parameters for a given flight or test, an analyst
would submit a request to the Telemetry Data Reduction Center, which would then either process the raw data or retrieve
the processed data from tape and then generate appropriate
plots and listings. The elapsed time from an actual flight
to when an analyst could review the data was measured in
weeks.

Programming and Terminals
At first, only “programmers” were allowed to write programs
and submit them to the computers, based on designs provided
to them by “engineers.” Later, Aerospace took the progressive
step of allowing “open shop” programming.
The FORTRAN programming language was introduced
for the 709 and was widely used at Aerospace for many years.
Programming efficiency was important. The computers were
limited in capability and expensive to operate (charges were
by the second of compute time), and programs were prepared
on punched cards, 2000 to a box. Programmers (especially the
open shoppers) didn’t like to carry more than one box to the
dispatch area.
Remote terminals connected to the mainframe appeared,
beginning with one called the Aerospace remote calculator
(ARC). These terminals allowed engineers to perform analyses using an internally designed and developed scientific programming language. By 1968, 32 remote calculators had been
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Ervin Frazier of the Information Processing Division’s systems programming department explains hard copy plot processing in the computer center during a February
21, 1979, tour by high school students.

From The Aerospace Corporation annual report, 1976: Administrative tasks, such
as payroll, accounting, and reports, are handled by this IBM 370 computer in the
company’s computation center.

installed. Instead of waiting for results overnight, engineers
had immediate access to the computer. Later terminals provided virtually complete access to the power of the mainframe
computer. Despite their seemingly modest capabilities, these
early computers were used by the Aerospace technical staff to
develop and apply significant analytic capabilities in support
of the corporation’s customers.
An important tool developed in the late 1960s was the
Eclectic Simulator Program (ESP). It was a precompiler for
FORTRAN and a collection of subroutines that facilitated the
fast, easy solution of ordinary differential equations. Expressions involving vectors, matrices, and scalars could be used
directly without breaking them down into equivalent FORTRAN. Most notably, ESP played a significant role in the
Aerospace rescue of two tumbling satellites, later recognized
with an Aerospace President’s Achievement Award. ESP was
used extensively by control system engineers and others for
about 35 years, the last 25 of which were without further development or bug fixes.

were used to load the software into the machines and receive
the generated satellite commands. The software was essentially custom developed by Aerospace, the Air Force, and
contractors. These software programs included the computer
operating system, known as System II; the Satellite Control
Facility standard compiler, JOVIAL J3; the orbital ephemeris
programs, known as the Advanced Orbital Ephemeris System
(AOES); and a number of program-specific command-andcontrol programs.
System II, JOVIAL, and AOES were all developed, tested,
maintained, and operated by the Satellite Control Facility. Program-specific software was developed, tested, and
maintained by the program offices using their own software
contractors. These were large software packages, and relied
heavily on large numbers of people for their development,
testing, and maintenance. This led to a great deal of deskchecking of code and manual maintenance of computer
programs on decks of computer cards. But people were
considered relatively inexpensive to hire, whereas computers
were expensive to buy, so the system seemed to work well.

People Power
From the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, Air Force satellite programs were supported by a large (by contemporary standards)
computer complex managed by the Satellite Control Facility
in Sunnyvale, California, with worldwide locations. That facility was heavily supported by Aerospace personnel and contractors. The primary computer systems were the CDC 3600
series, which were upgraded to CDC 3800 machines in the
early 1970s. Notable aspects of this era were the extensive use
of custom hardware and software and a heavy reliance upon
people. The interface from the primary Satellite Control Facility mainframes was a “tennis shoe” connection, as command
tapes were transferred from the mainframes to a number of
smaller CDC 160A computers, which were connected to the
tracking stations in the network.
The CDC 3600 and 3800 machines principally handled
I/O via large banks of magnetic tape drives. Those tapes
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Computer program validation and verification as described in February 1971. The
three center boxes represent the program development flow. The outer boxes represent the program checking functions.

From the Orbiter, June 23, 1963: ASTRA lab technicians watch the operation of an
automatic graph-making machine. The device can produce calibrated charts—and
under special conditions even diagrams—from information on reels of tape.

Another excellent example of people being involved in the
software development process was that each set of generated
commands were hand-checked by flight support personnel
after they were generated on the mainframes and prior to the
command tapes being sent to the tracking stations for upload
to the satellite onboard command and control computers.
Aerospace program office satellite experts were the lead flight
support personnel. Each command set required an explicit
sign-off by these experts and the contractor support team prior
to release for upload to the satellite.

Guidance
The onboard computers in early inertially guided launch vehicles could be characterized (approximately) by the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Word length: 24 bits
Memory: 4K (4096) words
Add time: 30 microseconds
Multiply time: 300 microseconds
Weight: 40 pounds
Power consumption: 100 watts
Reliability: 7000 hours mean time between failures

Early launch vehicles and satellites contained a plethora of
special-purpose hardware—for example, sequencers, timers,
and analog circuitry. In the mid-1960s, Aerospace promoted
a concept known as integrated digital mission management. It
could be summarized as: “There’s a computer onboard with
excess capacity. Let it run the show.”
The rationale for assigning nonguidance tasks to the guidance computer was simply that such assignment would result
in lower weight and power consumption on the launch vehicle and satellite, and less complexity (and therefore higher
reliability) than the implementation of those functions by
separate, special-purpose hardware. There were benefits to
connecting subsystems to the computer rather than to each
other, and mechanizing as many inline functions as practical
within the computer. In fact, the concepts of integrated digital
mission management were later employed in many other industries, most notably in the automobile industry.
A related idea for reliability improvement was to use the
computer to detect malfunctions in other subsystems and
initiate corrective or compensating actions. This flexibility
would allow some required late functional changes to be resolved without hardware changes. However, this idea failed
to anticipate that as onboard software became lengthier and
more complex, changing it would become just as daunting as
changing hardware.
Radio guidance systems using ground-based computers
were used on early Atlas boosters. Later Atlases used onboard
inertial guidance, as did the Titan launch vehicles. Initially,
guidance equations used a perturbation method wherein the
nominal powered flight trajectory was stored, and guidance
was based on deviations from that nominal. This method
placed relatively low requirements on computer capacity.
Later, a more accurate and flexible form of guidance equations, termed “explicit guidance,” used a two-body model of
the vehicle flight. Explicit guidance required considerably
greater computer capacity.
Explicit guidance was at the leading edge of guidance
methodology, and Aerospace was a pioneer in that technology. Aerospace was responsible for the validation of guidance
equations via a scientific simulation in which the equations
(programmed in FORTRAN) were run together with a vehicle
simulation on a mainframe computer.
The first Titan IIIC inertial guidance computer used a
rotating magnetic drum for memory. The flight computations
were locked to the drum rotation rate and phase. The guidance
program had to be aware of the drum position and speed relative to the central processing unit (CPU) speed. If the program
needed a quantity but it had just passed under the drum read
heads, the program had to wait until the needed data came
back around, thereby incurring a serious time penalty.
The guidance program had a major cycle of 1 second in
which the guidance calculations were performed. There was
also a concurrent synchronized minor cycle of 50 milliseconds in which the vehicle turning commands were calculated.
(The vehicle needed smoother attitude commands than a jerk
every second.) A later Titan guidance computer had random
access memory, which was a great improvement and allowed
relaxation of all the drum synchronization requirements.
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Validation and Verification
The quality requirements for mission-critical
real-time software such as guidance programs were considerably more stringent
than those for ordinary computer programs.
It was (and still is) expected that most ordinary computer programs would enter operational usage with several undiscovered errors
remaining in them (despite a reasonable
amount of testing). But an operational program failure (i.e., a lost vehicle or mission)
would cost millions of dollars, and that was
unacceptable.
Accordingly, Aerospace led the way in
computer program validation and verification. The validation functions were similar to
testing as employed for ordinary software—
May 1963: Robert Mercer, member of the technical staff, Computation and Data Processing Center, explains
i.e., “black box” testing. Verification was the the control console for the 7090 computer to Narbonne High School students who visited Aerospace on Los
process of determining that a program was
Angeles City Schools’ Boys-in-Industry Day.
in conformance with its specification by detailed analysis of its internal structure.
Aerospace developed many innovative
Standardization
tools for validation and verification, including interpretive
computer simulations in which the flight computer was modIn the 1970s and early 1980s, the Air Force and Aerospace
eled at the bit level on a mainframe. Most guidance computer
led the evolution of spacecraft computers, and eventually, the
programs were certified in this manner rather than on the
mandate of using a 1750A computer for space systems. The
actual flight hardware. Aerospace was responsible for the veri- 1750A mandate defined the set of basic computer instrucfication via simulation of the actual Titan IIIC flight program
tions the manufacturer was required to implement, but not the
tapes produced by the contractor (“the bits that fly”). Those
hardware characteristics for that implementation. This led to
tapes were used to load the flight computer before liftoff.
a number of 1750A computers becoming available, but little
The classic onboard computer for most of the 1960s and
interchangeability. Since the intent of the mandate was to gain
into the 1970s was the CDC 469. This rugged little computer
more onboard computing capability, cut costs, and reduce
started out with a “plated wire memory,” which gradually
development risks, the mandate was viewed as only a partial
evolved to a semiconductor memory. It had limited memory— success.
Meanwhile, the Ada programming language was being
a few thousand words, a small instruction set, and basically no
designed under contract to the Department of Defense (DOD)
reload or update capability once on orbit. Therefore, the code
from 1977 to 1983 to supersede the hundreds of programming
was extensively tested, and changes made from flight to flight
languages then used by the DOD. It was originally targeted
were introduced slowly.
Aerospace personnel were the key technical experts on the hardware design and
development and the related software development for the CDC 469. Aerospace was
involved in the evaluation, monitoring, and
testing of each development. An Aerospace
engineer was the top expert on the CDC 469
hardware and software during those years.
Aerospace’s last scientific mainframe
was a Cray-1, housed in a newly constructed
underground facility. It weighed about 5½
tons, including its required refrigeration
system, and consumed about 115 kilowatts;
the cooling and storage systems required a
similar amount of power. The Cray computers were the definitive supercomputers of the
1970s and 1980s, but the fastest PCs today
perform more than 40 billion floating-point
operations per second (40 GFLOPS)—more
than 130 times faster than a Cray-1.
A technician works at the console of the Control Data 6600 (circa 1966).
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Aerospace-Developed Software
During its 50-year existence, Aerospace has created a
wide variety of software to support the engineering analyses that contribute to mission success. These software
tools provide unique analysis capabilities that were not
available in commercial software systems. Additionally,
during the last 25 years, the staff has also developed
sophisticated simulations that provide technical information to government decision makers regarding acquisition alternatives. On a number of occasions, Aerospace
software tools have proven so useful that the Air Force
has requested that the source code be delivered to the
government to be used on a variety of programs.
From The Aerospace Corporation annual report, 1976: This Control Data terminal,
used primarily for computations in scientific analysis, is linked with one of the most
powerful of today’s research computers.

at embedded and real-time systems, and compilers were validated for reliability in mission-critical applications. In 1987,
the DOD began to require the use of Ada (“the Ada mandate”)
for every software project in which new code represented
more than 30 percent of the total (though exceptions were
frequently granted). The Ada mandate was rescinded in 1997
when the DOD began to use significant amounts of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software.
The evolution of onboard spacecraft processing proceeded
in parallel with an equally intense effort to improve the
ground processing of data from the satellite systems. A related
concern in the late 1970s and early to mid-1980s was the erosion of the U.S. semiconductor industrial base. Two initiatives
constituted a major Air Force effort to address these issues.
The first was the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
(VHSIC) program. The goals of this multicontractor effort
were to enhance the national capability to produce large highspeed integrated circuits and to develop custom hardware
for processing for the specialized data being collected from
satellites. The second was a large six-contractor program to
develop a generic VHSIC spacecraft computer (GVSC). The
goal was to develop a suite of interchangeable 1750A processors using the new high-capability integrated circuits from the
VHSIC program.
The initial statement of work and technical guidelines for
GVSC were developed by a team headed by Aerospace, and
the technical development required extensive coordination
with a number of government laboratories. The teams responsible for the technical control of the VHSIC and GVSC program were headed up and staffed by Aerospace.
Simulation became an important analytical tool at Aerospace. “Discrete event” simulations were developed in FORTRAN, and also in specialized simulation languages such as
Simscript. They were first used to analyze the performance of
computer systems, including spaceborne computers, but other
applications soon arose. During the 1970s, Aerospace worked
on transportation systems for agencies such as the Department
of Energy and the Department of Transportation. Aerospace

Recent inventories have listed more than a thousand
different Aerospace-developed software tools of varying
sizes and capabilities. Following are some examples of
Aerospace-developed technical software.
•	Eclectic Simulator Program, 1967–1990, FORTRAN
precompiler for solving differential equations
•	TRACE, 1968–present, highly accurate orbit prediction
using integration
• 1750A Interpretive Computer Simulation, 1985–1995,
simulation of the Air Force-mandated instruction set
for spacecraft computers
•	General Trajectory Simulation (GTS), 1970–2000, Detailed launch vehicle trajectory prediction and analysis
• MAST/DyCAST, 1988–present, communication
simulation
•	SuperSEAD, 1995–present, blue/red war game simulation for suppression of enemy air defenses

developed and applied a novel simulation approach to transportation modal split analysis to determine the patronage of
alternative travel modes. Such studies had traditionally been
done using regression methods. The simulation approach was
much more accurate and flexible.
Beginning in the 1970s, computing at Aerospace became
more distributed (although the mainframes were usually the
computing engines behind the curtain). APL (“A Programming Language”) became available to those who could make
their peace with it. It was characterized as a “write only” language, in that APL programs were extremely hard to read and
understand.
In the early 1970s, the Hewlett-Packard HP-35 scientific
calculator was introduced—a computing tool with no mainframe behind the curtain! It was the first calculator with a full
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suite of trigonometric and transcendental functions, and every
Aerospace engineer wanted one. But at $395 each, budget
limitations prevailed.
Engineers began to take HP-35s into analyst rooms at the
Satellite Test Center (STC) in Sunnyvale. But there was a
requirement that all “software” used at the STC be certified.
Did this rule apply to HP-35 “programs?” It was decided that
since those “programs” resided in the minds of the engineers,
they were OK. Later, truly programmable calculators caused
the issue to be revisited, and more stringent controls were put
into place.

The Rise of the PC
Arguably, the first “personal computer” at Aerospace was a Zenith Z-89, acquired in the early 1980s. The CPU was a Zilog
Z80 8-bit microprocessor, which ran at 2 MHz. The maximum
amount of memory was 64 KB. Aerospace engineers pondered
the potential utility of this computer, and decided it might only

be useful as a terminal to the mainframes. But it had a rudimentary spreadsheet program, and a C compiler, so it could be
(and was) more than a terminal.
In 1981, the IBM PC was introduced, and everything
changed. The early PCs used the Intel 8088 16-bit processor
and had 64 KB of memory (expandable to 256 KB) and two
floppy disk drives. Available software included Microsoft
BASIC, VisiCalc (an early spreadsheet program), and VolksWriter (an early word processor). Additional applications appeared at a rapid pace, and improved models (the AT and XT)
were introduced. The PC had an “open architecture,” which
permitted other manufacturers to develop compatible models.
PCs came into Aerospace as rapidly as budgets would permit.
Early PCs at Aerospace generally weren’t “personal”—
they were located in bays and intended to be shared. Users
quickly discovered that a PC without a hard disk was slow.
Almost immediately, a clamor for hard disks arose. A memo
from 1982 states: “A 10 to 20 MB hard disk can currently be
purchased for approximately $3500.” Certainly, a far cry from

PCs: Preliminary Concerns
Following are excerpts from a Sept. 11, 1982, internal memo
written by Harvey “Joe” Wertz of the Information Processing
Division. The letter poses interesting questions on the advent
of desktop computers and sheds light on some of the issues
Aerospace was grappling with as personal computers were
becoming commonplace.
Some Observations on Personal Computers at Aerospace
The lifecycle cost of the personal computers scheduled for
acquisition by Aerospace is substantially higher than one
might expect. Some of the components of this higher cost are
additional hardware, additional software, systems support,
repairs, and “lost” MTS time. This document should not be
construed as an argument against the purchase of personal
computers. On the contrary, I believe personal computers and
some available “non-scientific” software can be extremely
useful for Aerospace purposes.
I expect, almost immediately, a clamor for hard disks and/or
more memory. Although IBM has not yet announced a hard
disk for the PC, they are available from several other sources.
A 10–20 MB hard disk can currently be purchased for approximately $3500.
The addition of hard disks will bring on the canonical problem of shared disk space. I hope we can finesse this problem
by considering the hard disk as permanent system storage
and purely temporary user storage. This assumes users will
back up their work on their personal floppy disks. Two events
are certain: someone will lose critical work because someone
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(quite possibly themselves) has erased their file, and someone will erase some or all of the system routines from the
hard disk.
The next problem will be software. I’m not sure how much
comes with the basic system, but such things as languages,
editors, “Visicalc,” database management systems, etc., may
be expected to cost $1000 per machine. It is clearly possible
(but illegal without special arrangements) to buy one and copy
it. I not only wouldn’t plan on it, I’d specifically prohibit it.
Where will system support come from? Aerospace cannot
continue to add machines in both type and number and
expect them to be supported with a constant 2915 budget
(the “computer techniques” JO). It might be an interesting exercise to compare 2915 growth with the growth in
number of users and machines. … who is going to furnish
the support given the existence of budget? I have my doubts
that getting system support from “volunteers” is going to be
satisfactory to the supporters, the supportees, or the management of either!
The cost of an adequate PC is $10–12K. The choice of a 16bit system over an 8-bit system is not super clear. The biggest
advantage of the 16-bit machines is the ability to directly
address a larger memory. The 16-bit CPUs are not particularly
fast although they will be when an arithmetic co-processor is
added. At this time, the only advantage of the IBM PC is that
I understand there is a TEMPEST model available (not from
IBM) for roughly $8000.

December 1966: Tape librarian Marianna Subis retrieves one of the computer data
processing center’s more than 8000 tapes.

From the Orbiter, March 22, 1961: Barbara Morgan, Lynn Muessel and Karen Kite,
keypunch operators, prepare the cards for the computer. (“The computer” was the
UNIVAC Solid State 80, Aerospace’s newest electronic computer.)

the 2-terabyte hard drives that can be purchased today for
about $100! PCs also introduced a number of questions and
unanticipated costs: For example, how to manage shared hard
disk space? How to acquire and pay for software? How to
provide technical support?
During this time, Aerospace developed an assembler and
simulator for the 1750A instruction set, which ran on a PC
and provided tools to analyze contractor-developed code in
detail. As FORTRAN and C compilers became available for
the PC, many mainframe applications were ported over. Examples include the TRACE program and the MADLIB subroutine library, which formed the basis for ASTROLIB—the
astrodynamics software library. ASTROLIB was created to
assist programmers and analysts in solving a wide range of
orbital analysis problems in mission planning, architectural
studies, satellite visibility/coverage analysis, and similar areas.
It has been continuously expanded and adapted to new missions and is still in use today on mainframes and PCs.
In the mid-1980s, Aerospace pioneered the development
and use of 3-D orbital simulations in the development of the
Satellite Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP). Initial versions

of this software were used to verify spacecraft orbits, bus/
payload geometry, and attitude before analysts committed a
scenario to extensive thermal analysis. The program was first
implemented for the Evans and Sutherland family of vector
graphics terminals, with FORTRAN programs written on a
VAX host downloading the display commands.
In 1988, the software was completely redeveloped in C to
run on IBM PC/AT class computers furnished with the new
enhanced graphics adapter raster display. The scope for the
software was gradually expanded to encompass applications
such as modeling the emerging GPS constellation.
As desktop computers became more sophisticated, SOAP
was expanded to encompass many different applications. In
1995, the advent of the Windows 95 operating system hastened the transition to 32-bit computing, and by 1998, the
widespread availability of OpenGL 3-D graphics standards
allowed graphics processing units to obtain hardware-accelerated displays. SOAP was adopted by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for use in deep space missions such as Cassini and
NEAR.
As the software grew in complexity, portability became
a concern, because the software teams were now supporting Macintosh and UNIX clients. Although OpenGL solved
this problem for the 3-D subsystem, the use of different user
interaction models and application programmer interfaces
across these platforms (and even across newer models of the
same platform) presented a major development challenge. The
challenge was met through the use of portable graphical user
interface software that allowed the same application code to
run on all platforms. This approach is now widely used in engineering applications throughout industry, with Google Earth
and MATLAB as prominent examples.

Parallel Computing
From the Orbiter, March 22, 1961: W. W. Drake, vice president, administration;
F. E. Leslie, head of accounting and banking department; and N. B. Kaufman, supervisor of data processing operations, examine a printed circuit similar to those used
in the body of the UNIVAC Solid State 80 computer recently installed in the data
processing department.

Starting in the 1980s, Aerospace also began intensive work
in parallel computing, networks, and distributed computing.
Parallel computing essentially packaged many CPUs together
in the same chassis where they could work together on the
same computational task. As mission data volumes grew and
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processing deadlines shortened, the operational use of parallel
computing became critical. Over the years, Aerospace used
the technique for computational fluid dynamics, launch trajectory analysis, GPS orbital analysis, DMSP weather image processing, signal processing, space debris conjunction analysis,
thermal analysis, and other applications.
Simultaneously, Aerospace was installing its internal network. Workstations were able to share files and send email,
and could be used together as a small-scale, parallel computer.
Programming tools such as Parallel Virtual Machine enabled
a group of workstations to be used as a “message-passing”
parallel machine. This network-based communication allowed
workstations and parallel computers at different locations, and
even outside institutions, to be used together in a distributed
environment. This gave rise to “grid computing,” whereby
computing resources from different organizations across the
country could be securely shared to work on massive computing problems. Aerospace took part in a set of grid demonstrations in 1995 involving 38 different institutions from across
the country.
In the late 1980s and into the 1990s, onboard processing
systems and satellite ground processing systems evolved to
encompass various combinations of custom hardware and
software, frequently based upon similar commercial developments and commercial products. The rigor of development
and testing that had evolved over the years in government programs greatly influenced the commercial developments of that
era. The primary driver for much of the move toward commercial computing systems was the size of the commercial
market, which often exceeded the military market.

Telemetry Processing Advances
During the last 20 years, Aerospace software and telemetry
engineers have incorporated a myriad of advances in computing and communication technology into telemetry processing
and display systems. Two advances in the early 1990s are
particularly noteworthy for the increased efficiency and functionality they provided.
First, the Telemetry Data Reduction Center acquired a new
telemetry processing system, which enabled raw data to be ingested and fully processed in real time. This eventually eliminated the delay of more than a week in providing processed
data to analysts.
Second, the Spacelift Telemetry Acquisition and Reporting
System (STARS) facilities were opened at the corporation’s
El Segundo headquarters and at the Vandenberg and Cape
Canaveral launch sites. These facilities still play a vital role
in the corporation’s launch operations support. Each facility
houses a dedicated Telemetry Data Reduction Center, where
raw data from the launch site can be processed and disseminated. Analysts in El Segundo can review processed data
from the launch site within minutes. STARS also provides
immediate access to the corporation’s extensive archive of
launch vehicle telemetry dating back to the 1960s; more than
7000 items are held in the data library. This large collection
of historical information, combined with the immediate processed data, enables analysts to compare a vehicle’s current
performance with past performance and determine whether it
is “within family.”

In the mid-1980s, Aerospace pioneered the development and use of 3-D orbital simulations in the development of the Satellite Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP). Shown here
are computer-generated screen shots of SOAP.
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Speed and Power
SOAP continued to evolve throughout the
1990s and 2000s, offering Aerospace and its
customers a diverse set of general-purpose
orbital modeling and simulation capabilities.
The software was used for visualization and
analysis of ground, sea, and air trajectories;
attitude, coverage, and radio frequency interference; and collision avoidance. Areas of
study today include all phases of the space
system life cycle and encompass applications
ranging from military tactical simulations
to the modeling of deep space missions.
The SOAP development team can also rapidly prototype extensions to the software
in response to the emerging needs of the
space system community. The team is also
Aerospace personnel supporting launch activities in the A9 building’s Telemetry Data Reduction Center.
tracking developments in parallel and 64-bit
computing.
The integrated use of commodity procesand software, into large satellite constellations and ground
sors and networks gave rise to the notion of “cluster computsystems.
ing” as an architectural approach to parallel supercomputing.
The current thrust is to design and implement large sysCluster computers are more economical than mainframe
tems using best commercial practices, augmented by riskparallel computers, which have additional engineering costs
reduction design and process requirements, in a cost-effective
for their dedicated communication networks and other supmanner. The future would appear to require the establishment
port hardware. Aerospace began building its own corporate
of more commonality in the systems to allow more intercluster, called “Fellowship,” in 2001. Having grown in size
changeability and risk reduction.
every year, it is now up to 1392 cores that are being used for
GPS orbital analysis, Space Tracking and Surveillance System
Please note: This article is primarily historical. See fucommunication modeling, and thermal analysis.
ture issues of Crosslink for articles on current and more
Aerospace has been active in the area of “cloud computrecent developments related to computing at The Aerospace
ing”—the use of virtual machines in a massive data center
Corporation.
that can dynamically provision computing requirements,
rather than having racks of computing equipment that are ded- Acknowledgment
icated to just one task or mission. Many of the corporation’s
The author thanks these Aerospace employees for their valucustomers are contemplating data center migration as a way
able contributions to this article: John Coggi, Suellen Eslinger,
to host future mission requirements. Aerospace is charting
Ira Gura, Craig Lee, Frederic Pollack, Kenneth Steffan, David
this future direction by building a small in-house cloud using
Stodden, Merlin Thimlar, and Joe Wertz.
an open-source package and implementing several government prototypes in consultation with its users. Based on this
initial work, Aerospace is exploring the installation of a larger
cloud computing facility for both internal and government
use, which may well be one of the next-generation efforts in
computing.

The Path Forward
Throughout the evolution of computers and software at Aerospace, there were a number of fundamental changes in the
roles filled by the Air Force and Aerospace. In the 1960s, the
role was to design and implement custom hardware and software system components, often to the circuit and code levels
required to support satellite missions. In the 1970s and early
1980s, the work evolved into pushing the development of the
contractor and commercial base, often while continuing custom development for the support of military satellite systems.
During the 1980s and into the 1990s, the role evolved into
system design, requiring the ability to integrate state-of-the-art
commercial systems, often augmented with custom hardware
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DMSP
Instruments:
A 50-Year Legacy
Aerospace expertise has been instrumental in
maximizing the utility of the military’s preeminent
weather-forecasting system.

Donald Boucher and Anthony Stier

T

he mission of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) is to collect and disseminate global visible
and infrared (IR) cloud-cover data and other specialized
meteorological, oceanographic, and solar-geophysical information to support defense operations and other high-priority
programs. Timely data from two primary satellites in low
Earth orbit are supplied to the Air Force Weather Agency, the
Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and finally to deployed tactical users, both military
and civilian. Though Aerospace involvement was originally
limited, DMSP eventually became one of the more important
programs for Aerospace—particularly in the area of sensor
development and validation.

The 1960s and Early 1970s: Blocks 1–4
In the early 1960s, the reconnaissance community initiated a
program using low-altitude satellites as an interim measure to
collect cloud-cover data. The highly classified system, known
as Program 417, was to support the operational needs of the
Corona satellites, designed to provide photo imagery of the
Soviet Union. Corona satellites used conventional film to
record their data, and the film canisters were jettisoned and
returned to Earth via parachute and recovered by aircraft.
The DOD wanted to maximize the usefulness of the film and
needed a satellite program to predict cloud cover. Thus began
Block 1 of DMSP. The program initially involved a small
number of Aerospace scientists and engineers in the Electronics Research and Space Physics Laboratories. Their tasks
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involved improving elements of the primary sensor and developing secondary sensor concepts as well as general science
and technology support. Secondary sensors developed in the
laboratories flew on numerous DMSP missions and were, in
many ways, precursors of the secondary sensor complement
now flying on DMSP.
The first DMSP satellites employed a simple spin-
stabilized design. They carried a video camera with a
1.27-centimeter aperture sensing in the 0.2–5-micron regime
and two IR systems—the medium-resolution “C” system with
16 channels from 5 to 30 microns, and the high-resolution
radiometer working in the 7–14-micron domain. A set of
horizon sensors were also used for attitude control and for
triggering the camera shutter each time it turned to face Earth.
Through the 1960s and into the 1970s, a total of 34 DMSPs
were launched, all flying the simple rudimentary payloads.
It was not until the design of the Block 5 satellites that more
instrument capability began to emerge.

The Mid-1970s: Block 5B/C
The Block 5B/C satellites launched between 1972 and 1976
offered increased instrument capability. The vidicon camera
was replaced by a constant-speed rotary-scan radiometer.

Photo above: The gray wisps in this DMSP F18 multispectral image show the smoke
plume visible near the location of the erupting volcano Eyjafjallajokull, in Iceland.
Drifting clouds of thick volcanic ash forced thousands of flights across Europe to be
canceled as airplanes were grounded beginning April 15, 2010.

The Late 1970s to the 1990s:
Blocks 5D1 and 5D2
While Blocks 1 through 5C represented a gradual evolution
in capability, Block 5D was essentially a new system, with
far more sophisticated instruments and processing capability
onboard. The 5D satellites had a different bus configuration
and a different three-axis stabilization system. The first of
these, the 5D1 satellites launched between 1976 and 1980,
introduced a new primary instrument, the Operational Line
Scan (OLS) sensor. It is still the primary sensor on the latest
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Spin stabilization was abandoned; instead, instruments were
mounted on a platform that kept a constant angle between the
direction of motion and Earth. The primary instrument was
called the Sensor AVE Package, or SAP, and it consisted of
three main data collection and processing channels—one IR
channel, one high-resolution visible channel, and one veryhigh-resolution visible channel. Additional meteorological
parameters were measured via the new concept of “special
sensors.”
Special Sensor B (SSB), supplied by Sandia National
Laboratory, was a gamma tracker used to map the fallout from
nuclear tests. Sensing between 10 and 15 kilometers in the
atmosphere, it detected the fission gamma particles emitted by
the fallout debris. It gave rise to numerous successors on later
DMSP models.
Special Sensor E (SSE) was an eight-channel scanning
filter radiometer for vertical temperature profiling. Six of the
channels were in the carbon-dioxide band (~15 microns), one
was in the IR window band at 12 microns, and one was in the
rotational water-vapor band near 20 microns. Radiance measurements of the atmosphere were processed to obtain vertical
temperature profiles. The instrument weighed 8.2 kilograms
and had subsystems such as a chopper filter assembly, a scanner system, and an electronics module. The SSE was capable
of measuring scenes in temperatures up to 330 K. The first
prototype SSE was flown on F30.
Special Sensor J (SSJ) and SSJ2 measured precipitation
electrons with six energy bins from 300 to 18,000 electron
volts. This instrument was built by Aerospace and flew on
units F30 through F34.
Special Sensor L (SSL) was an experimental lightning
detector that flew on F31. The instrument operated at night to
map lightning strikes in the visible range from 0.4 to 1.1 micron. The peak response of the SSL was at 0.8 micron, and its
field of view was approximately 2500 × 2500 kilometers.
The Harmonic Oscillation Generator (HOG) was an experimental vehicle roll-rate gyro. It was flown on the F27 satellite
to provide advance information concerning the dynamic interactions caused by uncompensated momentum in the design of
a future oscillating primary sensor.
The Independent Roll Sensor (IRS) was added to the
spacecraft design to provide backup roll attitude information.
The SAP sensor provided the primary roll attitude data.

Conceptual drawing of the DMSP Block 1 satellite. The spacecraft rolled like a wheel
in orbit, and its side-mounted camera took a picture once each revolution. NASA
copied this design for the TIROS Operational System.

incarnation, Block 5D3. The 5D2 satellites, launched throughout the 1980s and 1990s, flew the first microwave sounder.
As with previous generations, the Block 5D continued the
tradition of using special sensors of increasing complexity and
utility. Some of these—particularly the microwave sounders—
focused on terrestrial or atmospheric weather, while others focused on the space environment. Some flew once, some flew
many times. Several were built at The Aerospace Corporation.
OLS
First flown in 1976, the OLS provided global cloud-cover
imagery to military weather forecasters. The OLS operated
at two resolutions in the visible spectrum: smooth (2.77 kilometers) and fine (0.55 kilometers). Smooth data processing
onboard the spacecraft decreased the resolution and data rate
by a factor of 25. The visible channel could detect smoke
and dust storms—information that can be critical to strategic
planning—as well as ice cover. The instrument was unique in
being sensitive enough to view clouds by moonlight. The lowlight sensing capability could capture city lights and distinguish lights from fires. This feature could support battlefield
damage assessment by enabling commanders to compare the
light in a specific area before and after a strike. Thermal IR
viewing enabled nighttime cloud viewing at a lower resolution
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DMSP Block 4 satellite. Seven were launched between 1966 and 1969. Television
resolution was approximately 1.5 kilometers at nadir, as opposed to only 5.5 kilometers for Block 3.

than daytime visible fine-mode data, but provided mission
planners with critical 24-hour information about cloud cover
and weather conditions. Aerospace has been instrumental in
the design of user applications for the OLS. For example, the
Cloud Depiction and Forecast System (CDFS) was prototyped by Aerospace to include high-resolution cloud-detection
schemes.

DMSP Block 5A during integration. The Block 5 satellites marked a significant departure from the Block 4, and introduced the concepts of "special sensors." Aerospace
supplied many of these sensors throughout the years.

the Air Force and the Navy relied on the SSM/I to provide
global products. The SSM/I has been the subject of hundreds
of scientific journal articles (many by Aerospace).
The Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature (SSM/T-1)
was a passive microwave radiometer that scanned cross-track
to the velocity vector of the spacecraft, through nadir. The
design had seven channels in the oxygen-absorption band at
50–60 gigahertz. The SSM/T-1 provided vertical temperature
Atmospheric Sensors
profiles globally and was used by numerical weather predicThe Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) was a
tion models to initialize a forecast run and provide boundary
breakthrough design based upon the JPL/NASA Scanning
conditions. Resolution was approximately 175 kilometers at
nadir, growing as the instrument scanned through cross-track.
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) that flew on
Nimbus 7 (launched October
This instrument covered
24, 1978) but with a highera swath of approximately
frequency capability and a much
1500 kilometers. SSM/T-1
larger swath. The SSM/I was a
was the first instrument for
seven-channel dual-polarized
which DMSP performed a
The Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I)
passive microwave radiometer
detailed “calibration/valiwas a breakthrough design. … Aerospace wrote
operating in the frequencies
dation.” This process first
from 19 to 85 gigahertz. Aeroevaluated the quality of the
all the specifications for its construction.
space wrote all the specifications
calibration of the instrufor its construction. The instrument and then validated
ment was a conically scanning
the vertical temperature
imager having a swath width of
profiles against “truth”
approximately 1400 kilometers.
data, which were derived
It provided key surface imagery as well as information about
from the global radiosonde network.
the amount of soil moisture (the Army likes to call this “trafThe SSM/T-2 was a companion to the SSM/T-1, designed
ficability”), the amount of water in a column of air from the
to retrieve vertical water-vapor profiles. It, too, was a passive
surface to the top of the atmosphere, and ocean wind speed, to microwave radiometer that scanned cross-track to the velocname a few. SSM/I rain-rate products were used to chart trop- ity vector of the spacecraft, through nadir. The design had
ical cyclones and evaluate their strength. The ability to “see”
five channels spanning frequencies from 91 to 200 gigahertz.
storm rain bands was important for meteorologists, and both
The atmosphere has a strong water-vapor absorption feature
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centered at 183 gigahertz, which this instrument was able
to exploit. The symmetry of the spectroscopic line—characterized by double-sided channels on either side of the line
center—was also exploited. For example, the absorption
7 gigahertz to the left and right of the peak are exactly the
same; this allowed the averaging of both sides of the peak to
help drive down system noise. The calibration/validation for
SSM/T-2 was more complicated than for SSM/T-1. Aerospace
designed and built a mobile LIDAR (light detection and ranging) facility that was deployed to Barking Sands Navy Facility
on the island of Kauai, Hawaii. The LIDAR instrument could
scan three-dimensionally as the SSM/T-2 flew overhead, and
products from the SSM/T-2 could be validated with high confidence. The mobile LIDAR facility has been reused many
times for calibration/validation. In addition, the SSM/T-2 data
were used to assist in the forecasting of aircraft contrails,
which can put stealth flying assets at risk of detection. The
SSM/T-2 calibration/validation was a multiagency activity
led by Aerospace and was used as a model for other similar
activities.
Special Sensor C (SSC) was the snow/cloud discriminator.
It helped weather forecasters determine whether a white background represented snow or clouds.
Special Sensor D (SSD), an atmospheric density sensor,
measured major atmospheric constituents (nitrogen, oxygen,
and ozone) by making Earth-limb observations of ultraviolet
(UV) radiation from the thermosphere. Aerospace developed
this instrument, which flew on 5D1 Flight 4 in 1979.
Space Environment Sensors
The SSB/A (the “A” is for Aerospace) was a scanning x-ray
spectrometer composed of a high-energy and a low-energy
scanning x-ray sensor, a Lyman-alpha sensor, and Geiger
counters for monitoring the electron background. It flew on
5D2 Flight 6 in 1982.
This SSB Omindirectional (SSB/O) sensor was a successful experiment to determine whether more accurate
atmospheric measurements could be obtained by measuring
the co-orbiting particles and the upward flux and subtracting
it from the subsatellite scene. The SSB/O was sensitive to xrays in the energy range of approximately 1500 electron volts.
Aerospace developed this instrument as well; it flew on 5D1
Flight 2 in 1977.
This SSB Scanning (SSB/S) x-ray detector determined
the location, intensity, and spectrum of x-rays emitted from
Earth’s atmosphere. It included an array of four 1-centimeterdiameter mercury-iodide crystals collimated to a 10-degreewide radial field of view.
The SSB/X, SSB/X-M, and SSB/X-2 was an array-based
system for detecting the location, intensity, and spectrum of xrays emitted from Earth’s atmosphere. The array consisted of
four identical and independent directional detectors.
Special Sensor H (SSH) and SSH-2 were IR/carbon dioxide spectrometers that could infer the vertical distributions of
temperature, water vapor, and ozone in cloud-free conditions.
DMSP did not pursue the infrared technology, but decided to
concentrate on microwaves because of their ability to “see”
through clouds.
The Special Sensor Ion and Electron Sensor (SSIES) measured ambient electron density and temperature, ambient ion

Six day’s of accumulated SSJ ion (top) and electron (bottom) measurements.
The relative particle density is represented by size, and the energy by color.

density, and average ion temperature and molecular weight. It
consisted of a Langmuir probe and planar collector, a plasma
drift meter, and a scintillation meter. These served to characterize the in situ space weather—an important parameter that
supports, for example, power-grid management during solar
maximum.
The Special Sensor Ionospheric Probe (SSI/P) was a scanning radio receiver that mapped the man-made radio spectrum
to determine the critical (breakthrough) frequency of the
upper layers of the ionosphere. The instrument automatically
scanned from 1 to 10 megahertz in 20-kilohertz steps at a rate
of one step per second.
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Courtesy of NASA

Earth’s city lights as seen by the DMSP Operational Line Scan sensor.

The next generations of the SSJ—the SSJ3 and SSJ4—
had augmented capabilities for measuring not only electrons,
but ions in 20 energy channels ranging from 30 to 30,000
electron volts. The data were used to provide the position of
the equatorial and polar boundaries of the aurora at high latitudes, both north and south.
The SSJ* space radiation dosimeter measured the accumulated radiation produced by electrons in the 1–10 million
electron volt energy range, protons of greater than 20 million electron volts, and the effects of the occasional nuclear
interactions produced by energetic protons. The analogy of
the SSJ* to everyday life is the radiation badge that a medical
radiologist wears, or the radiation badges that fly on airliners
to measure how much total dose radiation the pilots and flight
crews are experiencing. Aerospace also built this instrument,
which flew on 5D1 Flight 1 in 1976.

The New Millennium: Block 5D3
The newly instrumented Block 5D3 satellites began operation
in 2003, with the launch of Flight 16. On these spacecraft, the
three microwave sounders—SSMT-1, SSMT-2, SSMI—were
combined to create the Special Sensor Microwave Imager
Sounder (SSMI/S), which also added a new temperature
sounder for upper-air analysis. Two new space environment
sensors were also added to the Block 5D3, as well as new versions of the SSIES and SSJ (SSJ-5).
SSMI/S
The SSMI/S suite, with its ability to see through clouds and
darkness, provides important surface and atmospheric data
that traditional visual and IR satellite sensors cannot. The
comprehensive SSMI/S also improves upon past instruments
by having a wider swath, greater sounding resolution from
175 to 38 kilometers, and more data channels. Imaging data
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from the SSMI/S provide information on sea surface winds,
rain rate, moisture-laden clouds, and soil moisture. SSMI/S
data also provide information on severe storms such as typhoons and hurricanes and help forecasters determine their
direction, size, and intensity. The imager can also detect ice
and snow cover, and in some cases can provide estimates of
ice edge, age, and concentration—a valuable tool for Navy
efforts. The SSMI/S also provides important land data such
as soil moisture and enables users to distinguish areas of bare
soil and identify vegetation types. This is particularly useful
for forecasters supporting Army efforts. In addition to its military uses, SSMI/S data supports a variety of users in the public sector. Current and past data records aid climatologists by
providing an extensive continuous record of sea ice coverage.
This data can be compared on an annual basis to determine
changes in ice coverage and depth.
In September 2006, Donald Boucher was presented with
the corporation’s highest award, the Trustees’ Distinguished
Achievement Award, “for outstanding technical leadership
in recovering functionality of a new Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) sensor in support of a national
program.” During Flight 16’s 18-month calibration/validation
period, Boucher led a national team of experts on a fact-finding mission to overcome a variety of anomalies and design
flaws, ultimately turning over the instrument on schedule. The
lessons learned became a valuable tool not only for future
SSMI/S instruments but for additional microwave imaging/
sounding sensors. The Aerospace Corporation has led a team
of scientists and engineers during the calibration/validation
process for all flights. As it did during Flight 16’s calibration/
validation, the team has continued to identify performance
shortfalls and establish solutions for each one. The latest
SSMI/S on DMSP Flight 18 is operating well, with all performance shortfalls eliminated.

Courtesy of U.S. Air Force

Visualization of atmospheric water vapor based on SSMIS data.

SSUSI
The Special Sensor UV Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) scans
Earth’s atmosphere across the satellite subtrack, including
Earth’s limb (when viewed from space, Earth looks like a
flat circle or disk surrounded by a bright halo of atmosphere
known as the Earth limb). It consists of two sensing systems—the spectrographic imager and the photometers. The
imager obtains horizon-to-horizon images in the wavelength
range of 1100 to 1800 angstroms with a viewing area of 3700
× 153 kilometers using a scan mirror system. SSUSI can also
operate in a fixed-mirror mode to collect spectrographic data.
The photometers operate in three wavelengths—6300, 6290,
and 4278 angstroms—and provide information on auroral energy deposition and measurements on the nightside of Earth.
The SSUSI measures UV emissions and provides information
on auroral emissions and airglow and electron and neutral
density profiles, among many other products. SSUSI adopted
many characteristics of an experiment known as the Global
UV Imager (GUVI) developed by The Aerospace Corporation
and the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory; it flew on
NASA’s TIMED mission in 2002.

DMSP image from August 31, 2009, of the Station Fire smoke plume reaching from
the Los Angeles basin well into Nevada.

Conclusion
Aerospace research and expertise in remote sensing technology has helped make DMSP one of the most successful and
enduring military satellite programs. The future may bring
changes to the way national weather satellites are acquired
and deployed, but the need for timely and reliable meteorological data will surely not diminish.
Further Reading
R. C. Hall, A History of the Military Polar Orbiting Meteorological Satellite Program (Office of the Historian, National
Reconnaissance Office, Sept. 2001).
J. Bohlson, L. Belsma, and B. Thomas, “Cloud Cover Over
Kosovo,” Crosslink, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Summer 2000).

SSULI
Like the SSUSI, the Special Sensor UV Limb Imager (SSULI)
scans the Earth limb in the orbital plane using silicon carbide
scan mirrors. It views tangent altitudes from 750 kilometers
down to the Earth disk, with a field of view of 5 kilometers
vertically and 100 kilometers cross-track. The SSULI measures UV airglow profiles and produces information on electron density profiles and neutral densities, on both the dayside
and nightside of the satellite orbit, as well as other products.
Aerospace is leading the calibration/validation for both
the SSUSI and the SSULI. Many challenges have been experienced by the team, and performance shortfalls identified on
Flights 16 and 17 were corrected on the current Flight 18.
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What GPS Might
Have Been—and What
It Could Become
GPS IIF satellite.

Civilian and military GPS applications have become so ubiquitous, they are
often considered routine appliances of daily life. These applications might not
have been possible if early decisions about GPS had been made differently.

John Langer, John Clark, and Thomas Powell

I

t is hard to imagine life without GPS. You can hop into
a taxicab, give the cabbie your destination, and chances
are the driver will use a navigation device—costing about
$300—to get you there. The device contains local maps and
uses signals from satellites orbiting 13,000 miles above to
locate your destination. A second GPS device, integrated into
the fare box, reports the cab’s position to the dispatcher.
The same GPS is helping U.S. and coalition forces in
battle. As forces come under fire, a soldier might use his GPS
receiver to identify his position and use a handheld laser range
finder to determine the enemy’s position. This information
is radioed to nearby airborne forces, who conduct a precision strike on the enemy position. The soldier’s GPS device
is heavier and more expensive than the taxi driver’s because
it needs to process encrypted military signals and is built to
more demanding physical and environmental standards. These
signals assure the warfighters that their GPS solutions are
highly accurate and resistant to electronic attacks.
The cab driver and the soldier benefit from a team of
satellite operators at Schriever Air Force Base in Colorado
Springs. Using tracking data from a worldwide network of
monitoring stations, these operators calculate the precise position of each GPS satellite, measure the offset and trends of
its onboard atomic clock, and predict its future position and
clock offset. These predictions are uploaded for each satellite about once a day via a separate network of GPS ground
antennas, and the satellite uses them to broadcast its own
position in time and space to its worldwide audience. This
position, plus the range to the satellite, is the key information
needed by a GPS receiver to compute a user’s location.
This history—and future—of GPS is closely tied to visionary work performed by The Aerospace Corporation, which
has been supporting those who define, approve, sustain, build,
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and deploy GPS (and its predecessors) for nearly 50 years. To
date, 58 satellites have been launched—one at a time—since
the first reached orbit on February 22, 1978, and Aerospace
has been involved with every one.

What GPS Could Have Been
GPS was one of several satellite programs to emerge from
the early years of Aerospace. Although it became a formal
development program in 1974, it had several progenitors. In
fact, it can claim a history back to Sputnik, when scientists
at Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
used Sputnik’s Doppler signature to determine its orbit. The
realization that this process could be reversed led to the Navy
Transit system for positioning, which operated for more than
two decades.
Satellite-based navigation might never have progressed
beyond Transit, were it not for that system’s various shortcomings (and the shortcomings of the various terrestrial-based
navigation systems of the time, such as LORAN and Omega).
For example, because Transit relied on Doppler measurements, user motion could degrade the accuracy of the position
fix unless it was properly corrected. Radio Determination Satellite Service approaches were considered, where user equipment might actively “ping” a satellite to get a position fix.
A 1966 study examined what was needed in a satellitebased navigation system and proposed that it support highperformance aircraft operations, including blind bombing
(bombing through clouds using electronic devices for guidance); provide absolute positioning within 0.1 nautical mile
(and relative positioning within 0.01 nautical mile); and be
user-passive. It also stipulated that user equipment weigh less
than 100 pounds and cost less than $100,000.

1. All satellites
have clocks set
to exactly the
same time

3. Each satellite
transmits its
position and a
time signal

5. The differences in
distance traveled make
each satellite appear to
have a different time

2. All satellites
know their exact
position from data
sent to them from
the system controllers

4. The signals
travel to the
receiver delayed
by distance
traveled
6. The receiver calculates
the distance to each
satellite and can then
calculate its own
position

Each GPS satellite is essentially an orbiting atomic clock with a radio-frequency
transmitter that constantly broadcasts a signal. The receiver compares the travel
time of signals from several satellites to calculate a position.

The original Transit system required from four to six satellites in low polar orbits.
Upgrades to the system were examined during the formative years of GPS, including
a 30-satellite constellation that would provide continuous two-satellite coverage.

Aerospace and other agencies studied architecture options,
cost and benefit trades, and performance for a decade before
the GPS Joint Program Office was formed in late 1973. Studies for System 621B (the Air Force navigation system) in
1970 considered a constellation of three geosynchronous subconstellations, each containing five space vehicles. These 15
satellites would have the advantage of always appearing in the
same place and the disadvantage of having to provide a signal from almost twice the distance as today’s GPS satellites.
Thus, either the satellites would need to be much heavier and
more complex or (more likely) the devices employed by the
taxi and the soldier would need to be larger, heavier, and more
expensive. The satellite operator’s job might be easier, since
geosynchronous satellites do not really “move” much, while
the launch team would need to work with heavier and costlier
rockets. An upgrade to the Transit system was also considered. A 1971 study looked at a Navy 30-satellite constellation
at 1465-nautical-mile altitude that provided continuous “twoin-view” Transit space vehicles. Either alternative would have
led to a much different future for satellite navigation.
From the beginning, military applications—such as bombing, missile guidance, navigation of ships, and coordination of
ground forces—were part of the planning. Within the government, civil use of GPS for similar functions, such as commercial aircraft guidance, were recognized as potential outcomes.
The 1980 Federal Radionavigation Plan acknowledged the
potential for both civil and military users, but envisioned a
system in which the civil function is limited and constrained
by national security. Although the use of GPS by the civilian,
commercial, and scientific communities was anticipated at the
outset, no one anticipated the widespread integration of lowcost chip-sized GPS receivers and precision navigation into
everyday life.

The GPS that might have been could have accelerated
some of today’s uses and stifled others. For example, some
of the concepts from early studies could not have supported
the delivery of precision-guided munitions, where the host
aircraft initializes the munition, based on targeting information received from the ground observers, all within the local
GPS coordinate system. Civil analogs—such as mapping the
perimeters of forest fires, tracking the locations of felons or
packages, or turn-by-turn navigation in a strange city—likewise might never have emerged.
On the other hand, some decisions, such as removing
selective availability (in which the signal available for civilian use is intentionally degraded) and expanding the size of
the constellation, might have accelerated the introduction of
vital military and civil applications if they had been made
earlier. But in the 1980s, the only competitor to GPS on the
horizon was the Soviet Global Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS). DOD had not embraced the radical changes in
battlefield operations that were to come when GPS, battlefield
communications, geographic databases, networked operations,
and information operations merged.

What GPS Has Become
The most reported military application of GPS today is the
use of GPS for targeting and delivery of precision-guided
munitions. Live television from downtown Baghdad demonstrated the surgical bombing of a city with little “collateral
damage.” Less dramatic, but vital, is the use of GPS and geographic information systems to coordinate battlefield movements, to ensure ships avoid hidden hazards, and to allow the
aircraft carrying those precision-guided missiles to stay out of
harm’s way. In his autobiography, Chuck Yeager, retired Air
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Transit: The GPS Forefather
Before there was GPS, there was the Navy navigation satellite
system called Transit. Development began in 1958 at the Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory; it was declared
operational in 1964 and continued until 1996. The satellites were
tracked by a series of ground stations and a command center that
operated the satellites and generated their navigation messages.
Transit operated on a Doppler ranging principle. Motion of the satellite relative to the user produced a Doppler frequency shift in the
satellite signal received. The user’s receiver generated a reference
signal that was compared with the received signal by generating
the difference frequency between the two. The receiver counted
the number of cycles of the difference frequency over an interval
(often about 23 seconds) to form the “Doppler count.” Essentially,
the Doppler count was a measure of the change in the slant range
(distance) of the satellite and the user between the start and end
of the interval. In practice, a position fix would use several successive Doppler counts to compute the user position.
One of the strengths of Transit was that it required a nominal
constellation of only four satellites, because a position fix required
only one satellite at a time; in practice, the constellation generally
had between four and six satellites. These were in circular, polar,
low Earth orbits (about 1075-kilometer altitude), which ensured
good Doppler shifts and reduced the required broadcast power
and the size of the required launch vehicle (Scout). It was a system
with an unlimited number of passive users anywhere in the world,
and it could operate in essentially all weather conditions. But the
Doppler principle also meant that a position fix could take 30
minutes to compute, and any motion of the receiver (especially for
airborne users) complicated the position calculation. It was generally considered only a 2-D system (latitude and longitude), and it
was noncontinuous in many areas (since 30 minutes might elapse
before the next satellite came into view).
In contrast, the GPS system is based on determining the range between the user and a GPS satellite; the user essentially computes
the time required for the satellite signal to reach the receiver.
Range measurements to four GPS satellites allow the user’s receiver to compute its 3-D position and correct for errors in its internal
clock. GPS leveraged the lessons of the Navy’s Transit and Timation
(time navigation—passive ranging by measuring the time difference between electronic clocks located within the satellite and in
the navigator’s receiver). An atomic frequency standard provides
a stable, precise signal, whose timing is synchronized across the
constellation. The code-division, multiple-access technique allows
all satellites to transmit on the same center frequency. An additional navigation signal on a second frequency allows the user
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to correct for ranging errors introduced as the signals pass through
the ionosphere.
This precise ranging to four GPS satellites enables rapid and accurate real-time positioning for dynamic users, which addresses
a shortcoming of the earlier systems. But it comes at a price: If
you want continuous, real-time positioning anywhere at any time,
four satellites need to be in continuous view. Moreover, they need
to have “good geometry” to ensure an accurate solution and be
deployed in stable, predictable orbits. These conditions led GPS
to its constellation of 24 to 30 satellites. The Russian GLONASS
system and the European Union’s Galileo system each define their
own constellation, but are about the same size range when fully
populated.

C1

R1
Ship’s motion
derived from dead
reckoning sensors
(speed and heading)

C3

C2

R2

R3

C4

R4

R5

C5
Satellite
orbit

The Navy’s Transit system, precursor to GPS, operated on a Doppler ranging principle. A major drawback was that a position fix could take 30 minutes to compute.

Wartime Applications
A two-frequency, precise-positioning service was developed
to provide global, all-weather navigation and timing service
for the DOD, its allies, and other authorized entities. Even
before GPS reached its full operational capability in 1995, the
revolutionary impact of precise-positioning-service GPS on
military operations had been proven in battle. In Operation
Desert Storm, even the partially complete GPS constellation
allowed U.S. and coalition armored forces to precisely execute
a massive flanking maneuver over featureless desert terrain
that would have been unthinkable only a few years before.
These large-scale maneuvers were a key reason the ground
campaign of Desert Storm was completed in 100 hours, with
minimal U.S. and coalition casualties. Desert Storm provided
the first real demonstration of the value of GPS to military operations and evidence of its power as a “force multiplier,” allowing military objectives to be achieved with smaller forces,
fewer casualties, and less collateral damage.
Modernization
However, by the 1990s the shortcomings of the military precise-positioning service, based on encrypted “Y-code” signals,
became apparent. Paul Kaminski, undersecretary of defense,
asked the Air Force to study options for addressing potential
future shortfalls, particularly countermeasures to jamming.
One outcome of these “navigation warfare” studies was a
proposed new architecture for a military “M-code” signal to
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Unanticipated Applications
On the GPS civil side are many visionary and unanticipated
applications. While at Stanford University, Bradford Parkinson, former GPS program manager and Aerospace trustee,
pioneered the use of GPS for precision operations, such as
the unaided landing of an aircraft, precision farming, and the
development of Gravity Probe B to explore whether gravity
waves affect satellites as Einstein predicted. GPS anklets to
track paroled convicts, among other uses, were not envisioned
in the 1960s.
Precision farming may seem unnecessary, but consider that
when a farmer combines it with soil analyses of a field, fertilizers can be applied exactly where needed in varying amounts,
thereby avoiding excessive use of fertilizers that may then
drain into waterways. Throughout California, a network of
GPS receivers monitor the subtle motions of Earth’s tectonic
plates and faults. Emergency location features in cellphones
make use of GPS, either via a receiver in the phone itself, or
via GPS-based timing to accurately synchronize the cell-tower
network. Likewise, the banking industry indirectly uses GPS
to synchronize the timing for electronic fund transfers. When
a customer swipes a credit card at a retailer, GPS may be part
of the service.

replace the Y-code. To design the signals, a team developed
metrics to gauge how well alternatives addressed needs for future accuracy, antijam, signal security, signal exclusivity, operational flexibility, and integrity. In addition, the new signals
had to coexist amicably with the existing civil and military
signals and receivers. The team consisted of the GPS Joint
Program Office, Aerospace, MITRE Corporation, the National
Security Agency, and satellite and receiver manufacturers.
A candidate design was briefed in 1999; in 2000, the Joint
Program Office was directed to begin retrofitting the GPS IIR
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Force general and test pilot, poignantly describes the stress
and risk of doing a midocean refueling operation before GPS.
Today, it is a routine operation, thanks to better communication and to GPS.
GPS is one of the success stories in Aerospace’s history,
but it is also something more: Like the Internet, GPS has become a global utility without which the world as we know it
would cease to function.
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A second signal for the civil aviation community, L5, will be introduced on an upcoming IIF satellite. A third civilian signal, L1C, will be included on GPS III.
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satellites, which were then in manufacturing,
Civil GPS signal accuracy
and the GPS IIF satellites, then in design, with
N/A
the new M-code signals. Aerospace provided
N/A
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technical guidance to the Joint Program Office
7
and the satellite contractors on generating and
6
testing the new signals. The first “modernized”
Civil user range error requirement
IIR-M satellite was launched in September
5
(2008 GPS standard positioning
2005. In 2009, the final two IIR-M satellites
services performance standard)
4
were launched, and attention shifted to the first
modernized IIF launch scheduled for 2010.
3
Aerospace engineers thought that the sigContinuous improvement
2
nal features should be capable of supporting
1.6
warfighter operations and what is now called
1
1.2
1.1
1.0
effects-based operations. Aerospace enabled
0
warfighter operations within a region by using
1990 1992
1994
1996
1997 2001 2004
2006
2008
high-antijam regional M-code signals while conSelective availability
tinuing to support the larger worldwide DOD/
allied communities with different signals and
Until the late 1990s, selective availability artificially degraded civilian accuracy worldwide.
security on an Earth-coverage M-code. A feature
introduced by the M-code design was the use
of a binary offset carrier to spread the signal
Military GPS signal accuracy
energy away from the L1 and L2 center frequen7
cies, where the older coarse/acquisition (C/A)
6
and Y-code signals are found. However, to those
on the study, spectral separation allowed for
5
boosting the power in the regional M-code sigMilitary user range error requirement
4.6
4
4.3
nals by 20 decibels or more without degrading
(2008 GPS standard positioning
services performance standard)
C/A or Y-code use in the same region.
3
3.0
Spectral separation is the key to the principle
Continuous improvement
2.7
2
behind the modernized military GPS. The origi1.8
nal military signal, P(Y) code, and the original
1.5
1
1.1
1.0
0.9
civil signal, C/A code, were basically two ver0
sions of the same modulation scheme, known
1990 1992 1994 1996 1997 2001 2004 2006 2008
as binary phase shift keying, with the power
of P(Y) code spread over 10 times as much
Improvements in onboard clocks and ground systems continue to improve accuracy for military users.
bandwidth as C/A code. Since these two signals
also shared a common center frequency, there
was considerable “spectral overlap” between
them. This presented undesirable constraints on
message structure. After additional work, a multiagency team
military operations using P(Y) code, including the ability to
produced a second signal for the civil aviation community—
boost the power of the P(Y) code signal. This problem was
L5. It, too, featured a more robust signal with a modern mesaddressed with the modernized military signal, M code, which sage structure. L2C was introduced on the modernized IIR-M
was designed to have spectral separation from C/A code and
satellites, and L5 will be introduced on the upcoming IIF satenables much greater flexibility for military operations.
ellite. A third modernized civil signal, L1C, will be included
on the next generation of GPS satellites, GPS III.
Civil Modernization
Each modernized GPS signal includes some form of forThe C/A code deserves credit for the acceptance of GPS
ward error correction, which allows receivers to detect and
as the first global utility and for the resulting billion-dollar
correct bit errors when demodulating the navigation data mesworldwide industry in GPS goods and services. However, this sage, which in turn allows receivers to achieve faster “first
legacy signal was designed for 1960s-era technology; the field fixes” in challenging radio-frequency interference situations.
of digital signal processing has seen more than 30 years of
Each modernized signal also includes some form of pilot or
advances since the first GPS satellite was launched.
“dataless” channel, which allows receivers to track the sigIn the mid-1990s, the Departments of Defense and Transnal at lower signal-to-noise ratios that may be encountered
portation assembled interdepartmental teams that sought to
in urban canyons, in dense foliage, or inside some buildings
define a new civil frequency. In the end, they got two. Aerowhere C/A code receivers lose lock today.
space proposed a draft design for a civil signal on L2 (L2C)
The “spreading code sequences” of GPS civil signals are
that was reworked by a design team into a useful low-cost
the bit sequences that uniquely identify each satellite and
second frequency. It was designed for better tracking than
form the basis of the “pseudorange” measurement, the disthe short C/A code and featured a variable navigation mestance from the receiver to the GPS satellite upon which GPS
sage structure that corrected the limitation of the fixed C/A
navigation is based. The spreading codes of modernized civil
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A Global Standard
A significant consequence of the development of GPS has been
the establishment of this one system as a global standard for
time, position, and datum. Time and position are easy to appreciate, but sometimes overlooked is the role of GPS in establishing a single worldwide datum. It turns out that specifying
coordinates in terms of latitude and longitude is not unique.
When surveyors first set out to measure latitude and longitude,
they selected a set of reference points (and a model of Earth’s
shape) called the local datum. Because different points (and
sometimes different shape models) are used in different places,
coordinates measured using, for example, the North American
Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) will be different from coordinates
measured using the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929
(NGVD 29). The British and the Greeks each use a local datum
consistent with earlier survey work in Britain and Greece. This
system works well as long as all position information is local,
such as determining the correct boundaries of a piece of real
estate. When precise calculations need to be performed on a
global scale, however, the plethora of inconsistent local datum

GPS signals also have improved autocorrelation and crosscorrelation properties over the comparatively short (1023-bit)
C/A code-spreading code sequences.
When all three modernized civil GPS signals reach full
operational capability, civil users will receive a variety of
benefits, depending on their GPS application. Surveyors and
high-precision users will benefit from dual-frequency ionospheric refraction corrections, primarily using L1C and L5.
Mass-market GPS applications in cellphones and automobiles
will benefit from many improvements in the L1C and L2C
signals to improve performance in urban canyons, and even
deeper into some buildings. Differential users will achieve
greater accuracy over longer distances. And some applications
may choose to track all three signals—L1C, L2C, and L5—
to achieve unprecedented accuracy for carrier phase-based
applications.
Just as the navigation warfare studies addressed the future
needs of DOD users, a series of civil studies addressed what
a future GPS civil service—the “standard positioning system”
(SPS)—should do. Initially, SPS was largely the C/A signal
on the L1 frequency. In the 1980s and 1990s, Aerospace was
asked to propose new features to support trade studies of future satellite buys. A second civil frequency was a proposed
addition to both the IIR and IIF satellites, but was not a part
of the final packages.
Selective availability was a major factor in delaying additional civil signals. Until the late 1990s, selective availability artificially degraded C/A accuracy worldwide. Since the
second military signal served mainly to correct ranging errors
introduced during signal passage through the ionosphere,
and since selective availability dominated the resulting SPS

conventions becomes a hefty burden. The position of an oil well
in the North Atlantic surveyed using NAD 27 might be tens of
meters off from the exact same latitude and longitude when
surveyed using Ordnance Survey Great Britain 1936 (OSGB 36).
GPS works on a single global datum called the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS 84). If all coordinates are expressed using
this datum (sometimes, the latitude and longitude are then
called the GPS coordinates), there will be no confusion. With
the proliferation of GPS devices, the use of WGS 84 “GPS
coordinates” has become the world’s de facto standard. This
is somewhat unfortunate for England’s historical Greenwich
Meridian. This famous line, which is marked at the observatory
in Greenwich, England, is no longer the point of zero degrees
longitude. As determined by the WGS 84 GPS coordinates,
the world’s meridian, or line of zero longitude, is now some
30 meters to the east of the famous Greenwich meridian. The
Greenwich meridian is in fact not the world’s meridian, but
rather just the meridian of the OSGB 36 datum.

accuracy, there was little civil interest in adding a second civil
frequency. However, political changes in the 1990s led to a
reevaluation. The end of the Cold War and emergence of the
Galileo system in the European Union tipped the political
scales toward phasing out selective availability.
This single decision by the Air Force triggered an explosion of high-accuracy consumer GPS applications that are
found almost everywhere today. In addition, each generation
of GPS satellites flies better and better atomic clocks, and the
operational control segment has made continuous improvements in its tracking and orbit prediction accuracy.
Meanwhile, other navigation satellite systems began
adopting variants of GPS civil signals. For example, the Federal Aviation Administration Wide Area Augmentation System
uses a member of the C/A family, as does its European counterpart. Japanese, Indian, European, and Chinese systems, as
well as the Russian GLONASS, developed new designs for
civil signals. Aerospace and MITRE conducted studies of
many of these signals to verify their compatibility with GPS
civil and military operations.

What GPS Might Be
Since the mid-1990s, Aerospace has been involved in studies of future capabilities and the system architecture that is
needed to support them. As in the early 1970s, the program
is trying to accommodate a list of military, and now civil,
needs—and as in the 1970s, those needs could be addressed
in several ways. Study members are ever mindful of capabilities the solutions may enable or discourage.
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Aerospace has been helping the
government envision the next leap in
capability, GPS III. Beginning with the
systems architecture and requirements
development studies in 2000 and proceeding through the technology development
phase, Aerospace and the government
considered a wide range of future
architectures.
With two and sometimes three contractor teams working on proprietary architectures, the government needed its own
satellite definition capability—an independent technical baseline. Such a baseline
would achieve two aims. First, nonproprietary government designs could be shown
to the government and contractors to help
explain how decision-makers reached their
conclusions on program design, risk, cost,
and complexity. Second, it could be used
GPS coordinates have become the world’s de facto standard. As a result, England’s Greenwich Meridian is no
longer the point of zero longitude; according to GPS coordinates, the world’s prime meridian is now some 30
in independent government trade studies
meters to the east of the Greenwich meridian.
to explore the performance and design
trades of the proposed architectures. In
this way, government decision-makers
foreign systems like Galileo, GLONASS, Gagan (India), or
could understand both the merit of the
QZSS (Japan) could potentially augment GPS. In either case,
proposed program and the design decisions that made it stand
supplemental communications provide information that allows
out among a myriad of others.
the user’s receiver to integrate all ranging sources.
To create this definition, the government turned to the
This integrated approach addresses the main drawback
Aerospace Concept Design Center (CDC). Over the course of
of GPS today: availability. Every time a building or tree gets
the system definition phase, the CDC created a series of refbetween a user and a GPS satellite, the signal is blocked and
erence designs. It explored various concepts for incremental
the user has one less satellite with which to operate. When
“blocks” of satellites and for the preliminary impact of alterthe number of satellites in view drops below four, the GPS
native design elements. For example, after other trade studies
receiver cannot compute a precise location. The United States
determined the preferred frequency band for the new GPS III
can address this issue by launching more satellites, but it takes
crosslink, CDC studies examined the options for antenna
a great number of satellites to ensure that every user can naviplacement on the satellite and the numbers of crosslink transgate even when surrounded by tall buildings, mountainous
mitters. Additional studies defined concepts for dual launch
of GPS IIIA satellites, based upon the CDC baseline for satel- terrain, or trees. A radio device that can receive and process
these various types of signals, together with the ancillary
lite size and weight. Other studies incorporated proprietary
information necessary for navigation, might be heavier and
features from contractors to allow independent government
consume more power than today’s devices, but significant
evaluation.
benefits might make this cost acceptable.
Syntheses of opinions, facts, capabilities, and requireVehicle navigation, such as the taxi driver enjoys, would
ments into a development program also continue, as well as
upgrading and adding capability via GPS III, OCX (the future become far more precise in urban environments, such as
downtown Chicago, Manhattan, Tokyo, or Delhi. Soldiers
operational control segment), and MGUE (military GPS user
would be able to operate more effectively, calling for support
equipment). And the GPS that might be could take several
without having to leave the protection of cover. These benefits
forms as needs and visions evolve.
to the end users would come at a cost to the GPS satellite
Ubiquitous Radio Signals
operators, who would have to coordinate carefully with other
satellite providers to ensure that the signals do not interfere
The last 20 years have demonstrated the power of combining
with each other and that satellites are placed in optimal orbits
precise real-time positioning, geographical information (e.g.,
so that the various systems complement each other while still
maps), and communications. Civil and military applications
being able to operate as stand-alone systems. The launch comare increasingly highly integrated, rather than a stand-alone
GPS receiver that displays one person’s latitude and longitude. munity might feel a little less time pressure, since the delay of
a single additional satellite to a combined constellation of 60
This “wired world” can lead to highly flexible civil and milior even 120 satellites becomes less important.
tary applications that integrate positioning information from
many sources, not just GPS satellites. Cellphone networks,
No Satellite Signals
television stations, foreign satellite navigation systems, or
GPS could also evolve into a surveyor’s utility, with little or
roadside transponders all could supplement GPS satellites to
provide future positioning in populated areas. In remote areas, no use by actual end users. One way this might come about
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is through the proliferation of millions
of local beacons, each surveyed by GPS.
1200 km spot size, spot beam
Imagine if every highway reflector, every
antenna provides high-power
M-code signal support for
road stripe, every light switch, and every
navigation warfare support
electrical outlet contained a small beacon—perhaps something like the RFID
Integrity self-monitoring
(radio-frequency identification) chips
package to support aviation/
navigation approach
common in employee ID cards, antishopcapability
Ka-band, high-datalifting devices, and new passports. An inrate crosslinks for
expensive, low-powered device—perhaps
commanding of all
satellite vehicles
embedded in a watch or a cell phone—
Earth coverage L-band
would identify its proximity to these
payload provides
ubiquitous little “landmarks” and derive
navigation signals
position from this information. For this to
Wideband mission
work, all the little beacons would have to
data link for highbe surveyed—probably using GPS—and
data-rate space-toUHF crosslink provides
ground links
the user would need access to a network
backward compatibility
to get necessary information about the
beacons themselves.
This would require more work to set
The Aerospace Concept Design Center created a series of reference designs for GPS III, examining features such
as the number and placement of crosslink antennas.
up, but would provide exceptionally light
and inexpensive equipment. Not only
could a taxi navigate in a dense city—or
pushing the system to ever higher levels of performance rather
even in tunnels and under bridges—but
than solving the ever more complex scheduling problem of
also pedestrians could navigate to specific offices within multistory buildings. Soldiers fighting in surveyed cities would be which individual satellite needs to be uploaded from which
ground station.
able to use the same technology, but there would be a greater
burden on the military to provide ubiquitous small beacons in
remote jungles or deserts. The satellite operators and launch
Conclusion
communities would continue to operate as they do now, beAlthough they surely had ideas for how the system would be
cause the existing GPS architecture would be essential for
used by both military and civil users, the original architects of
surveying the locations of all the little beacons.
GPS could not have envisioned the myriad applications and
An “Internet” in the Sky
worldwide acceptance of GPS as the first truly global utility.
Aerospace is working with the government to investigate how Parts of their original vision for GPS have become reality, but
others have not. What GPS will become during its modernto employ new high-frequency, satellite-to-satellite crosslinks
ized era cannot be accurately predicted today; however, it can
to enhance the next generation of GPS III satellites. A conbe assumed that GPS will remain an engine of innovation in
cept under consideration would have future GPS III satellites,
position, navigation, and timing applications. Many of the
starting with GPS Block IIIB, sharing data with (and perbest applications of GPS are still to come.
haps ranging to) three or four of its fellow satellites that are
As of 2010, the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
equipped with new crosslinks. Because at least one of these
is fully operational, with 31 healthy satellites providing sersatellites would always be in view of the U.S.-based master
vice to civil and military users worldwide. This represents
control station, the satellite operators would have real-time
a remarkable success rate, not only in the development and
status, command, and control of every GPS satellite equipped
deployment of these spaceborne devices, but for the launch
with the new high-frequency, satellite-to-satellite crosslinks.
community as well. Aerospace participated in the launch of
This would usher in an unprecedented level of service. Any
the first experimental Block I satellite in February 1978, and
satellite with the new crosslinks that is performing even
in every one of the launch attempts thereafter—60 in all. Of
slightly below its optimal capability would instantly be dethese attempts, 58 have been successful—a remarkable record
tected and adjusted, enabling previously unsustainable levels
by any standard.
of accuracy, reliability, and availability.
The taxi might still wind up taking a wrong turn, but this
would most likely be caused by errors in the mapping software employed by the GPS receiver rather than something
wrong with the space portion of the system itself. And because the increased service would enable more airplanes to
travel at the same time and to arrive on time, the taxi driver
might see more fares to and from the airport. The U.S. and allied warfighters who trust their lives to GPS would be able to
do so with a higher degree of assurance. The operators of the
system would be able to focus on deploying new services and
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Research Horizons

Mission Oriented Investigation and Experimentation at Aerospace

The Vapor Cell Atomic Clock
Advanced atomic clocks, suitable for space deployment,
must allow for extended periods of autonomous constellation
operation, which enhances system robustness. Additionally,
advanced atomic clocks can lower a mission control station’s workload. Air Force space programs that depend on
precise timekeeping, such as GPS, Milstar, and Advanced
EHF (AEHF), place constraints of size, weight, power, and
environmental sensitivity on the spacecraft atomic frequency
standards.
James Camparo, Electronics and Photonics Laboratory,
said, “The specific objective of this effort is to develop prototypes of advanced rubidium vapor-cell and cesium atomicbeam spacecraft clocks, and to aim the development of these
prototypes toward improving performance while reducing the
overall size, weight, and power of the clock.” The development
of these prototypes is designed to help solve the scientific and
engineering problems confronting next-generation spacecraft
clocks. Those working on this effort also include John Coffer
and He Wang, both of the Photonics Technology Department.
The operation of an atomic clock requires the creation of
a population imbalance between two atomic states connected
by a microwave transition: the greater the imbalance, the better the frequency stability of the clock. In current rubidium
clocks, such as those used for GPS, the population imbalance is created by optical pumping with a discharge lamp.
For these devices, fractional population imbalances of ~0.1
percent are typical. Theoretical work conducted by Camparo
and his team has shown that the population imbalance could
be increased by nearly two orders of magnitude using a diode
laser. Additionally, efforts are underway to use coherent
(laser-induced) atomic excitation processes to generate atomic
clock signals without a population imbalance. These efforts
are aimed at chip-scale atomic clocks and take advantage of
a phenomenon called coherent population trapping (CPT).
While most research organizations focus on ground-based
standards, The Aerospace Corporation’s laser-pumped rubidium clock activities concentrate on compact devices suitable for space applications. Two significant problems in this
area include understanding the origin of excess noise in laserpumped clock signals (and developing means for its mitigation), and creating means for smart-clock technology (i.e., a
clock that senses and corrects perturbations that could lead to
frequency instability).
In the cesium-beam clocks used in GPS, Milstar, and
AEHF, a population imbalance between atomic states is
achieved by passing an atomic beam through state-selecting
magnets. These magnets transmit less than 1 percent of the
atoms in the beam. Previous studies prepared by The Aerospace Corporation showed that 100 percent of the beam could
be used if magnetic state selection was replaced with laser optical pumping. In addition to increasing clock signal, optical
state preparation uses the clock’s cesium supply efficiently,
increasing clock lifetime. Though laser-pumped beam clocks
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John Coffer, Jeremy Milne (in back), and James Camparo stand in front of their laserpumped, rubidium-atom, vapor-cell-clock test bed.

Michael Huang adjusts a diode laser used to generate an atomic clock signal. In this
experiment, the microwave signal is superimposed on an optical carrier, a technology that has allowed atomic clocks to reach "chip-scale" dimensions.

in many other laboratories are large instruments in carefully
controlled environments, the efforts at The Aerospace Corporation focus on compact, lightweight devices suitable for
spacecraft use.
A second major application of lasers in cesium beam
clocks relates to atomic momentum manipulation. Using
lasers to slow the speed of atoms (i.e., longitudinal cooling)
increases the time that the atoms spend in a microwave cavity,
thus narrowing the clock transition’s line shape. Transverse
cooling results in the beam’s collimation and “brightening,”
thus improving the clock’s signal-to-noise ratio. A significant
technological problem addressed in this area is the creation of
a cold, continuously operating (as opposed to pulsed) atomicbeam clock for use onboard spacecraft.
Camparo said, “Over the years, MOIE atomic clock investigations have provided the basis for continuous technical
support to the Air Force and national security space programs.
This support has primarily been to on-orbit anomaly resolution, assistance in manufacturer clock development efforts,
and simulations of system-level timekeeping.”
In the coming year, The Aerospace Corporation’s research
team will continue to operate its atomic-clock flight simulation test bed for Milstar/AEHF rubidium atomic clocks. In

particular, this will include exercising the rubidium clock
under stressing conditions and developing means to mimic the
behavior of a mixed Milstar/AEHF constellation. Also investigated is the operation of RF-discharge lamps that produce
the atomic signal in the rubidium clocks flown on Milstar,
AEHF, and GPS satellites. These investigations have shown
that RF power variations in the lamp’s circuitry primarily affect the lamp’s operation via heating of the rubidium vapor
within the lamp. This may have implications in explaining
anomalous on-orbit clock frequency jumps observed for a
number of GPS satellites. The team also continues to examine integrity monitoring for the GPS system, where the clock
autonomously senses that a problem has occurred and sets the
satellite’s navigation message to nonstandard code. While the
second harmonic signal from the rubidium clock is used as a
status-of-health indicator, it is not understood how this signal
depends on various clock parameters; research is aimed at addressing that question. Finally, the team constructed a Monte
Carlo simulation of AEHF system timekeeping and used it
to verify the contractor’s ability to meet certain system-level
requirements.

Bruce Lambert works on the dynamic infrared modulation transfer function measurement system.

Advanced Visible and Infrared
Focal-Plane Sensors
Space-based electro-optical (EO) imaging systems collect vast
quantities of data across various spectral regimes from a wide
range of orbital altitudes. These systems range in size and
complexity from units as small as consumer cameras to structures as large as NASA’s Webb infrared (IR) telescope/observatory with its 20-foot-diameter primary mirror. At the heart
of an EO system, focal-plane imaging chips convert optical
data into electronic analog (and eventually digital) signals for
each pixel.
An Aerospace study, “Advanced Visible and Infrared Sensors,” has been investigating characteristics of these devices—
in particular, signal, noise, and image quality. Funded by the
Mission Oriented Investigation and Experimentation (MOIE)
program, the study has examined how those properties are
analytically modeled, as well as their experimental characterization. The experimental work is particularly important in
diagnosing anomalies and design errors and in describing the
devices’ fundamental imaging properties, thus providing feedback for design improvement.
Terry Lomheim, distinguished engineer in the Sensor
Systems Subdivision, explained that “Visible and IR focalplane devices are complex, mixed-mode (analog and digital)
light-sensing integrated circuits (ICs). The most familiar
ones—charge-coupled devices (CCD) and complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) focal planes designed
for detecting light in visible wavelengths—are part of cell
phone cameras, camcorders, and digital still cameras. They
consist of single (monolithic) silicon IC chips with numerous pixels wherein light enters through the frontside of the
device.” Lomheim is the team’s principal investigator, and his

Jonathan Bray aligns the precision small pixel spot scan apparatus.

coinvestigators are Jonathan Bray and Bruce Lambert of the
EO Device Evaluation Lab and Jerry Johnson and Jeff Harbold of the Visible and IR Sensor Systems Department.
One motivation behind the project, Lomheim noted, is
the fact that lower payload mass, power, and volume result
in lower sensor-system life-cycle costs: “Smaller payload
mass and power level increase compatibility with commercial
spacecraft buses, for instance, and allow the use of lowercost launch systems,” he said. “Improved radiation hardness
may allow the use of orbital altitudes that are associated with
higher space radiation dose levels, but are more cost-effective
in terms of overall sensor constellation architecture.” Moreover, he said, advances in payload signal processing can
reduce the cost of ground systems. “Visible and IR camera
systems that collect images in many spectral bands, measure
changes in the polarization of light, or operate at extremely
low light levels all might enhance the information-extraction
ability—and therefore the utility—of space EO sensor
missions.”
The DOD and NASA have used advanced versions of
these devices for several decades, and the architectures are
maturing, with higher detection efficiencies, improved sensitivity, higher frame rate (the rate at which unique images are
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consecutively produced), larger pixel formats, and on-chip
analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). On-chip ADC enables
these devices to operate in a “photons in, bits out” manner.
Advanced devices include extremely thin silicon imagers
that collect light through the backside for enhanced, as well as
hybrid imagers. In the hybrid imagers, a grid of light-sensing
pixels is mated to a corresponding grid of pixel unit cells inside a readout integrated circuit (ROIC). These pixel unit cells
process the signal photocurrent, converting it to signals in the
voltage domain. Each one contains a photocurrent/chargeto-voltage conversion preamplifier with a minimum of three
transistors.
The wide variety of EO camera applications dictates a
wide diversity of focal-plane requirements for parameters
such as line rate, frame rate, dynamic range, linearity, operability, noise/sensitivity levels, and radiation hardness. As a
result, a broad range of operating characteristics is needed,
one that includes distinctly different focal-plane pixel unit cell
electronics, multiplexing circuits, numbers of ADCs, operating modes, and operating temperatures. Aerospace has been
examining how to optimize focal-plane designs to meet the
appropriate signal-to-noise and image-quality requirements
despite the limitations of the detecting material technologies
and the IC manufacturing process.
In the area of advanced signal and noise modeling, Lomheim’s team has concentrated on focal plane arrays (FPAs)
with built-in ADC capability, novel unit cell ROICs, circuits
optimized for processing multispectral and hyperspectral
data, and new detector technologies that span the visible to
longwave IR region. Special pixel unit cells capable of wide
dynamic range and low noise may further enhance these
applications.
In 2009, the team also concentrated on perceptive signal
and noise models on focal-plane devices that use smaller photolithographic design features. These devices will be manufactured using 0.18 micron CMOS design rules and must
function at cryogenic temperatures. This represents a new operating regime for the key transistors in the mixed-mode pixel
unit cell circuits.
Aerospace is also studying image-quality measurements.
CCD visible focal-plane technology—the workhorse for advanced imaging systems since the mid- to late 1970s—is gradually being replaced by frontside- and backside-illuminated
monolithic CMOS and hybrid silicon PIN visible focal-plane
approaches. (A PIN photodiode serves as a light-receiving element to convert an optical signal into an electrical one.) New
system applications of interest include panchromatic and multispectral sensors that require large-area, high-frame-rate twodimensional arrays also capable of ultrawide dynamic range
(i.e., full sunlight to night imaging). Key figures of merit for
these focal planes include the modulation transfer function
(MTF) or, equivalently, the point spread function (PSF); noise
floor; well capacity; and uncorrected pixel gain and offset
nonuniformity effects. Precise characterization of these parameters for a high-performance visible focal plane requires
precise multicolor calibration of the optical system. Image
quality is sensitive to spatial noise effects, which are determined empirically by nonuniformity and nonlinearity characterization over the pixel dynamic range. When the low end of
this dynamic range covers lunar illumination, simulation in a
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laboratory setting requires optical setups involving multiple
light sources and extreme “light tightness.”
In another image-quality measurement activity, Aerospace’s MTF and spot-scan characterization capabilities have
been refined to enable precision-staring pixel spot-scanning
over a wide range of spectral wavelengths. In this technique, a
small spot of light is generated and moved around a pixel for
diagnostic purposes. The Aerospace effort involved a confocal microscopic setup aimed at detailed pixel inspection in
support of the spot-scanning work. The work of Lomheim’s
team improves the corporation’s ability to cover these new
measurement regimes to support SMC and other customers
developing large, small-pixel visible/IR focal planes for an
ultrawide dynamic range.
The MOIE project has scrutinized the process of modeling the focal plane sensors, with productive results. Understanding the properties of new imaging devices is vital to the
design and planning of imaging systems, and one way Aerospace is achieving this understanding is through modeling the
spectral MTF and PSF characteristics of the latest focal-plane
pixel designs. The MTF, a numeric value, characterizes the
response of the array to increasing spatial detail in the scene
being observed. The PSF describes a system’s response to a
point source, like a star. Such modeling will provide crucial
design guidance in the development of these large arrays.
In CMOS visible imager MTF and PSF modeling,
Aerospace has refined numerical two-dimensional Fourier
transform methodology for converting empirical spot-scan–
generated PSF data to a precision MTF description of a pixel
response. This has proven successful and has clarified certain
effects, thought to have been data anomalies, as real physical effects in the pixel response. The effort employed a new
process involving the mapping of multipixel data into a single
effective pixel grid. This allows much shorter data-collection
times and avoids data uncertainties associated with systematic
drifts and slow instabilities in the spot-scanning optical setup.
The effort also demonstrated how model development directly
affects experimental research work and vice versa.
The Aerospace sensor project has completed a significant
upgrade to its experimental color-dependent spot-scan capability. The updated configuration includes additional diagnostic tools that more completely characterize the operation of
the system and a confocal microscope fitted into the optical
system for more precise determination of spot focus. The new
configuration permits acquisition of highly accurate and repeatable wavelength-dependent pixel response data with timereduction factors as high as 100.
Aerospace used two independent experimental techniques
to derive wavelength-dependent MTF data for two CMOS imagers: a tilted-knife-edge method, with an Offner relay optical
reimaging system, and the spot-scanning method described
above. These techniques quantified the impact of design and
manufacturing variations on the color-dependent MTF characteristics of the imagers. Specific diffusion-related and pixel
circuitry layout effects were precisely correlated to the measured spectrally dependent MTF degradation.
This MOIE project’s improved, efficient MTF/PSF laboratory characterization capability has enabled the detailed colordependent characterization of a frontside-illuminated CMOS
imager (developed by JPL) using precision spot-scanning and

corresponding/confirming tilted-knife-edge MTF characterization. Lomheim described the imager’s electronics: “This
CMOS imager has a spacing between adjacent photodiode
pixels of 9 microns. Its photodiodes are formed between an
n well and p epitaxial layer, characterized by a lower doping
level and hence a much deeper depletion depth that would
prevail for typical cell phone camera CMOS imagers. For this
device, the photodiode area is inscribed toward the center of a
pixel pitch and surrounded by pixel electronics and an opaque
contact along one direction and pairs of overlying metal lines
along the orthogonal direction.”
This type of detailed pixel-level examination of the relationship between the device manufacturing layer parametrics
and the imager’s EO imaging capability is essential to improving this technology and guiding it toward the future goals
and requirements of Aerospace customers.
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Simplified frequency-agile midwave-infrared source concept with optical parametric
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Lasers For Space Applications
In 1971, Aerospace performed its first illumination of a
Defense Support Program satellite in orbit to calibrate the
sensor on board. The illumination from the ground was accomplished with a hydrogen fluoride (HF) laser, which emits
light near 3 microns. For the next 25 years, this laser was used
for all Aerospace satellite illuminations and became the cornerstone of Aerospace’s laser beacon effort. Aerospace’s success led to an increasing demand for this capability, as well as
the desire to illuminate satellites from multiple ground sites.
This prompted the need to develop a more reliable, transportable, and user-friendly replacement for the HF laser. By the
mid-1990s, an Aerospace Mission Oriented Investigation and
Experimentation (MOIE) effort began for this purpose, and
led to the development and implementation of two solid-state
3-micron sources—an Er:YAG laser and an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO). World-record output power and efficiencies
were achieved with both devices.
Ongoing research involves the evaluation and development
of new laser technologies for improving defense capabilities
in remote sensing and satellite sensor calibration.
“Our most recent laser development efforts have focused
on a 3-micron wavelength-agile source for remote detection
of toxic chemical species; a narrowband eye-safe 1.6-micron
laser for various light detection and ranging (LIDAR) applications, including cloud, wind, and plume detection; and
a 4.5-micron laser source for national security space applications,” said Todd Rose, principal investigator of the project
and laboratory manager in the Photonics Technology Department (PTD). Coinvestigators from PTD include DaWun Chen,
senior scientist, and Steven Beck, department director.
“Frequency-agile laser sources are useful for remote
sensing applications that use differential absorption LIDAR,
or DIAL, to detect trace chemical species in the gas phase.
DIAL can be used to track plumes of toxic industrial chemical vapor formed by accidental or adversary-caused release
near populated areas or other areas of interest. Detection of
multiple species in a timely manner requires laser systems
whose frequency (color) can be tuned quickly and accurately
to select spectral absorption features of target gas species,”
Rose said. The team is working on a rapidly tunable 3-micron DIAL source, which is based on a nonlinear optical
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Aerospace-developed narrowband Er:YAG laser seed source. An Er:YAG crystal is
configured in a nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) geometry to achieve narrowband
output at 1645 nanometers with a line width less than 1 megahertz. The output of
the NPRO will seed a larger Q-switched laser to generate high-peak-power narrowband pulses for eye-safe LIDAR applications. The observable green emission,
derived from an optical upconversion process, traces the infrared optical path within
the NPRO resonator.

approach called difference frequency generation and optical
amplification. “The goal of this effort is to demonstrate a 10watt wavelength-agile system using an available high-power
37-kilohertz-repetition-rate Nd:YAG laser pump and commercially available telecom tunable laser diodes,” Rose said.
For defense applications, a tunable OPO is being developed to provide output near 4.5 micron. This device will be
pumped with a 20-watt, 1.9-micron thulium fiber laser and
will generate midwave-infrared output via a nonlinear optical
process similar to difference frequency generation. A second
approach using a pulsed holmium YAG laser to pump and
OPO is also being pursued. Other LIDAR applications, such
as the characterization of winds in the vicinity of aircraft or
target identification on a battlefield, necessitate the use of
eye-safe sources. A compact narrowband Q-switched (pulsed)
Er:YAG laser is being constructed for this purpose. A key
component of this laser system is a new Aerospace-developed
nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) that provides narrowband
seed light at 1.6 micron. This is the first demonstration of an
NPRO operating in this important eye-safe wavelength region.
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al., “The Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric Detection
System Experiment on the ISS: Mission Overview,” Proceedings of the SPIE—The International Society for Optical
Engineering, Vol. 7438, p. 74380X (Aug. 2009).
R. L. Bishop, P. R. Straus, A. B. Christensen, J. H. Hecht, et
al., “The Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric Detection
System on the ISS: Sensor Performance and Space Weather
Applications From the Extreme to the Near Ultraviolet,”
Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 7438, p. 74380Y (Aug.
2009).
J. D. Bray, K. M. Gaab, B. M. Lambert, and T. S. Lomheim,
“Improvements to Spectral Spot-Scanning Technique for
Accurate and Efficient Data Acquisition,” Proceedings of
the SPIE, Vol. 7405, p. 74050L (Aug. 2009).

Power Laser Diodes,” Microscopy and Microanalysis, Vol.
15, No. S2, pp. 598–599 (July 2009).
J. M. Geis, J. Lang, L. A. Peterson, F. A. Roybal, et al., “Collaborative Design and Analysis of Electro-Optical Sensors,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 7427, p. 74270H (Aug.
2009).
J. S. George, R. Koga, and M. P. Zakrzewski, “Single Event
Effects Tests on the Actel RTAX2000S FPGA,” 2009 IEEE
Radiation Effects Data Workshop, pp. 140–147 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
T. P. Graves, R. Spektor, P. T. Stout, et al., “Transient-Mode
Multipactor Discharge,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 16, No. 8,
p. 083502 (Aug. 2009).
J. H. Hecht, R. Walterscheid, et al., “Backscatter Lidar Observations of Lower Tropospheric Dynamics during Southern
California Wildfires,” Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,
Vol. 66, No. 7, pp. 2116–2124 (July 2009).
M. A. Hopkins, “Editorial Conference Comments by the General Chairman,” IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,
Vol. 56, No. 6, pp. 3018–3020 (Dec. 2009).
J. F. Johnson and T. S. Lomheim, “Focal-Plane Signal and
Noise Model—CTIA ROIC,” IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol. 56, No. 11, pp. 2506–2515 (Nov. 2009).

J. D. Bray, L. W. Schumann, and T. S. Lomheim, “Front-Side
Illuminated CMOS Spectral Pixel Response and Modulation Transfer Function Characterization: Impact of Pixel
Layout Details and Pixel Depletion Volume,” Proceedings
of the SPIE, Vol. 7405, p. 74050Q (Aug. 2009).

H. A. Katzman, F. D. Ross, and P. R. Valenzuela, “Resiliency
of Silicone O-Rings,” Journal of Applied Polymer Science,
Vol. 114, No. 2, pp. 843–846 (Oct. 2009).

Y. C. Chan, S. K. Karuza, A. M. Young, J. C. Camparo, et
al., “Self-Monitoring and Self-Assessing Atomic Clocks,”
IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement,
Vol. 59, No. 2, pp. 330–334 (Feb. 2010).

S. Kenderian, O. Esquivel, K. R. Olson, and E. C. Johnson,
“A General Overview of Some Nondestructive Evaluation
(NDE) Techniques for Materials Characterization,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 7425, p. 742506 (Aug. 2009).

J. H. Clemmons, L. M. Friesen, N. Katz, Y. Dotan, R. L.
Bishop, et al., “The Ionization Gauge Investigation for the
Streak Mission,” Space Science Reviews, Vol. 145, No. 3–4,
pp. 263–283 (July 2009).

S. Kenderian, Y. M. Kim, E. C. Johnson, and I. A. Palusinski,
“NDE Methods for Determining the Materials Properties of
Silicon Carbide Plates,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 7425,
p. 742507 (Aug. 2009).

S. A. Cota, C. J. Florio, D. J. Duvall, and M. A. Leon, “The
Use of the General Image Quality Equation in the Design
and Evaluation of Imaging Systems,” Proceedings of the
SPIE, Vol. 7458, p. 74580H (Aug. 2009).

R. Koga, P. Yu, K. B. Crawford, J. S. George, and M. P. Zakrzewski, “Synergistic Effects of Total Ionizing Dose on
SEU Sensitive SRAMs,” 2009 IEEE Radiation Effects Data
Workshop, pp. 127–132 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).

J. D. Desain and B. B. Brady, “Thermal Conductivity of Liquid
Hydrazine (N2H4) at 293.2 Kelvin and 0.101 to 2.068 Mega
pascals,” Journal of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, Vol.
23, No. 4, pp. 828–835 (Dec. 2009).

T. T. Lam et al., “Heat Conduction in Two-Dimensional Slabs
Subjected to Spatially Decaying Laser Pulses,” Journal of
Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, Vol. 23, No. 1, pp. 18–27
(Mar. 2009).

K. D. Diamant, “Resonant Cavity Plasma Electron Source,”
IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, Vol. 37, No. 8, pp.
1558–1562 (Aug. 2009).

B. M. Lambert and J. M. Harbold, “Experimental Methods for
Measurement of the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
for Time-Delay-and-Integrate (TDI) Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Image Sensors,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol.
7405, p. 74050M (Aug. 2009).

B. J. Foran, N. A. Ives, T. S. Yeoh, M. J. Brodie, Y. Sin, N.
Presser, M. S. Mason, and S. Moss, “Tomographic Characterization of Dislocations in Failure Regions of Broad Area
InGaAs/AlGaAs Strained Layer Single Quantum Well High
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J. R. Lince, H. I. Kim, P. M. Adams, et al., “CSA Materials Research Database with METADEX,” Thin Solid Films, Vol.
517, No. 18, pp. 5516–5522 (July 2009).

J. R. Lince, H. I. Kim, P. M. Adams, et al., “Nanostructural,
Electrical, and Tribological Properties of Composite AuMoS2 Coatings,” Thin Solid Films, Vol. 517, No. 18, pp.
5516–5522 (Switzerland, 2009).
F. E. Livingston et al., “Pyroelectric Films Synthesized by
Low-Temperatures and Laser-Processed for Uncooled
Infrared Detector Applications,” 2009 International Semiconductor Device Research Symposium (ISDRS 2009), p. 2
(Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
N. Melamed, W. H. Ailor, W. S. Campbell, et al., “Ground
Assisted Rendezvous with Geosynchronous Satellites for
the Disposal of Space Debris by Means of Earth-Oriented
Tethers,” Acta Astronautica, Vol. 64, No. 9–10, pp. 946–951
(June 2009).
M. J. O’Brien, A. R. De La Cruz, Ching-Yao Tang, and I. A.
Palusinski, “Proof Load Testing of Lightweight Silicon
Carbide Mirror Substrates,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol.
7425, p. 74250A (Aug. 2009).
R. J. Rudy, D. K. Lynch, C. C. Venturini, S. M. Mazuk, R. C.
Puetter, et al., “Toward Understanding the B[e] Phenomenon. III. Properties of the Optical Counterpart of IRAS
00470+6429,” Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 700, No. 1, pp.
209–220 (July 2009).
B. H. Sako, A. M. Kabe, and S. S. Lee, “Statistical Combination of Time-Varying Loads,” AIAA Journal, Vol. 47, No.
10, pp. 2338–2349 (Oct. 2009).
R. N. Schwartz, H. G. Muller, P. D. Fuqua, J. D. Barrie, and
R. B. Pan, “UV-Activated Paramagnetic Centers in HighKappa Zirconia-Silica Thin Films,” Physical Review B
(Condensed Matter and Materials Physics), Vol. 80, No. 13,
p. 134102 (Oct. 2009).
R. Scrofano, P. R. Anderson, J. P. Seidel, J. D. Train, G. H.
Wang, L. R. Abramowitz, J. A. Bannister, et al., “SpaceBased Local Area Network,” MILCOM 2009—2009 IEEE
Military Communications Conference, p. 901709 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
G. A. Sefler, G. C. Valley, et al., “Photonic Bandwidth Compression Front End for Digital Oscilloscopes,” Journal of
Lightwave Technology, Vol. 27, No. 22, pp. 5073–5077
(Nov. 2009).
E. M. Sims, “History of the Department of Defense Space Test
Program,” AAS History Series, Vol. 30, History of Rocketry
and Astronautics, pp. 265–278 (2009).
J. R. Srour, J. W. Palko, S. H. Liu, J. C. Nocerino, et al., “Radiation Effects and Annealing Studies on Amorphous Silicon
Solar Cells,” IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol.
56, No. 6, pp. 3300–3306 (Dec. 2009).
S. A. Sutton and J. Betser, “Knowledge Management Guided
by Economic Valuation Models,” 2009 Third IEEE International Conference on Space Mission Challenges for

Information Technology (SMC-IT 2009), pp. 289–296 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
G. C. Valley, R. H. Walden, et al., “Power Scaling in Photonic
Time-Stretched Analog-to-Digital Converters,” 2009 IEEE
Avionics, Fiber-Optics and Phototonics and Photonics
Technology Conference, pp. 5–6 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
N. S. Wagner et al., “BER Performance of MUOS U2B
Downlink for Various Phase Noise Profiles,” MILCOM
2009—2009 IEEE Military Communications Conference, p.
7 (Piscataway, NJ, 2009).
D. B. Witkin and I. A. Palusinski, “Material Testing of Silicon
Carbide Mirrors,” Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 7425, p.
742509 (Aug. 2009).
M. A. Zurbuchen et al., “Crossover in Thermal Transport
Properties of Natural, Perovskite-Structured Superlattices,”
Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 95, No. 16, p. 161906 (Oct.
2009).

Patents
H. S. Hou, “Integrated Lifting Wavelet Transform,” U.S. Patent
No. 7,552,160, June 2009.
The so-called lifting method for integer-to-integer wavelet transforms provides a powerful tool for lossless image
compression—but its performance can be affected by the
number of lifting steps. This wavelet transform requires
fewer steps than traditional versions. It comprises four lifting stages to transform the input into a fourth highpass and
a fourth lowpass output and an integrated lifting stage for
processing these outputs into an integrated highpass and an
integrated lowpass output. A scalar is applied to the fourth
lowpass output prior to adding. When the scalar is equal
to one, the integrated outputs are lossless; when it is not
equal to one, the outputs are lossy. The lifting steps reduce
the overall rounding errors incurred in the real-to-integer
conversion process, which improves the prediction of image
edges and increases the compression ratio.
P. L. Smith, “GPS Airborne Target Geolocating Method,” U.S.
Patent No. RE40,800, June 2009.
Stationary beacons, including stars, are used as reference
points to geolocate targets for military operations. This invention provides a method for using GPS satellites instead
of stationary beacons. In a typical implementation, a higheraltitude vehicle hosts a reference beacon pointed at a loweraltitude vehicle that serves as a sensor platform for simultaneously imaging the higher-altitude beacon and target. The
beacon sensor boresight is precisely aligned with the sensor
boresight on the lower-altitude sensor platform, which uses
relative GPS techniques to accurately geolocate the target
relative to the GPS grid. This invention can be applied to
the development of very low-cost short-range terminal
seekers for precision-guided bombs. The method can also
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be used in other applications where improved boresighting
accuracy is required and relative GPS navigation techniques
can be employed. This patent is a reissue of a patent issued
in March 2003.
W. E. Lillo et al., “Binary Offset Carrier M-Code Envelope
Detector,” U.S. Patent No. 7,555,033, June 2009.
The code-tracking loops in traditional code-division multiple-access (CDMA) spread-spectrum systems are usually
based on steepest-ascent algorithms. Code-tracking loops
are used to align a replica code with the incoming code of
the received signal; however, the correlation envelope in
a binary offset carrier (BOC) signal (such as the M code)
does not result in a single correlation peak. Therefore, the
phase tracking of BOC codes is subject to errors because
the receiver can lock on to the incorrect peak. This invention improves the tracking and receiving of M-code signals
and their modulation by singling out the peak correlation.
An envelope detector receives an incoming BOC signal and
generates inphase and quadraphase BOC signals, separated
by an offset. The generated signals each have ambiguous
correlation envelopes; combining them provides a nearly
unimodal correlation function. The detector is further
improved through the use of code replicas having narrow
partial chip phases, such as 1/8 chip phases, for providing
nearly linear code-phase error tracking.
W. H. Ailor, III, “Spacecraft Hardware Tracker,” U.S. Patent
No. 7,557,753, July 2009.
Modern vehicle tracking systems collect GPS data from
a vehicle and transmit it via satellite to a collection point.
This invention applies this type of tracking to launch hardware such as in-line fuel stages, external fuel tanks, payload
fairings, and external solid rocket boosters. A primary goal
is to facilitate location of impact points of launch hardware
that is not designed to reach orbit. Many different launch
vehicles can be fitted with lightweight, autonomous tracking devices that require only attachment, but no other service from the launch vehicle. The tracker would include its
own power supply, GPS receiver, data recorder, and transmitter, enabling it to return trajectory and other data spanning from launch to impact.
G. F. Hawkins, M. J. O’Brien, “Sound Suppression Material
and Method,” U.S. Patent No. 7,565,950, July 2009.
Noise suppression generally involves either passive systems, which deflect sounds or absorb them in porous material, or active systems, which cancel sounds by generating
other sounds that are out of phase with the originals. This
invention describes a new approach: a sound-suppression
material that selectively changes the sound passing through
it and uses it to destructively cancel all sound in a large
area. The material comprises a base and a flexible member
coupled by a passive mechanism. The passive mechanism
includes levers configured to deform longitudinally and
laterally and to rotate in response to sound pressure. Thus,
sound pressure at the base causes the connecting mechanism to pull portions of the flexible member toward the
base, thereby shifting the phase of sound waves passing
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through so that they destructively interfere with sound
waves passing through other portions of the flexible member. The material could be made light enough for use in
weight-sensitive applications.
A. A. Moulthrop, M. S. Muha, and C. P. Silva, “Baseband
Time-Domain Communications Method,” U.S. Patent No.
7,583,759, Sept. 2009.
Modulated microwave signals can transmit high-bandwidth
data from a ground transmitter to a satellite and back
again. Such signals must be accurately measured for optimal performance. Modulated microwave signals are also
used to characterize devices (such as power amplifiers) in
communication systems that must accurately receive and
measure nonlinear signals. This patent describes a system
for minimizing inaccuracies in time-domain measurements
of microwave communications signals and for removing
the effects of downconverter imbalances in communication
receivers. The technique entails converting the signal to a
complex baseband signal composed of I and Q components
that differ by π/2 phase shifts of a carrier signal provided
by a local oscillator or carrier tracking loop. The baseband
signal is measured or sampled twice using different phase
shifts. Any I and Q imbalances and nonlinearities are indicated by differences between the two measured or sampled
signals. The imbalance errors can be reduced by averaging
the measurements and by optimizing the measurement system, achieving a level of accuracy sufficient for modeling
communications systems.
S. H. Raghavan, J. K. Holmes, and K. P. Maine, “Code Division Multiple Access Enhanced Capacity System,” U.S.
Patent No. 7,586,972, Sept. 2009.
Code division multiple access (CDMA) communication
systems have limited channel capacity due to the presence
of CDMA noise. This invention allows for CDMAs to overlap codes so that they can work together and increase channel capacity. The CDMA spread-spectrum communication
system uses two different signal spectra generated by two
different code formats—NRZ for providing nonsplit spectra with a center peak, and Manchester for providing split
spectra with a center null. The spectra are combined during transmission as a CDMA communication signal with a
composite spectrum.
R. B. Dybdal and S. J. Curry, “Coherently Combined Antennas,” U.S. Patent No. 7,602,336, Oct. 2009.
The capability of an antenna to receive low-level signals is
limited by the antenna gain and system noise temperature.
Greater capability can be obtained through a high-gain
antenna—but high-gain antennas are expensive. This invention describes a way to make many smaller separate
antennas work together as one large high-gain antenna. The
process involves transmitting a wide-bandwidth pseudorandom calibration code from the signal source. The system
electronics use the pseudorandom code to determine time
delays of signals incident upon the distributed antenna elements. The signals from each element can then be corrected
for amplitude and phase imperfections and coherently

combined using fixed and variable true-time delay. The
source signal can be transmitted separately or modulated
onto the calibration code.
D. W. Warren, “Compact, High-Throughput Spectrometer Apparatus for Hyperspectral Remote Sensing,” U.S. Patent No.
7,609,381, Oct. 2009.
The Dyson spectrometer form, comprising a concave diffraction grating and single thick lens, has the potential to
deliver good imaging performance and high sensitivity in a
simple, compact configuration suitable for hyperspectral remote sensing from aircraft and satellites. To have the highest sensitivity, the classical Dyson spectrometer requires the
output position to be in close proximity to the lens element,
complicating placement of an electronic focal plane detector. This invention, by incorporating an additional correcting lens in the optical path, provides greater relief and
placement flexibility for the focal plane without sacrificing
performance.
H. S. Hou, “Haar Wavelet Transform Embedded Lossless
Type II Discrete Cosine Transform,” “Haar Wavelet Transform Embedded Lossless Type IV Discrete Cosine Transform,” and “Shared Haar Wavelet Transform,” U.S. Patent
Nos. 7,613,761, 7,634,525, and 7,640,283, Nov./Dec. 2009.
One of the major drawbacks of discrete cosine transforms
(DCTs) is that they produce floating-point coefficients that
have to be converted into integers. In the process, information is discarded, resulting in highly lossy data. Moreover,
DCTs are implemented as single functions, so they do not
share resources with other transforms. Information loss
due to rounding integers can never be retrieved; however,
combining the type-II and type-IV DCTs with the Haar
wavelet transform allows for lossless transformation. In
one configuration, a nonlinear (lossless) type-II or type IV
DCT is configured as a cascade connection of a front-end
shared Haar transform having many word pair-wise rotations and a back-end appended DCT. In another configuration, a shared Haar transform (which uses fix angular word
pair-wise rotations) is combined in cascade fashion with
an appended Haar transform (which uses adaptive angular
word pair-wise rotations) to produce an extended Haar
transform with increased decorrelation power. In all configurations, the integer-to-integer transforms are integrated
using nonlinear lifting stages which are reversible, making
the overall transforms lossless during forward and inverse
transformations.

channel. When activated, the Peltier devices apply a hydraulic force against the membranes to deform them, thereby
closing or opening the flow channel.
J. P. McKay et al., “Switched Combiner GPS Receiver System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,663,548, Feb. 2010.
The use of GPS for launch vehicle tracking often requires
the use of multiple GPS receivers to ensure a strong and
continuous signal. This system provides an economical way
to employ several antennas with a single receiver. The antennas are mounted on opposite sides of the launch vehicle.
A microwave hybrid combiner receives the antenna signals
and generates two outputs representing their sum and difference. These outputs are fed into a single-pole, double-throw
switch that toggles between them at a constant or periodic
rate. The output of the switch is fed into the GPS receiver.
The invention eliminates signal drop-outs and increases signal gain with minimal cost and complexity.
W. E. Lillo, M. Gollakota, R. K. Douglas, et al., “Ultratight
Navigation Observation Lock Detector,” U.S. Patent No.
7,680,221, Mar. 2010.
GPS systems for critical applications are often coupled
with inertial navigation systems to increase resistance to
jamming or interference. When the inertial measurements
of a navigation processor are used with a GPS signal tracking and acquisition system, the system is said to be tightly
coupled. A refinement of this technique is known as ultratight coupling; in this case, the receiver does not attempt to
control code replicas for exact code phase alignment with
the incoming signal but merely seeks to observe the deviation of the incoming signal from locally generated replicas
and feed that information back to the code replica generators. One problem with ultratight receivers is that they do
not lock onto the incoming signal, so lock detectors cannot
be used for signal validation. This invention describes a
method for validating signals in ultratight receivers. It employs an observation lock detector that receives quadrature
(I and Q) correlations from a correlator as well as residual
estimates from a prefilter and noise estimates from a noise
estimator. This information is transformed into correlation
outputs that are then communicated to a conventional lock
detector to validate the signal being fed to the Kalman filter.
The process improves GPS receiver performance in low
signal-to-noise environments; in addition, any errors detected can be used as a measure of performance.

R. P. Welle, “Electro-Hydraulic Valve Apparatuses,” U.S. Patent No. 7,650,910, Jan. 2010.
Microfluidic channels in bioanalytical devices are frequently controlled using miniature pneumatic valves; however, these valves do not always provide sufficient precision
and reliability. This invention describes an electro-hydraulic
valve that gives more control than a comparable pneumatic
unit. Created in an elastomeric material, the valve is designed with a flow channel that is crossed by a hydraulic
control channel. Two Peltier devices are attached to flexible
membranes that separate the control channel from the flow
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Contributors
What GPS Might Have Been—and Could Become

DMSP Instruments: A 50-Year Legacy

John E. Clark (below left), Principal Director, Space Systems, Navigation Division. His directorate oversees the
design, development, assembly, test, and launch of Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites. Clark joined Aerospace as a
member of the technical staff in 1979, working in the Energy
Conservation Directorate in Government Support Operations.
While there, he reviewed the development of advanced automotive engine technologies for the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S Army tank-automotive command. In 1985,
he joined the GPS program office, System Engineering Directorate. Since then, he has worked on a series of assignments
ranging from development of new sensors for the Nuclear
Detonation Detection System to sustainment planning and architecture studies to support the ongoing capability upgrades
to GPS. Clark received his bachelor’s degree in physics and
his master’s in general engineering from UCLA.

Donald J. Boucher Jr.
(right), Principal Engineer/Scientist, Meteorological Satellite Systems,
joined Aerospace in May
1976 working in the
Space Sciences Laboratory, where he assisted in
the development of scientific analysis software.
He joined the Defense
Meteorological Satellite
Program office in 1983 working to develop and field the Satellite Data Handling System at the Air Force Weather Agency.
Boucher has served as section manager and systems director
in the Sensors Directorate, where he worked on microwave
instruments and scientific ground processing software. He has
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in meteorology from UCLA.

John V. Langer (below center), Principal Director for GPS
User Systems, Navigation Division, is responsible for the
success of the military user equipment efforts of the GPS
Wing, including the development of the next generation of
modernized GPS equipment as well as ensuring availability
and robustness of current capabilities. Prior to his position in
the GPS user segment, he was the chief engineer for the GPS
III program. In addition to previous Crosslink contributions,
he has written technical papers on integrity improvements for
the GPS control segment. He joined Aerospace in 1987 and
has a master’s degree in mathematics from the University of
Washington, Seattle.
Thomas D. Powell (below right), Systems Director, Navigation Division, first joined Aerospace in 1987, and then returned after graduate school in 1995, where he worked in the
Satellite Navigation Department within the Engineering and
Technology Group. He transferred to the Navigation Division
in 2000. Powell has supported the GPS Wing on next-generation military handheld GPS receivers, has provided technical
expertise to the Office of the Undersecretary of the Air Force
in Washington, D.C., and currently supports GPS systems engineering. Powell has a Ph.D. in aerospace engineering from
UCLA.

Anthony T. Stier, Associate Member of the Technical Staff,
Advanced Environmental Applications, Meteorological Satellite Systems, joined Aerospace in 2003 and has supported the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program office in the areas
of remote sensing and data exploitation. He has a bachelor’s
degree in geography and environmental studies from UCLA.

Military Satellite Communications: Then and Now
Michael J. Riccio (left),
Systems Director, System Requirements and
Architecture, Navigation
Division, is responsible
for GPS system requirements, architecture, and
integration and testing.
Prior to this, Riccio
worked in the MILSATCOM Division, most
recently as associate systems director for the TSAT space segment. Riccio has taught
a systems engineering course at The Aerospace Institute, and
has bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical engineering.
He joined Aerospace in 1987.
Maurice A. (Mak) King, Distinguished Engineer, MILSATCOM Division, has held a variety of managerial and staff positions at Aerospace, including his current honorary position.
He has contributed chapters to two books on satellite communications and has published in several journals and for many
conference publications. King began his work with Aerospace
in 1976 in the area of advanced communication system design
and analysis. He received his bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering from Iowa State University, and a master’s in engineering and Ph.D. in communications theory from UCLA.
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Launch Vehicles Then and Now: 50 Years of Evolution

NASA and The Aerospace Corporation

Randolph L. Kendall
(left), General Manager, Launch Systems
Division, is responsible for management
of Aerospace systems
engineering support to
the Delta IV and Atlas
V programs, as well as
Space Launch Operations support to NASA
and other civil and commercial programs. He joined Aerospace in 1988 as a member
of the technical staff and has supported a variety of spacecraft
and launch vehicle programs. Kendall earned bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in aerospace engineering from the University
of Michigan, and a master’s in business administration from
California State University, Long Beach. He is a senior member of AIAA and serves on the Space Transportation Technical Committee.

David A. Bearden, General Manager,
NASA and Other Civil Programs, has
supported many NASA interplanetary
and Earth-science programs. In 2006,
he shared The Aerospace Corporation’s
President’s Achievement Award for leading the Hubble Space Telescope Servicing Analysis of Alternatives. He was
also the recipient of the Aviation Week
& Space Technology Annual Aerospace
Laurels in 2000. Bearden joined Aerospace in 1991, and has a
Ph.D. in aerospace engineering from the University of Southern California.

Peter L. Portanova, Principal Engineer/Scientist, Launch,
was the first principal director for EELV, and has been
working at Aerospace for more than 47 years. He has held
positions of increasing responsibility in the areas of systems engineering, integration, and management. His work
assignments have included the Titan III, the space shuttle at
Vandenberg Air Force Base, advanced launch vehicle studies, Pentagon work in the Office of the Undersecretary of
Defense, and the 1994 Space Launch Modernization Plan.
Portanova is currently assigned to the National Reconnaissance Office. He has coauthored many papers on the genesis
of EELV. Portanova earned a master’s in engineering from
the University of Southern California, and completed work
toward a Ph.D. at the Drucker Executive Management School,
Claremont Graduate University.

The Aerospace Laboratories: 50 Years of Science in
Support of National Security Space
George Paulikas joined Aerospace
in 1961 upon completing his Ph.D. in
physics from the University of California, Berkeley. He retired in 1998 from
the position of executive vice president.
During his years at Aerospace, Paulikas
worked as a senior scientist, department
head, laboratory director, vice president
of laboratories, and as senior vice president of organizations that evolved over
the years into today’s National Systems Group and Space
Systems Group. Paulikas received the Trustees' Distinguished
Achievement Award in 1981 and the National Reconnaissance
Office Gold Medal in 1998. He admits to having failed retirement, and continues to work as a casual employee.

Roy M. Chiulli, Senior Project Engineer, Civil and Commercial Operations,
joined Aerospace in 1980. During his
30-year career at Aerospace, he has
provided systems engineering support
to numerous military, civil, commercial,
and international programs. He served
as program manager of Aerospace’s
support to the Republic of China Satellite (ROCSAT) program. He is also the
author of three books and has taught quantitative analysis
courses at UCLA, USC, and Cal State Northridge. Chiulli has
a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, a master’s degree in operations research from the
University of California at Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in systems
engineering from UCLA.

The Early Days of Computing at Aerospace
William K. Clarkson was appointed
general manager of the Computer Systems Division, Engineering Technology
Group, in October 1996, and retired
in the fall of 1997. He was previously
principal director in the Software Engineering Subdivision, and prior to that
was principal director of the Distributed
Computing and Communications Subdivision. From July 1969 to February
1980, Clarkson was director of the Systems Simulation and
Analysis Department. He joined Aerospace as a specialist
in computer systems and software in December 1960, and
earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from
Princeton University and a master’s degree in electrical engineering from the California Institute of Technology. He is a
member of Sigma Xi and Tau Beta Pi.
From the Editors: A special thank you to Bonita (Bonnie) Smith, Aerospace corporate
archivist, for her tireless efforts pulling and identifying photos for the magazine.
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There was ready opportunity to learn about
many of the former traditions and the campus
lifestyle over the decades at The Aerospace
Corporation as the editors and corporate archivist dug through material for this 50th anniversary issue of Crosslink. For example, did you
know that in the “good old days” at Aerospace,
when maybe life was just a little bit slower,
the corporation had a full-service dining room,
employee art exhibitions, and lunchtime cosmetology classes?
Among some of the traditions and fun captured
here, there are also photos from many of the
former anniversary celebrations the company
recognized over the decades. The landscape
picture in the background shows the corporation's first headquarters in what would later
become the Los Angeles Air Force Base, when
much of the area surrounding Aerospace was
still open space and even fertile ground for
farming.
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The Crosslink Crossword
Across
3. 	Accompanies tear
4. 	Tight spot
10. 	Courteous
11. ______ out, sing with oomph
12. 	Like railroad rails
13. 	Easily insulted
15. Where chess is played
19. 	A voice to avoid, it is said
21. 	Like home, Daddy-o
22. 	One who parrots
24. Bunch of cookies
27. 	Candy style
28. 	One separates Oakland & S.F.
29. Jut out
31.	Potluck contribution
33. 	Radiate happiness
34.	Apple center
35. What remains?
Down
1. 	Let off steam
2. 	Surfing prereq
5. 	Teensy amount
6. Moving freely
7. 	Upright
8. Heroes have it
9. Dieter’s dread
14. “Garbage in”

16. 	Simplest ticket
17. Dog who wanders?
18. ______ it, improvise
20. 	Something to skim
23. 	Politician’s agenda

25. 	To obscure
26. Hacked path
27. 	Commute carless
30.	Pre-DVD medium
32. 	Sorbet, for example

Most puzzle words and clues are from articles in this issue. The solution is on the Crosslink Web site: http://www.aero.org/publications/crosslink/.

